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A Sources
1) Statistics of Income, 1917-1946: annual reports compiled from
federal income tax returns (U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of
Internal Revenue).
2) Source Book of Statistics of Income, unpublished tabulations on
fileinthe Bureau of Internal Revenue: federal income tax returns
for 1934, 1935, 1936, and 1937 showing realized net gains and
losses and the number of returns with either realized net gain or
loss in each of 5 holding periods, by net income groups: $100,000
or over in each year 1934-37, $5,000-100,000 in 1937, sample re-
turns with net incomes under $100,000 or with net deficits in 1936,
each by income groups.
3) Source Book of Statistics of Income: tabulations of federal income
tax returns with net incomes under $100,000 by income groups, and
with net deficits for 1934, similar to Source 2, prepared by the Divi-
sion of Tax Research, Treasury Department, in cooperation with
the Works Projects Administration.
4) Statistics of Income Supplement for 1936, Section IV, Capital
Gains and Losses: compiled from federal income tax returns for
1936, Division of Tax Research, in cooperation with the Works
Projects Administration, June 1940; supplemented by:
a) Source Book of Statistics of Income for 1936: tabulations for
the United States not published in the Statistics of Income Supple-
ment.
b) Ibid. special tabulations of federal income tax returns for New
York, Pennsylvania, and Illinois, showing capital gains and losses
by type of asset and by net income group.
c) Statistics of Income Supplement for 1936, Section III, Patterns
of Income.
d) Ibid., Section I, Distribution and Sources.
5) Source Book of Statistics of Income: tabulations of capital gains
and losses in 1930, 1932, and 1933, based on sample studies of fed-
eral individual tax returns by the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
Income Tax Unit, Statistical Section.
6) Special studies of capital gains and losses of groups of individuals
with large net incomes.
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a) Million Dollar Incomes, Report to the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation, 1938: annual data on capital gains and
losses as well as other income and deduction items 1917-36 for 38
of the 75 returns reporting net incomes of $1 million or over in 1924.
b) Source Book of Statistics of Income: unpublished tabulations
showing sources of income and deduction items 19 17-36 for the 75
returns reporting net incomes of $1 million or over in 1924. Data
are complete for only 45 returns 1917-33.
c) Hearings, Senate Select Committee on Investigation of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, 68th Cong., 1st and 2d Sess., 1924-25,
VII, 3558, 3559, 3576, 3584.
d) Report to the Senate Select Committee on Investigation of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, 69th Cong., 1St Sess., Senate Report 27,
Part 2, Pp. 1-19.
e) Report of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
1928, Vol. 1, pp. 43, 44.
Sources 6c, d, and e present data by years on sources of income
and deduction items in 19 16-24 of 4,063 individuals with net in-
comes of $100,000 or over in 1916. Sources 6c and d give also net
capital gains and losses by type of asset for the combined period
1917-22 for 400 returns with net incomes of $100,000 or over in
1916. Source 6e gives also net capital losses in 1917-25 of 75 indi-
viduals with net incomes of $1 million or over in 1924, as well as
estimates made for the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxa-
tion of the net losses from sales of assets for all individual and taxable
fiduciary income tax returns 19 17-25.
f) Report to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
71st Cong., I, Part VII, Supplementary Report on Capital Gains
and Losses, 1929.
g) Source Book of Statistics of Income: unpublished tabulations
showing sources of income and deduction items in 1929, 1932, and
1933 for individuals reporting the highest net incomes in 1929. Indi-
viduals reporting the highest net incomes excluding capital gains and
losses but including tax-exempt interest were included in the sample.
B Differences in Returns Covered by Basic Tabulations
For returns with net incomes (returns with adjusted gross incomes in
1944-46) the data from Sources 1 and 2 cover individual and taxable
fiduciary income tax returns (ified on Forms 1040 and 1040A,
1917-36, on Forms 1040, 1040A, and 1041, 1937-43, and onSOURCES AND METHODS 323
Forms 1040, W-2, and 1041, 1944-46) ;1thedata for returns with
net deficits cover only returns filed by individuals (on Form 1040)
Databased on Source 3 cover only returns filed on Form 1040. Data
based on Sources 4, 4a, and b exclude all returns ified on Form
1040A as well as returns filed on Form 1040 that did not give ade-
quate information on the back with respect to the type of capital
asset and holding period. Data based on Source 4c include returns
with net incomes filed on Forms 1040 and 1040A, and those from
Source 4d include all returns filed on Forms 1040 and 1040A except
returns with neither net income nor net deficit. All the tabulations
from Sources 4 and 4a-d were based on the 'duplicate' copies of the
return filed by taxpayers whereas in Source 1 the 'original' returns
were tabulated. Other minor differences between the data from
Sources 4 and 1 reflect the fact that the tabulations in Source 4 of
'returns with net incomes under $5,000' were based on all returns
reporting net incomes in this group, whereas the data in Source 1
were based on a sample.3 Data from Source 5 cover samples of indi-
vidual income tax returns ified on Form 1040.
C Changes in Filing Requirements
Since the statistics on capital gains and losses are from income tax
returns, they reflect changes in filing requirements during the 30
years. These changes affect primarily the year to year comparability
of the data for the lower income groups, but since such groups ac-
count for a substantial fraction of capital gains and losses, the corn-
Except that Table 35 from Source I covers only individual income tax returns
in 1938-41.
2Datafor returns with net deficits are not available before 1928. Net deficit
returns include returns with zero net incomes in 1937-43. In 1944-46 the
deficit classification represents returns with no adjusted gross incomes instead
of returns with net deficits. Of 229,234 returns with net deficits in 1944,
191,905 show no adjusted gross incomes and 37,329 show adjusted gross
incomes of various amounts and itemized deductions that exceed gross income.
In 1945 the corresponding figures are 216,745; 181,792; and 34,953; and in
1946, 250,181; 216,077; and 34,104. The first of these deficit sub-groups is
included in our tables under 'returns with net deficit'; the second, under
'returns with net income' which, for 1944-46, represent 'returns with adjusted
gross income'.
81n 1943-46 sampling in Source 1 was extended to income groups above
$5,000. Estimates were based upon samples for net income groups under
$20,000 in 1943, and for adjusted gross income groups under $25,000 in
1944-46.324 APPENDIX ONE
parability of the year to year totals of capital gains and losses is
also affected.
The major changes in filingrequirementsmay be summarized as
followsFrom 1917 through 1923 married persons living with
spouse were required to ifie returns if their net incomes were $2,000
or 'more; single individuals (including fiduciaries and married per-
sons not living with spouse) if their net incomes were $1,000 or
more. Beginning in 1921 all individuals with gross incomes of $5,000
or more were required to file returns, regardless of the amount of
their net incomes. The minimum net income required for filing in
the case of married persons was raised to $2,500 in 1924, to $3,500
in 1925, and lowered to $2,500 in 1932. In the case of single indi-
viduals it was raised to $1,500 in 1925 and lowered to $1,000 in
1932.
In 1940 the gross income required for filing was lowered to $2,000
for married persons and to $800 for single, in 1941 it was reduced
to $1,500 for married persons and to $750 for single, and in 1942
it was further reduced to $1,200 for married persons and to $500
for single. In 1943 a married person with a gross income of $624 ws
required to file a return. Filing was required also of anyone liable for
income taxes for 1942 and anyone entitled to a tax refund because of
excessive withholding or overpayment on the estimated declaration.5
In 1944-46 any person, including a minor, who had a gross income
of $500 or more was required to file a return; persons filing for tax
refund are also included in the tabulations.
D Basic Data on Capital Gains and Losses for the Various Periods
Changes in the statutory treatment of capital gains and losses account
for substantial differences in the figures for the various years. The
following paragraphs describe the series for 5 periods 1917-21,
1922-33, 1934-37, 1938-41, and 1942-46 and call attention to vari-
ous estimates we prepared to mike the statistics for the 5 periods
more comparable. Most of the estimates are based on additional data
for selected years taken from the back of the tax returns.
'For details of the changes in filing requirements see Statistics of Income for
1940, Part I, pp. 242-3, and the similar discussions in the volumes for later
years. For discussion of effects of changes in filing requirements on the com-
parability of statistics see Income Forecasting by the Use of Statistics of
Income Data, by J. F. Ebersole, S. S. Burr, and G. M. Peterson, Review of
Economic Statistics, Nov. 1929 and Feb. and May 1930.
The discharge of individual income tax liability on a 'pay-as-you-go' basis
was instituted in 1943.SOURCES AND METHODS 325
11917-1921
Duringthese 5yearsnet capital gains were taxed at the same rates
as other income. Each individual with a net profit (an excess of gains
over losses) from the sale of assets reported the net amount on his
return.6 Our figures on net gain for 1917-21 are from Source 1;
data are not available for earlier years.7
In 1917 capital losses were deductible only to the extent of gains,
but in 1918-21 they were allowed in full against income. Net capital
losses, tabulated in Source 1 in combination with other deduction
items, were estimated by the method outlined below in Section 2b.
21922-1933
Netcapital gains from the sales of assets held more than 2 years were,
at the option of the taxpayer, taxable at 12½ percent in lieu of
normal and surtax rates; all other net gains from sales of assets were
taxed as ordinary income. In 1922 and 1923 the segregation at the
12½ percent rate was permitted only if the resulting total tax was
12½ percent or more of the total net income; in 1924 this provision
was discontinued.
Net capital losses were allowed in full as a deduction in computing
net income in 1922 and 1923. From 1924 through 1933 net capital
loss from sales of assets held more than 2 years had to be segregated
from other income, and a tax credit taken amounting to 12½ percent
of the loss if the segregation led to a higher total tax than if the loss
was deducted from total income. If the segregation led to a lower
tax, the 12½ percent tax credit was not permitted but the net loss
itself was deducted in computing net income. Net loss from sales of
assets held 2 years or less was allowed in full as a deduction in com-
puting net income 1924-33, except that in 1932 and 1933 net loss
from sales of bonds, except government bonds, held 2
years or less was not deductible. The loss data in our tables include
disallowed loss in 1932 and 1933, estimated as outlined below in
Section c.
Net capital gain and loss, as defined in the statutes, applied only
to net gain and loss from sales of assets held more than 2 years in
order to distinguish gains and losses eligible for segregation at the
special rate. In our tables, however, except when otherwise specified,
• The taxpayer reported the net amount from sales of securities separately from
sales of other assets, but the combined amounts alone were published.
Data on net capital gains in 1917 are not available for returns with net
incomes under $2,000.326 APPENDIX ONE
the terms are used in the broader sense to cover all net gains and
losses from sales of capital assets.8
The following component series for net gain 1922-3 3 and for net
loss 1924-33 are available, by income level, from Source 1: (1) Net
capital gain from sales of assets held more than 2 years and segre-
gated for tax at 12½ percent, (2) Tax credit on net capital
loss from sales of assets held more than 2 years and segregated for
tax credit at 12½ percent, 1924-33. For 1924-30 we derived net
capital losses segregated for tax credit by capitalizing the amounts of
tax credit published in Source 1. For 1931-33 the actual amount
of net capital loss segregated for tax credit was published in Statistics
of Income. We based its distribution among income levels on the
capitalized value of the tax credit at each level.'0 (3) Other net gain
from sales of assets, 1922-33. (4) Other net loss from sales of assets,
1926-33.
Our series on total net capital gain, 1922-33, is the sum of (1) and
(3) above; that on total net capital loss, 1926-3 3, the sum of (2) and
(4), adjusted to include disallowed losses in 1932 and 1933, derived
as described below in Section c;'1 and that on total net capital loss
before 1926 is derived as described in Section b.
8The tabulated series on statutory net capital gain in Statistics of Income does
not always correspond exactly with the definition in the statutes. In certain
years the latter was equal to net capital gain minus specified deductions for
net loss in ordinary net income and for net loss carried over from preceding
years, whereas the tabulated figure is the amount before these deductions.
In 1925, unlike the other years in this period, net capital gain was not tabu-
lated as such, but was derived in Statistics of Income by capitalizing the amount
of the 12½ percent tax. As a result, the figures for 1925 are slightly under-
stated since on certain returns the tax was computed on net capital gain reduced
as indicated in the preceding note.
The capitalized value of the credit, which we used for 1924-30, understates
actual net loss because the punch cards used in tabulating the data for Statistics
of income included only the amount of tax credit required to reduce the tax
liability to zero, so that some of the tax credit on returns with no tax liability
was omitted. The capitalized value of the tax credit was 81 percent of the
actual net capital loss segregated for tax credit in 1931, 69 percent in 1932,
and 74 percent in 1933. The two series were probably in closer agreement
in the earlier years of the period.
Total net losses are understated somewhat because the basic tabulations
exclude net losses from sales of capital assets held more than 2 years an indi-
vidual listed on his return but, because he was nontaxable, neither segregated
for tax credit at 12½ percent nor deducted from total income in computing his
net income or deficit. In 1932 and 1933, however, the Bureau of Internal
Revenue transferred such net losses reported by deficit returns to 'other net
loss from sales of assets', thereby including them in the basic tabulations.SOURCES AND METHODS 327
Series (3) includes two components which were not tabulated
separately: (a) net gains from sales of assets held 2 years or less
and (b) net gains from sales of assets held over 2 years not seg-
regated for the tax at 12½ percent. Series (4), similarly, includes
(c) net losses from sales of assets held 2 years or less and (d) net
losses from sales of assets held over 2 years not segregated for tax
creditat 12½ percent. For the upper income groups, however, the
series represent items (a) and (c) only, since few taxpayers failed
to take advantage of the tax saving possible by segregating their
net long term gains and applying the 12½ percent rate, and the regu-
lations required that they segregate their long term net losses. For
the medium and lower income groups such tax saving on gains was
not possible and segregation of losses was not required; hence for
them 'long' and 'short' term gains or losses cannot be segregated.12
This is the reason our tables on long and short term capital gains from
series (1) and (3) above, and those on long and short term losses
from series (2) and (4) above, carry warnings that an unknown
proportion of long term gains and losses are included in the short
term series for 1922-33.
The income tax return for 1933 differed from that used earlier
in providing for three items of unsegregated net gain and two items
of unsegregated net loss: net gains from sales of stocks and bonds
except government bonds held 2 years or less; net gains or losses
from sales of other assets held 2 years or less; and net gains or losses
from sales of assets held more than 2 years except those segregated
at 12½ percent (Table 10). Total net gain or loss other than that
segregated at 12½ percent, as shown here and in Statistics of
income (the sum of the tabulated amounts of the three components
of gain, two components of loss) is overstated in 1933 as compared
with earlier years because the net gains in any one of its three com-
ponents were not offset by the net losses in the other components
realized by the same individual.
Statistics of Income shows net gains segregated for the alternative 12½
percent tax beginning with the net income group $15,000-20,000 in 1922 and
1923, and segregated net gain and the tax credit on segregated net loss begin-
ning with the net income groups $25,000-30,000 in 1924, $30,000-40,000 in
1925-31, and $ 15,000-20,000 in 1932 and 1933. In some instances returns with
net incomes above these amounts did not segregate their gains or losses because
with certain combinations of ordinary income and capital net gain or loss, the
segregation for returns with net gain would have resulted in a higher tax,
and for returns with net loss, in a lower tax, than if the gain or toss was
treated as ordinary income.328 APPENDIX ONE
The numbers of returns with segregated net gain or loss and with
'other' net gain or loss are from Source 1. The returns are distributed
by size of gain or loss but not by size of net income. The total number
with capital transactions is not available and cannot be derived by
adding the component series because one individual may have had
both long and short term gains and losses.
a) Losses understated in 1 926-28
'Other net loss' is understated in 1926-28 as compared with the rest
of the period because in these 3 years the BIR did not tabulate such
net losses from sales of assets held more than 2 years as were taken
as a deduction in computing net income if the taxpayer listed them
on his return under the general heading 'other deductions'. The
degree of understatement is impossible to estimate but may have
been sizeable because the instructions did not indicate clearly under
which item on the return losses of this kind were to be entered.
Beginning in 1929 the BIR, for purposes of Statistics of Income,
transferred losses of this kind to 'other net loss from the sale of
assets' if they could be identified, and so included them in its
tabulations.
b) Estimated net loss before 1926
In 1917-25 net losses, except segregated long term losses in 1924
and 1925, were combined in Statistics of Income with other deduc-
tion items. Our estimates of total net capital loss were derived as
follows (see table).
Returns with net incomes of $100,000 or over
1) The percentage of total deductions accounted for by net losses
from sales of assets each year 19 17-25 was computed from a sample
of 75 individuals with net incomes of $1 million or over in 1924
(Source 6e; total deductions reported on this group of returns are
erroneously labeled 'losses on sale of assets' in Source 6e, p. 43).
For 1924 and 1925 the sample data on losses and total deductions
appear to include losses segregated for tax credit at 12½ percent.
2) Similar percentages were computed for each year 19 17-24 from
a sample of 4,063 returns with net incomes of $100,000 or over in
1916 (Source 6c-e; the percentages for 1920 and 1922-24, which
differ from those in Source 6e, p. 43, were computed from total
deductions and losses for this group of returns from Source 6d).
3) The two percentages for each year, weighted by total deductions
as reported in the two samples for the year, were averaged. (These





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4) The average percentages were assumed to apply to all returns
with net incomes of $100,000 or over. Accordingly, the percentage
for each year 1917-23 from step 3 was applied to the total deductions
reported by all returns with net incomes of $100,000 or over in the
corresponding year (Source 1) to determine the annual aggregate
net loss from sales of assets. For 1924 and 1925 the percentage was
applied to the sum of total deductions and net losses segregated for
tax credit at 12½ percent reported by returns in this income group
because we were estimating total net losses, both segregated and
unsegregated.
Returns with net incomes under $100,000
Sample data were not available for these income groups in 1917-25.
Some individuals included in the samples used in steps 1 and 2
actually had net incomes of less than $100,000 in some of these
years but they could not be regarded as representative of such income
groups with respect to capital losses in relation to total deductions.
5) For each year 1926-31 the percentage of total deductions ac-
counted for by net losses from sales of assets was calculated for
(a) all returns with net incomes under $100,000 and (b) all returns
with net incomes of $100,000 or more (Source 1); net capital losses
segregated for tax credit at 12½ percent were excluded.
6) For each year 1926-31 the ratio of percentage (a) to percentage
(b) was calculated, then the ratios for the 6 years were averaged.
The average showed that the percentage of total deductions ac-
counted for by net losses from sales of assets was about two-thirds
as large for returns with net incomes under $100,000 as for returns
with net incomes of $100,000 or more (the annual ratios are shown
in the preceding table).
7) Percentages and ratios for 1926-31 were calculated similar to
those described in steps 5 and 6 except that net capital losses segre-
gated for tax credit at 12½ percent were included in both losses and
deductions. The average ratio indicated that the percentage for
returns with net incomes under $100,000 was approximately half
that for returns with net incomes of $100,000 or more.
8) We assumed for each year 1917-23 for returns with net incomes
under $100,000 that the percentage of total deductions accounted
for by net losses from sales of assets was seven-twelfths (an average
of two-thirds from step 6 and one-half from step 7) as large as the
corresponding percentage (from step 3) for returns with net incomes
of $100,000 or more. For 1924 and 1925 we used one-half (step 7)SOURCES AND METHODS 331
rather than seven-twelfths because we were estimating net losses
including those segregated for tax credit at 12½ percent.
9) The aggregate net loss from sales of assets was derived in each
year 1917-23 by applying the appropriate percentage (from step 8)
to the total deductions reported on all returns with net incomes under
$100,000 in the corresponding year (Source 1), and in 1924-25 to
the sum of total deductions and net loss segregated for tax credit at
12½ percent reported on all returns in this income group (Source 1).
Total net losses are the sum of the estimates for the under and
over $100,000 groups.13 For 1924-25 long term net losses segre-
gated for tax credit at 12½ percent are the capitalized values of
the tax credits (Source 1), and short term net losses are the difference
between estimated total net losses and long term segregated net losses.
c) Estimated disallowed net loss in 1932 and 1933
1) The ratios of disallowed to statutory net loss in 1932 and 1933
were calculated by income groups from the sample data in Source 5.
The statutory amount excluded net loss segregated for tax credit at
12½ percent.
2) Each annual ratio was applied to the total statutory net loss,
excluding net loss segregated for tax credit at 12½ percent, reported
on all returns in the corresponding income group and year (Source
1). Total disallowed net loss for each year is the sum of the estimates
for the various income groups.'4
3) Total net loss other than that segregated for special tax treat-
ment, for 1932 and 1933, is the sum of estimated disallowed net
loss from step 2 and statutory net loss, other than that segregated
for tax credit at 12½ percent, from Source 1 (the actual computa-
tions are shown in Tables 48 and 49). This sum is overstated slightly
as compared with the corresponding series for earlier years because
the sample data from Source 5, and hence our estimates of disallowed
and total net loss, include some disallowed loss reported by indi-
viduals with over-all net capital gains. On the other hand, our
estimates may be too low because they assume that disallowed
These estimates are lower than those in Source 6e. In its estimates the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation assumed that the two samples
mentioned in steps (1) and (2) above were representative of all net income
groups.
second, lower, estimate was based on the ratio of disallowed loss to statu-
tory net loss, including in the latter net loss segregated for tax credit. We used
the first estimate because the second assumed that the sample correctly repre-
sented the proportions of segregated and unsegregated statutory net loss.332 APPENDIX ONE
losses were reported in full on the back of the sample returns from
Source 5. Though taxpayers in the sample did give detailed informa-
tion on transactions resulting in short term net losses, even though
disallowed, there may nevertheless be some understatement. The
fact that the sample for 1932 and 1933 included only persons who
had at least 5 sales of capital assets in either those years or 1930
may have led to some bias. For a description of the sample from
Source 5, see Section Fl.
31934-1937
Thestatutes provided that certain specified percentages, varying
with the length of the period the asset had been held, were to be
applied to realized capital gains and losses to determine the statutory
amounts subject to tax: 100 percent for assets held 1 year or less,
80 percent for assets held 1-2 years, 60 percent for assets held 2-5
years, 40 percent for assets held 5-10 years, and 30 percent for
assets held longer than 10 years. Moreover, net capital loss, after
the application of these percentages, was not to exceed $2,000,
except for a joint return, on which a net loss up to $4,000 was
allowed. Statutory net capital gains and losses, i.e., gains and losses
after the application of the percentages listed above and after the
$2,000 limitation on net losses, in Statistics of Income for this period
are the sum of the net figures reported on the face of returns. Each
taxpayer with capital transactions reported only one figure on the
face of his return.
We present estimates of total realized net gains and losses, i.e.,
net gain and loss before the application of the statutory percentages
and before the $2,000 limitation on net losses, as well as the statutory
amounts. Unless statutory net gains and losses are specified, the
amounts in our tables are realized.
The taxpayer reported his realized net gains and net losses on the
back of his return separately under each of 5 holding period groups
before the application of the statutory percentages and before the
loss limitation. These amounts were available in Sources 2 and 3
for the following net income groups: $100,000 or over in each year
1934-37; $5,000-100,000 in 1937; under $100,000 or net deficits
in 1934 and for a sample of returns in 1936, each by income group.
Our estimate of total realized net gain in each year is the sum, for
returns with statutory net gains, of the net gains reported in the 5
holding periods minus the sum, for the same groups of returns, of
the net losses in those holding periods (Sources 2 and 3). TotalSOURCES AND METHODS 333
realized net loss is the sum, for returns with statutory net losses, of
the net losses reported in the 5holdingperiods minus the sum of the
net gains. Realized long term net gain (loss) is the sum, for all
returns with capital transactions, of the net gains (losses) in the 3
long term holding periods (2-5,5-10,over 10 years), and realized
short term net gain (loss) is the sum, for all returns with capital
transactions, of the net gains (losses) in the 2 short term holding
periods (under 1, 1-2 years, plus a third category —'notstated'). The
sum of our series on long and short term gains (losses) for these
years does not equal our estimates of total realized net gain (loss)
because of the difference in the returns covered: total realized net
gain covers returns with statutory net gain only (realized losses on
such returns having been offset against realized gains), while long
and short term gains cover all returns with capital transactions, that
is, returns with both statutory net gain and loss. Similarly, total
realized net loss covers returns with statutory net loss only, while
long and short term losses cover all returns with capital transactions
(see Sec. E2).
The estimates of long, short, and total realized gains and losses
were taken directly from Sources 2 and 3, except as noted below, and
except when the statutory net gain or loss for a given income
group from these Sources differed slightly from the figure in Source
1. In the latter event, we adjusted realized net gains and losses so
that they would correspond with statutory net gains and losses as
published in Source
For income groups not covered by Sources 2 and 3 —returnswith
net incomes under $100,000 or with net deficits in 1935, and returns
with net incomes under $5,000 or with net deficits in 1937 —our
estimates of realized amounts were based on the statutory amounts
in Source 1 and the relation between the statutory and realized
amounts for the income group in the preceding or following year
(Tables 16-9). For 1935 we estimated total realized net gain and
loss for returns with net incomes under $100,000, by income group,
and for returns withdeficits by assuming that the ratio of statu-
tory to total realized net gain (loss) for each income group in 1935
Theratio of total realized net gain (loss) to statutory net gain (loss) at each
income level from the tabulation in Source 2 or 3 was applied to statutory
net gain (loss) in Source 1 for that income level. This was the method used
also in estimating total realized net gain and loss in 1936 for net incomes under
$100,000 arid for the net deficit group from the sample data. The distributions
of these totals by holding period were based upon the corresponding per-.
centage distributions from the sample.334 APPENDIX ONE
equaled the average of the corresponding ratios for 1934 and 1936.
The distribution of total realized net gain (loss) by holding period
in 1935 for each income group was assumed to be the same as the
percentage distribution for the average of 1934 and 1936. For 1937
total realized net gain and loss for returns with net deficits was based
upon similar ratios for 1936; that for returns with net incomes under
$5,000 upon the ratios for returns with net incomes of $5,000-
10,000 in 1937, adjusted to take into account the variation in the
ratios in 1936 between the 'under $5,000' and the $5,000-10,000
income groups. The distributions of estimated total realized net gain
and loss by holding period for net deficit returns in 1937 were based
on the corresponding percentage distributions by holding period in
1936, and those for returns with net incomes of under $5,000 in
1937 upon the percentage distributions for the $5,000-10,000 group
in 1937. The estimates for these income groups in 1935 and 1937
are therefore extremely tentative and were derived only in order to
complete the holding period picture for the four years 193 4-37.
The number of returns with statutory net gain or loss is from
Source 1. The number of returns with realized net gain or loss in each
holding period (Table 34) and average realized net gain or loss by
holding period (Table 38) were derived from Sources 2 and 3. As
we did not attempt to estimate the number of returns with realized
net gains and losses in the several holding periods for returns with
net incomes under $100,000 or with net deficits in 1935, or for
returns with net incomes under $5.000 or with net deficits in 1937,
these groups, which are not covered in Sources 2 and 3, do not
appear in Tables 34 and 38. Estimates for 'holding period not stated'
in all 4 years are omitted from both tables. For returns with net
incomes under $100.000 or with net deficits in 1936, the number
of returns with realized net gains and losses in the various holding
periods was derived by dividing the average realized net gain or loss
in each holding period and income group from sample data into the
corresponding aggregate estimated as described in footnote 15 above.
See Section F2 for description of special tabulations for 1936.
41938-1941
As in 1934-37, the law excluded from statutory net gain and loss
various proportions of the amounts actually realized. The entire gain
or loss from capital assets held 18 'months or less (short term) was
included; 66½ percent from capital assets held 18-24 months andSOURCES AND METHODS 335
50percent from capital assets held more than 24 months (long
term).
Instead of the $2,000 limitation on net capital loss as in 1934-3 7,
the statute allowed all long term net capital losses as deductions in
computing net income but disallowed all short term, i.e., short term
net loss was not taken into account in computing net income. How-
ever, short term net loss not exceeding the net income in the year it
was sustained could be carried over to the next taxable year and used
to offset the net short term capital gain in that year but only to the
extent of the short term net gain.
The definition of capital assets differed from that in 1934-37 by
excluding "property used in trade or business of a character which
is subject to allowances for depreciation". In our tables, however,
net gains and losses from the sale of depreciable property are
included in order to make the figures more nearly comparable with
those for earlier years.1°
The years 1938-41 also differed from the preceding period in that
receipts from long and short term transactions could not be offset.
The taxpayer computed separately two items of 'capital' net gain or
loss —fromassets held more than 18 months and 18 months or less
—anda third item, net gain or loss from sales of depreciable assets
(excluded from the statutory definition of capital assets). Three
corresponding series on net gains are tabulated in Source 1: statutory
long term net gain (from assets held more than 18 months), statu-
tory short term net gain (from assets held 18 months or less), and
net gain from sales of depreciable assets. Two series are available
for net losses from Source 1: statutory long term, net capital loss
and net loss from sales of depreciable assets. Short term net loss
disallowed by the statutes as a current deduction is not available.
Net loss carryover from the preceding year is tabulated in Source 1
for 1939-41.
Realized long term gains and losses in 1938-41 were estimated by
capitalizing statutory long term net gains and losses on the basis of
the statutory provisions for different percentage reductions for assets
Net gain and loss from sales of depreciable property are tabulated in Source
1 under 'Net gain (loss) from sales of property other than capital assets'.
Beginning in 1941 the category 'property other than capital assets' was
extended to include 'obligations of the United States or any of its possessions,
a State or Territory or any political subdivision thereof, or the District of
Columbia, issued on or after March 1, 1941, on a discount basis and payable
without interest at a fixed maturity date not exceeding one year from date of
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held 18-24 months and 24 months or over.'7 Estimates of realized
long term net gain are for returns with statutory long term net gain
only; those of realized long term net loss are for returns with statu-
tory long term net loss only.
Short term net gains are from Source .1; our series is not reduced
by short term net loss carried over from the preceding year,'8 shown
separately in Table 27. Net gain and loss from sales of depreciable
assets are also taken directly from Source 1.
Total realized net gain in 1938-41 is the sum of realized long term
net gain, short term net gain unreduced by prior year loss carryover,
and net gain from sales of depreciable assets. Total realized net loss
is the sum of realized long term net loss and net loss from sales of
depreciable assets. As explained below, short term net losses are not
included in our estimates of total realized net loss in this period.
Gains and losses from sales of depreciable assets, included in our
estimates of total realized net gain and loss, are not included in the
long and short term series because it was impossible to classify them
by holding period. For this reason, the sum of long and short term
net gains (losses) does not equal total net gain (loss).
Statutory net gain in 1938-41 is the sum of 3 components: statu-
tory long term net gain, short term net gain, and net gain from sales
of depreciable assets. To present the data on a current basis, and
to increase comparability with earlier years, statutory net gains in
1939-41 were adjusted to exclude loss carried over from the preced-
ing year.'9 Statutory net loss is the sum of statutory long term net
loss and net loss from sales of depreciable assets. As in the preced-
ing period, unless statutory net gains and losses are specified, the
amounts in our tables are realized.
a) Understatement of losses, 1938-1 941
Our estimates of total realized and of disallowed net loss understate
the actual amounts because we could not estimate disallowed short
17Itwas assumed that the proportion of long term net gain from assets held
more than 18 months realized in the 18-24 months period decreased from
5to1 percent as net income increased, whereas for net loss, the correspond-
ing proportion was assumed to be 12 percent at all income levels.
is, our figures on short term net gains represent current year trans-
actions, and are larger than the statutory amounts in Source 1 where prior
year loss carryovers have been offset against short term net gains of the
current year.
That is, our series is higher than the statutory amounts in Source 1 where
the loss carryover has been offset against current year short term net gains.SOURCES AND METHODS 337
term net loss in this period (rough estimates for 1938 are shown in
Table 28). The published data on net loss carryover are minimum
figures because the carryover was limited by the short term net gain
of the year to which it was carried and by the net income of the
preceding year. Moreover, returns with such carryover may have
appeared at very different income levels in the year the disallowed
loss was incurred and in the year to which it was carried.
51942-1 946
In1942-46 the statutes again distinguished between long and short
term gains and losses. Short term were defined as gains and losses
from sales of assets held 6 months or less; long term as those from
sales of assets held more than 6 months. Half of the realized long
term was taken into account in computing net gain or loss from
sales of capital assets. Short term net gain and loss were counted
in full.
Gains and losses from long and short term transactions in 1942-46,
unlike 1938-41, were offset against each other by the taxpayer in
computing his over-all net gain or loss. Deductible net capital loss,
however, was limited to orto the net income computed
without regard to gains and losses from capital assets, whichever was
smaller. The balance of the net loss —disallowednet loss —could
be carried forward as a short term net loss in any of the succeeding
5yearsto the extent that it exceeded the net gain from sales of
capital assets plus net income computed without regard to capital
gains or losses, or $1,000, whichever was smaller, in any one of the
5years.In 1942 short term net loss carried over from 1941 could
be applied against current year short term net capital gain.
Beginning in 1942 the categories of property excluded from the
statutory definition of capital assets were extended to 'real property
used in trade or business'. Sales of such property, together with
sales of business property on which depreciation was allowed and
sales of certain government obligations are tabulated in Source 1
under 'gain (loss) from sales of property other than capital assets'.
In our tables these amounts are shown under 'gains (losses) from
sales of depreciable assets'. As in 1938-41, they are included in
our estimates of total realized capital gain and loss.
Although depreciable business property and real property used
in trade or business were excluded from the statutory definition of
capital assets, net gains from selling them if derived from property
held more than 6 months could be counted as long term capital gains.338 APPENDIX ONE
Hence, only half were counted in computing net income. Net losses
from transactions in these assets were treated as ordinary net losses
and were fully deductible.
Data published by income level in Source 1 include (1) statutory
long term net capital gain, (2) statutory long term net capital loss,
(3) short term net capital gain, (4) short term net capital loss,
(5) net gain from sales of property other than capital assets, (6)
net loss from sales of property other than capital assets, (7) statu-
tory net capital gain, and (8) statutory net capital loss. The first
four of these series are shown separately for returns with statutory
net capital gains and losses. Loss series (2) and (4) are the amounts
before the limitation on deductible net loss described above was
applied, whereas loss series (8) is after the limitation. Loss carry-
over is included in various of these series as indicated in Section a
below. Source 1 also has separate tabulations of loss carryover for
returns with statutory net capital gains and losses, by income level.
We estimated realized long term net capital gain (loss) by capital-
izing statutory long term net gain from series 1 (loss from series 2)
reported on all returns with capital transactions, i.e., returns with
statutory net capital gains and losses. Realized short term net gain
(loss) represents series 3 (4) for all returns with capital transactions,
adjusted for loss carryover as described in Section a below.
We estimated total realized net gain by capitalizing the statutory
amounts of long term net gain and loss reported on returns with
statutory net capital gains, then combining these capitalized figures
with the short term net gains and losses reported on the same group
of returns, i.e., total realized net gain equals the sum of realized long
and short term gains —series(1) capitalized plus series (3) —for
returns with statutory net gains, minus the sum of realized long and
short term losses —series(2) capitalized plus series (4) —forre-
turns with statutory net gains. The series in our tables are the sum
of these amounts and net gains from sales of depreciable assets,
series (5). The same procedure was followed for returns with statu-
tory net capital losses in estimating total realized net loss. For dis-
cussion of the adjustments for loss carryover in deriving these
estimates, and for derivation of our statutory capital gain and loss
series see Section a below.
The sum of long and short term gains (losses) does not equal
total realized net gain (loss) because (a) long and short term gains
(losses) cover all returns with capital transactions whereas total
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(losses) from sales of depreciable assets are not included in the long
and short term series; and (c) adjustments for loss carryover in
1944-46 differ (Sec. a). As in the earlier periods, unless statutory
net gains and losses are specified, the amounts in our tables are
realized.
In 1944-46 the basis of income classification, unlike that in pre-
ceding years, was adjusted gross income, not net income. When our
estimates of capital gains and losses are headed 'returns with statu-
tory net income' and 'returns with statutory net incomes of $5,000
or over' they cover for 1944-46 'returns with adjusted gross income
of $1 or over' and 'returns with adjusted gross income of $5,000 or
over', and when headed 'returns with net deficits' the 1944-46 gain
and loss series cover 'returns with no adjusted g1oss income'
(Sec. G).
a) Loss carryover
Loss carried over from preceding years is excluded from our series
on total realized net gain and loss for 1942-46 and from our series
on short term gain and loss for 1942-43 but not for 1944-46. In
1942, as in 193 9-41, loss carryover was deductible only to the extent
of current year short term net gain. We increased the short term net
gain in Source 1 by the amount of prior year loss carryover the tax-
payer had subtracted from it, and included this adjusted amount in
total realized gain and loss. In 1943-46 net loss carryover could be
used either to reduce short term net gains or to increase short term net
losses. Both short term and total realized gains and losses in 1943 are
based upon a special tabulation in Source 1 of short term net gain and
loss before the loss carryover was included. In 1944-46 similar tabu-
lations were not available. The short term series in 1944-46 could not
be adjusted to exclude loss carryover because the division of carry-
over between the amount subtracted from short term net gains and
the amount added to short term net losses could not be ascertained.
However, we excluded carryover from total realized net gain and
loss for 1944-46 as follows. Total net gain, that realized on returns
with statutory net capital gains, was increased by the amount of
loss carryover reported on this group of returns, i.e., the amount of
loss carryover that had been subtracted was added back; and total
net loss was decreased by the amount of loss carryover reported on
returns with statutory net capital losses. Because we could not adjust
the short term gain and loss series in 1944-46 to remove the loss
carryover, our series on short term gain understates, and that on340 APPENDIX ONE
short term loss overstates, the actual annual amounts realized during
1944-46.
The loss carryover series in 1942-46 (Tables 20 and27)repre-
sents the amount ifiers reported on their returns and took into
account in determining series 3 and 4 in Source 1. It overstates the
amount actually deducted from current year's income. The filer
reported the full amount of prior years' disallowed net capital loss
as a carryover on the back of his return (with a limitation in 1942
alone) whereas, owing to the statutory capital loss limitation, only a
portion of the carryover reported on some returns with statutory
net capital losses actually increased the amount of statutory net
capital loss allowed as a deduction. For example, a taxpayer with a
loss carryover of $50,000 from 1943 reported the entire amount
on his 1944 return, and all is included in the loss carryover series
and is taken into account in the short term series in Source 1, even
though only $1,000 is included in the statutory loss series if the
taxpayer had no capital transactions in 1944. The same kind of
overstatement in the loss carryover series could occur in 1942, as
well as in later years, even though loss carryover from 1941 was
limited to 1942 short term net gains. For example, in 1942 a return
with a current year short term net gain of $5,000, a net loss carry-
over from 1941 of $5,000, and a statutory long term net loss of
$5,500 (half of $11,000), would show a statutory net loss of only
$1,000 because of the $1,000 limitation on net capital loss. If loss
carryover were excluded, the statutory net loss would be $500.
Therefore, owing to the $1,000 loss limitation, the $5,000 carry-
over increased the current year's statutory net loss only $500. Be-
cause the loss carryover reported in 1942 was limited by the size of
the current year net short term capital gain the overstatement in the
tabulated series was smaller than in 1943-46.
Another type of overstatement occurs in the loss carryover series
for 1944-46 (Tables 20 and 27) in that it includes portions of the
carryover already reported and included in the carryover figures for
preceding years. For example, in 1943 the taxpayer reported as a
carryover the amount of net capital loss disallowed in 1942. Since
the loss could be carried forward to the succeeding 5 years, the
amount disallowed in 1942 was again reported as a carryover in
1944,1945, and1946 to the extent that itwasagain disallowed as a
deductionin 1943, 1944, and 1945.
We derivedstatutory net capital gain by adjusting the figures in
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by adding to series 7 the loss carryover reported on returns with
statutory net capital gains (Source 1). Statutory loss data could
not be adjusted similarly because the proportion of tabulated carry-
over (Tables 20 and 27) actually included in statutory net loss is
unknown. As already noted, owing to the $1,000 limitation on
deductible net capital loss, loss carryover in 1942-46 increased
statutory net loss by only a portion of the tabulated amount. This is
the reason statutory losses excluding carryover are not shown in
Tables 20, 22, and 23. Our series on statutory net gains and losses,
like total realized gains and losses, include amounts on sales of
depreciable assets.2°
The inclusion in Source 1 of net loss carried over from preceding
years in statutory net capital gain and loss distorts, to an unknown
degree, the distribution of data between returns with statutory net
gain and loss. Because loss carryover is included, some returns that
would have shown a statutory net gain on a current basis are classi-
fied as returns with a statutory net loss. For example, in 1943 a
return with a $1,000 current year net gain after a statutory per-
centage reduction, and a $2,000 net loss carryover, would be tabu-
lated as a return with a $1,000 statutory net loss, although on a
current basis (without carryover) it would have a $1,000 statutory
gain.21 Our estimates of total realized gain and loss are adjusted to
exclude loss carryover but not to take account of the errors in
classification due to the carryover. As indicated earlier, estimates
of total realized net gain and loss are for returns with statutory net
gains and losses respectively. Consequently, the current year net
gains of returns that show statutory net losses only because of loss
carryover reduce our estimate of total realized net loss. Concomi-
tantly, total realized net gain is understated by the amount of the
current year net gains on those returns. Such errors of classification
noticeably affect the data in 1945-46. In 1945 returns with statutory
20However,Tables 29, 31, 36, and 37 exclude returns with net gains or losses
from sales of depreciable assets in 1942-46.
In 1942, although loss carryover was limited to the current year short term
net gains, it could still produce a statutory net loss for a return that would have
shown a statutory net gain on a current basis; e.g., a return with a $1,000
statutory long term loss, after percentage reduction, a $2,000 current year short
term gain, and a $2,000 loss carryover would have shown a $1,000 statutory
loss. If carryover were excluded, the return would have shown a $1,000 statu-
tory gain. The loss carryover probably affected the classification of fewer
returns in 1942 than in 1943-46, because permissible amounts of carryover
were more severely limited.342 APPENDIXONE
net capital losses in the adjusted gross income group $300,000-
500,000 show an estimated realized net loss of $2,324,000 when loss
carryover is included. If it is subtracted, the current year net loss is
only $7,000. Moreover, if net losses from sales of depreciable assets
are excluded, deduction of loss carryover results in an over-all net
gain of $593,000 for returns with statutory net capital losses in
this income group. In 1946 returns in the adjusted gross income
group of $1,000,000 and over show an estimated aggregate net loss
of $1,335,000 when loss carryover is included. Exclusion of loss
carryover reduces the net loss to $654,000. If net losses from sales
of depreciable assets are likewise excluded, the result is an over-all
net gain of $198,000 for returns with statutory net loss in this
income group.
E Differences in the Estimates of Realized Capital Gains and Losses
for the Various Periods
Despite the adjustments made in an effort to get a continuous series
on net capital gains and losses, the figures for the 30 years are far
from homogeneous. In this section we summarize the major differ-
ences in the estimates for various periods.
1 Total Realized Net Capital Gains and Losses
Changes in the requirements for filing income tax returns, described
in Section C, are a major source of differences in the basic data. The
omission for years before 1928 of returns with net deficits also im-
pairs the comparability of the series, particularly for losses. The
understatement in the loss series for 1926-28 and 1938-41, and the
nature of the estimates of losses for 1917-25, 1932, and 1933 were
described above.
In all years the data are for realized amounts alone; i.e., differ-
ences in the relative size of unrealized gains and losses in various
years are not reflected.
The effect of many other factors causing disparity in the annual
data could not be measured. Among the chief are changes in the
statutory basis for computing gains and losses from assets acquired
before 1913 and from assets acquired as gifts, in the treatment of
gains and losses realized by partnerships and fiduciaries, and certain
changes in the statutory definition of capital assets such as occurred
in connection with 'worthless' stock. Nor was it possible to adjust
the statistics, which are based on unaudited returns, to take ac-
count of deliberate or other errors in taxpayers' reports, such as
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of the same loss in successive years with a view to its eventual
approval by the auditor as a deduction.
Differences in the 'netness' of gains and losses in the various
periods should also be stressed. Total net capital gain 1922-33 and
total net capital loss 1926-33 are overstated as compared with
similar series for 1917-21, 1934-37, and 1942-46. Whereas in
1917-21 a taxpayer could offset his entire gain and loss against
each other, except that he had to report security transactions sep-
arately, in 1922-33 he might report both a long term net gain
segregated for tax at 12½ percent and a short term net loss, or, in
1924-33 both a long term net loss segregated for tax credit at 12½
percent and a short term net gain. An individual with a $3,000 net
gain from sales of assets held more than 2 years and a $1,000 net
loss from sales of assets held less than 2 years, for example, would
report both figures (if his net income was large enough to make it
profitable for him to segregate his gain) whereas in 1917-21 he
would have reported only a $2,000 net gain.22
In our estimates for 1934-37 we offset an individual's entire gain
and loss against each other.
Total realized net gain is overstated again in 1938-41 because,
unlike 1934-37 and 1942-46, series are not available for returns
with over-all statutory net capital gains and losses. We estimate total
22Theoverstatement from this factor can be estimated for 1933 alone, when,
as indicated above, it was even larger than in other years of the period because
the return had spaces for 3 amounts of 'net gain other than that segregated
for the special tax', and the tabulated amount in Statistics of income for 1933
was derived by adding the 3 items. Table 65 shows estimates, based on a
sample of returns, of the degree of overstatement in 1933, i.e., the relation
between total realized net gain derived by adding the various tabulated series
on net gain and by adding the net amounts on returns that reported a realized
net gain from all capital transactions combined. Lines 10 and 22 show the
overstatement in unsegregated net gain and loss, and lines 8 and 20 the
overstatement in total net gain and loss. Lines 12 and 24 show the overstate-
ment in total net gain and loss that would have occurred if 'other net gain'
and 'other net loss' had been tabulated in 1933 as they were in earlier years.
The realized net gain derived as the sum of tabulated net gains from sales of
assets segregated at 12½ percent and tabulated amounts of other net gains
from sales of assets was 38 percent higher than the realized net gain from
sales of all assets. The corresponding proportion for net loss was 10 percent.
However, since this overstatement arises only when substantial net gains in
one series and substantial net losses in another were reported on many returns,
it was undoubtedly much larger in 1933 than in the earlier boom period. In
1933, as Table 57, Section C, indicates, substantial short term gains were
reported on returns with over-all net losses.344 APPENDIX ONE
net gains as the sum of three items: statutory short term net gains,
realized long term net gains, and net gains from sales of depreciable
assets. A taxpayer might report a net gain under one of the three
headings and a net loss under either the second or third. The total
is overstated as compared with the totals for the preceding period,
therefore, because for any group of returns the net gain in any one
of the three items has not been reduced by the net loss in the others.
The overstatement in total realized net loss in 1938-41, the sum of
realized long term net losses and net losses from sales of depreciable
assets, is, of course, more than outweighed by the understatement
due to the omission of short term net capital losses.
In 1942-46 the entire capital gain and loss as defined by the
statutes were offset against each other on the individual's return, and
hence, in our estimates. However, the statutes excluded net gains
and losses from sales of depreciable assets from the definition of
capital assets. These amounts were added to our gain and loss series,
thereby overstating them somewhat because, for any group of
returns, net losses (gains) from sales of capital assets have not been
reduced by net gains (losses) from sales of depreciable assets. This
overstatement is reduced in the gain series by the statutory pro-
vision whereby long term net gains from sales of certain categories
of depreciable assets could be included in long term capital gains.
Another, though less important, reason our total net gain and loss
in 1934-37 and 1942-46 does not correspond with the series for
earlier years is that total realized net gain is the estimated total for
returns with statutory net gains, and total realized net loss, the
estimated total for returns with statutory net losses. For years prior
to 1934 the figures are total net gain and loss on all returns.23
Some taxpayers reporting statutory net gains may have realized net
losses and some reporting statutory net losses may have realized net
gains. For example, because of the application of the statutory per-
centages in 193 4-37, a taxpayer. with a realized gain of $5,000 on an
asset held more than 10 years and a realized loss of $3,000 on an
asset held 1 month was allowed a statutory net loss of $1,500 (30
percent of $5,000 minus $3,000) despite his total realized net gain
of $2,000. In 1942-46 he would report a statutory net loss of $500
(half of $5,000 minus $3,000). Before 1934, his total realized net
gain, $2,000, would appear as such in our series on net capital gain,
provided his income did not justify segregation of long term gain at
23See,however, the preceding discussion of the effect of the segregation of
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12½ percent. In our tables for 1934-37 and 1942-46 the $2,000 is
excluded from total realized net gain because his return is classified
as having a statutory net loss; moreover, total realized net losses (on
returns with statutory net losses) has been reduced by this $2,000
net gain. For a discussion of the effect of loss carryover on the
classification of returns in 1942-46 see Section D5. The degree of
this type of understatement in the figures for 1934-37 and 1942-46
as compared with the series for earlier years could not be measured
because the basic division in the tabulations is between returns with
statutory rather than total realized net gains and losses.
For a discussion of why, beginning in 1934, total net gains and
losses do not equal the sum of our long and short term series see
Section 2 below.
a) Capital gains and losses through partnerships and fiduciaries
Our basic tables for all years include the net capital gains and losses
reported on both individual and taxable fiduciary income tax returns.
However, the several periods differ with respect to the method used
by a beneficiary of fiduciary income or a partner to report on his
individual income tax return the capital gains and losses realized
by the fiduciary or partnership (or on a taxable fiduciary return in
the case of one fiduciary reporting capital gains and losses received
through another or through a partnership). When such capital gains
and losses were reported on the individual or taxable fiduciary return
under the heading 'capital gains and losses' they are included in our
series, but when they were reported as 'fiduciary' or as 'partnership'
income they are excluded. Hence, in 1922-33 our net capital gain
and loss exclude amounts received through partnerships and fiduci-
aries, except long term amounts segregated for special tax treatment
at 12½ percent which were reported together with other segregated
amounts. In 1934-37 all net capital gain and loss received through
partnerships or fiduciaries are excluded because they were reported
as partnership profit and as income from fiduciaries respectively. In
193 8-46 our series exclude net capital gain and loss received through
fiduciaries except common trust funds but include amounts received
through partnerships and common trust funds because they were
reported together with other net capital gains and losses.
2 Long and Short Term Net Capital Gains and Losses
In 1922-33 long term net gains and losses cannot be separated from
short except for the upper income groups, because they were not
reported separately except when segregated for special tax or tax346 APPENDIX ONE
credit. For 1933, however, we could estimate total long term net
gains (Table 10) because the income tax return required more detail
than in other years of the period.
For 1934-37 we set the dividing line between long and short term
at 2 years to match the dividing line for the preceding period. The
long term figures are overstated as compared with those for the
preceding period because we added the realized amounts reported
by the taxpayer for 3 holding periods: 2-5 years, 5-10, and over 10
years. The same type of overstatement appears in the short term
series for 1934-37, where we added the amounts reported in the
holding periods 1-2 years, under 1 year, and holding period not
stated.
The difficulty arises because if the same taxpayer had a net gain
from transactions in one holding period and a net loss in other
periods, he reported, and our figures include, both. For example, if
taxpayer A reported a $500 net gain from sales of assets held less
than 1 year and a $300 net loss from sales of assets held 1-2 years,
whereas B reported a $100 net gain in the first period and an $800
net loss in the second, the over—all realized net gain in the combined
under 2 year period should be $200 (taxpayer A) and the over-all
net loss, $700 (taxpayer B). These figures would be more nearly
comparable with the corresponding series for 1922-3 3. The sums
of the figures for the 2 holding periods combined, however, $600
for net gains and $1,100 for net losses, are the figures that appear
in our series; hence both gains and losses are overstated. Similarly,
the sum of the data for the 3 holding periods covering assets held
longer than 2 years overstates both the net gains and net losses from
transactions in assets held more than 2 years.
Since we do not know whether the overstatement is larger for
transactions in assets held less or more than 2 years, the proportions
of 'long' and 'short' term gains and losses in 1934-37 and 1922-33
should be compared with caution. In 1922-33 at net income levels
where gains and losses were segregated for tax or tax credit at 12½
percent, the net gains or losses from transactions in assets held 2
years or less were calculated for each return by offsetting all losses
against all gains; the net gains or losses from assets held more than
2 years were derived similarly.
In 1934-37 our series for long and short term realized net gains
and losses and those for the total are not directly comparable. The
long and short term series cover transactions reported on all returns
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net gains (realized net gains minus net losses in the 5 holding
periods) reported on returns with statutory net gains, and total net
losses represent the net losses reported on returns with statutory net
losses. Consequently, the sum of long and short term gains (losses)
does not equal total not gain (loss); but the sum of long and short
term gains minus the sum of long and short term losses does equal
the excess of total net gain over total net loss. (Long and short term
net gains and losses are shown separately for returns with statutory
net gains and losses in Tables 16 and 18.)
The above procedure was adopted in order to make our series as
comparable as possible with those for preceding and following years.
Long term net gains in 1922-33 cover 'all' returns, i.e., all returns
segregating such gains for tax at 12½ percent, regardless whether
the return showed a total (long plus short) net gain or loss on
balance. Accordingly, our long term net gain series for 1934-37 is the
sum of the net gains reported on all returns in the 3 long term holding
periods: 2-5 years, 5-10, and over 10 years. This seemed preferable
to confining our series to amounts reported on returns with statutory
net gains, thus excluding net gains in these holding periods reported
on returns with statutory net losses. Similarly, long term net losses
and short term net gains and losses cover transactions reported on
all returns.
Total realized net gains and losses in 1934-37, on the other hand,
represent the net amounts reported on returns with statutory net
gains and losses, respectively. An alternative procedure would be
to define total realized net gain (loss) as the sum of our estimates of
realized long and short term net gain (loss) (Tables 8 and 9).
However, it would overstate total net gain because net loss would
not be offset against net gain for an individual who had a net gain
in one holding period, a net loss in another, and a gain on balance.
Similarly, it would overstate total net losses for individuals reporting
a loss on balance. It seemed preferable therefore to confine the
estimate of total realized net gain to returns reporting statutory net
gains, and that for total realized net loss to returns reporting statutory
net losses. The estimates would be better had the returns been
classified as having a gain or loss on balance on the basis of total
realized instead of statutory amounts, but this kind of classification
was not available except in certain special tabulations for 1936
(Sec. F2).
Because of the difference in coverage, the percentage relation be-
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(losses) in 1934-37 in Table 13 cannot be derived by dividing the
one series by the other (Table 9 by Table 2); instead, we computed
the percentages by dividing our long and short term series by the
sum of the net gains (losses) reported in all 5holdingperiods by all
returns with capital transactions (Table 18).
In 1938-41 the dividing line between long and short term gains
and losses was moved from 2 years to 18 months. Short term net
loss was disallowed as a deduction and does not appear at all in our
series, but could be carried over to the next taxable year and applied
against short term net gains. To increase comparability with earlier
years, our short term net gains are adjusted to exclude the reductions
due to loss carryover.
Another source of incomparability with earlier years is the segre-
gation of gains and losses on depreciable assets from capital gains
and losses, 1938-41. Although these segregated amounts are in-
cluded in our total net gain and loss series, they are not in our long
and short term series because we do not have any information on the
length of the holding period for depreciable assets. As a result, total
net gain in 1938-41 is somewhat more than the sum of long and
short term net gains.
In 1942-46 the statutory definition of long and short term gains
and losses was further revised by moving the dividing line to 6
months. Net gains from sales of certain types of business property
ordinarily excluded from the statutory definition of capital assets
were treated as long term if derived from property held more than
6 months. Thus they are included in our long term gains. Other net
gains and all net loss from sales of depreciable assets are excluded
from the data classified by holding period.24
As in 1934-37, the long and short term series for 1942-46 cover
all returns with capital transactions, and are to be distinguished from
total realized net gain, which covers returns with statutory net gains
only, and total realized net loss, which covers returns with statutory
net losses only. This treatment was followed for the reasons explained
above in the discussion of the similar problem in 1934-37. Because
of this difference in coverage and also because gains and losses on
Net gains from sales of business property subject to allowance for deprecia-
tion and from real property used in trade or business, if derived from assets
held more than 6 months, could be counted as long term capital gains. The
amounts under 'net gains from sales of depreciable assets' in our series (under
'net gains from sales of property other than capital assets' in Source 1) con-
sist of short term gains from sales of such assets, and long and short term
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sales of depreciable assets are excluded from the long and short term
series, the sum of long and short term gain (loss) does not equal total
net gain (loss). In 1942 and 1943 loss carried over from preceding
years is excluded from our series. However, in 1944-46, since we
could not determine how much of the carryover was offset against
short term net capital gains and how much added to short term net
capital losses, short term losses are overstated and short term gains
understated as compared with the short term series for earlier years,
and with the total realized net gain and loss series for 1944-46 where
we excluded the loss carryover.
The percentages in Table 13 for 1942-46 are similar to those for
1934-37 in that the denominator used in deriving them was not the
total net capital gain (loss) series in our tables, which covers returns
with statutory net capital gains (losses) only, but the sum of the
realized long and short term net gains (losses), which cover all
returns with capital transactions.
F Supplementary Series on Capital Gains and Losses
1 Sample Data for 1930, 1932, and 1933
In addition to the basic data for 1922-3 3 discussed above, we present
Tables 42-65 for 1930, 1932, and 1933 based on sample studies of
capital gains and losses from Source 5. These samples were confined,
except as noted below, to returns ified by individuals who reported
at least 5 sales of capital assets with the dates of purchase and sale.
In choosing the samples care was taken to have all areas represented
but special attention was focused on places near active stock mar-
kets, such as New York and Illinois. The samples were drawn from
all net income and deficit groups. However, a comparison of the
income distributions of the net gains and losses reported in the
samples with those from Source 1 (Table 2, Sec. C, and Table 42)
indicates that the higher income levels are overweighted in the sam-
ple study. In 1932, for example, less than a quarter of the excess of
capital loss over gain reported in the sample on returns with net
incomes was in statutory net income groups under $25,000 (Table
42, Sec. B) though for all returns a half was found (Table 2, Sec. C).
Part of the reason may be the exclusion of returns reporting fewer
than 5 sales.
For 1930 the sample included 1,904 returns. For 1932 and 1933
it had 2 components: 'matched' and 'new', the former comprising
all the individuals in the 1930 sample whose returns for 1932 and
1933 were available and who reported some capital transactions.350 APPENDIX ONE
The restriction that the return must report at least 5salesdid not
apply to the 'matched' group in 1932 and 1933. In 1932, 1,211
'matched' and 2,193 'new' returns were included, and in 1933, 1,192
'matched' and 2,164 'new' returns.
Since data for each sale of assets, as reported on the back of the
return, were tabulated, we know the gross amount received, gross
gains on sales with gain, and gross losses on sales with loss, classified
by the month of sale, by the number of months the asset was held,
and by the type of asset sold, as well as the percentage relation in
1932 and 1933 between disallowed losses from securities held 2 years
or less and other losses. Most taxpayers apparently listed their losses
on the back of the return even though they could not deduct them in
calculating their net income. Total disallowed net losses in the 2 years
were estimated from these data (Sec. D2). The overweighting of the
higher income levels in the sample, mentioned above, was not re-
flected in our estimates of total disallowed net loss, which were
based on the income level distributions from Source 1 instead of
from the sample (see Tables 48 and 49).
For each return in the sample, information was transcribed for
each sale on the type of security (stock, bond), dates of purchase
and sale, gross amount received (seffing price), and capital gain or
loss.25 Sales of securities subject to disallowance, i.e., stocks and
bonds (except government) held 2 years or less, were distinguished
from other sales in 1932 and 1933, and sales of assets where the
gain or loss was segregated for special tax treatment were transcribed
separately in all 3 years. Sales of assets other than securities were also
available but since the items were relatively few and extremely het-
erogeneous and since the samples were not designed to measure the
relative magnitude of sales other than securities, these sales were
excluded from most of our tables.26
In 1933 some returns with gains equal to losses are excluded from our tables,
and in 1930 and 1932 some sales with no gain or loss.
26Fewerthan 200 of the returns in the samples for 1930 and 1932 reported
sales of assets other than securities. Such sales were transcribed under two
headings: 'Sales except stocks and bonds', including sales of real estate, com-
modities, stock exchange seats, etc.; and 'other items', including transactions
not properly classified as sales in the current year, such as security sales in a
preceding year, brokerage fees that could not be allocated to each sale, syndi-
cate interest, options expired, mortgage foreclosures.
In a few instances the tabulations were for all assets combined (securities
plus other assets); e.g., tabulations of gross receipts from sales in 1930 and
1932 when classified by income level. Our hand tabulations of the sample for
1933 included all sales of assets, since the exclusion of assets other than
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'Market traders' were arbitrarily distinguished from others on
the basis of gross receipts from all sales of assets. In 1930 they com-
prised the returns reporting gross receipts of $500,000 or over, and
in 1932 and 1933, of $300,000 or over. Various subgroups of mar-
ket traders were also distinguished by the holding period of the
major portion of the securities sold (day to day, short cycle, long
term traders, and traders with miscellaneous accounts) but separate
data for these groups are not presented here.
For 1930 and 1932 our tables are summaries of the most signifi-
cant BIR tabulations. For 1933, on the other hand, the Bureau of
Internal Revenue did not complete the tabulations, and our tables
are based on summary data we took from its transcript cards. The
most significant tabulations for 1930 and 1932 are those showing
gains and losses by month of sale and by holding period, determined
from the transcribed dates of purchase and sale. '0 months' include
assets held less than 15 days; '1 month', assets held 0.5-1.5 months,
etc.
2 Special Tabulations for 1936
In Tables 66-8 1 we present detailed information on capital gains
and losses in 1936 based on special tabulations of federal income
tax returns (Source 4). These tabulations differ from the figures in
Source 1 because they are based on 'duplicate' instead of 'original'
returns, and because they exclude all returns filed on Form 1040A
and also returns filed on Form 1040 that were incomplete with
respect to information on capital gains and losses (Sec. B).
Data on realized gains and losses from Source 4 differ from those
from Sources 1 and 2 in that (a) the basic distinction is between
returns with total realized net gain or loss in Source 4, and statutory
net gain or loss in Sources 1 and 2; (b) different net income classifi-
cations are used, statutory net income excluding statutory net capital
gain or loss in Source 4, and statutory net income in Sources 1 and 2.
Another difference arises because our estimates of realized net gains
and losses for income groups under $100,000 from Source 2 are
based on a sample of the returns whereas the data from Source 4
were tabulated from all returns in those income groups.
Statutory net gains and losses from Source 4 are lower than the
corresponding figures from Sources 1 and 2, reflecting its smaller
coverage (Table 78). Realized net gain on returns with such gains
from Source 4 is also lower than the comparable figure from Sources
1 and 2, i.e., excess of realized net gain over loss reported on returns
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were it not for the smaller coverage of Source 4, because more real-
ized net gains should be reported by the group with realized net
gains (in Source 4) than by the group with statutory net gains (in
Sources 1 and 2). The excess of realized gain over loss for all returns
agrees very closely in the two sources.
Net gain and loss for any combination of the 10 types of asset
shown in Tables 74-6, e.g., the 4 types of security, overstates the
actual net gain and loss from the combination, e.g., from all securities,
because the net gain from any one type of asset has not been reduced
by the net losses from other types. As in the similar case of the data
by holding period, this difficulty arises because the same individual
may have had a net gain from sales of one type of asset and net losses
from sales of other types. If an individual had an over-all net gain
from transactions in securities, his net losses from any one type
should properly be subtracted from his net gains to determine his
over-all net gain from securities.
The overstatement is more serious when numbers of returns with
net gains from the various types of asset are added. For example,
the sum of returns with net gains from each of the 4 types of security
overstates the actual number of returns with net gains from securities
because the same individual may have had a net gain from 2 or more
types and because some individuals with a net gain from one type
may have had a larger net loss from sales of another type.
'Other tangible' assets include such items as store fixtures and fac-
tory machinery; 'intangible assets' include royalties, patent rights,
goodwill, and copyrights.
Table 66 shows distributions for 1936 by size classes of net income
defined in 3 ways: 1) statutory net income; 2) net income excluding
statutory net capital gains and losses; and 3) net income including
realized but excluding statutory net capital gains and losses. Con-
trary to what has sometimes been assumed, the exclusion of statutory
capital gains and losses from net income does not reduce income
inequality —atleast as measured by Lorenz curves for this particular
year. A Lorenz curve shows cumulated percentages of income ac-
counted for by cumulated percentages of returns, starting with those
reporting the lowest incomes, i.e., the largest deficits. If curves are
drawn for returns with capital transactions using the 3 income defini-
tions available for 1936 (by cumulating the various pertinent sets of
percentages in Table 66), those based on the first two definitions
are very similar. In fact, the 50 percent of returns with lowest statu-
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percent of total statutory net income (minus deficit) reported on all
returns with capital transactions (definition 1), whereas the lowest
half of returns when ranked by income excluding capital gains and
losses accounted for only about 8.3 percent of total net income
excluding gains and losses (definition 2). That is, the income In-
equality for returns with capital transactions is slightly greater when
statutory capital gains and losses are removed from the distribution.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine whether this was
true in other years because data comparable with those for 1936 are
not available. However, for 1944 there is evidence that Inequality
was slightly higher when capital gains and losses were removed,
except for returns at the very highest income levels (Studies in In-
come and Wealth, Volume Thirteen, Part VII). In this study capital
gains and losses were removed from the 1944 distribution of tax
returns on the basis of actual data from individual transcript cards
for returns with incomes of $100,000 or over, and of partly estimated
data for returns in lower income groups. Both 1936 and 1944 were
years with a sizeable excess of statutory capital gains over losses.
When realized instead of statutory capital gains and losses are
included in net income (definition 3), the Lorenz curve shows more
inequality than under definition 1 or 2. The lowest 50 percent of
returns when ranked by definition 3 accounted for about 4 percent
of total net income including realized gains and losses (Table 66) —
lessthan half the corresponding proportion received under definition
1 or2.
G Differences in income Classification in the Various Periods
In all tables showing distributions by net income groups, the classifi-
cation corresponds to the definition in Statistics of income unless
otherwise stated. The income group 'under $5,000' includes only
returns with positive net incomes; whenever data for net deficit re-
turns are available, they are shown separately. The 'total' column in
tables showing distributions by net income groups is a combination
of the various income groups actually shown; it excludes net deficit
returns unless otherwise indicated.
Differences in the net income distribution in the various periods
reflect changes in filing requirements (Sec. C). Furthermore, changes
in the net income classification arise from changes in the definition
of statutory net capital gain and loss (Sec. D). They may be sum-
marized as follows: From 1924 through 1933 net capital losses
segregated for tax credit were not deducted in determining the net354 APPENDIX ONE
income classification;27 in 1932 and 1933 short term net losses from
transactions in stocks and bonds, except government bonds, were
not taken into account. From 1934 through 1937 the taxpayer ap-
plied certain percentages to realized net gains and losses to determine
the statutory amount taken into account in the net income classifica-
tion, and deductible net loss was limited to $2,000. In 1938-1941,
realized net gains and losses were again reduced by certain statutory
percentages. As explained above, these percentages differed from
those in effect in 1934-37. Moreover, in 1938-41 all short term net
loss was disallowed in determining net income. The net income classi-
fication was further affected by the provisions allowing for carrying
over certain amounts of short term net loss disallowed in the preced-
ing taxable year. In 1942-46 percentage reductions were again ap-
plied to realized net gains and losses, although the percentages were
not the same as in earlier years. Deductible net loss was limited to
$1,000. As in 1938-41, certain amounts of carryover were permitted
for disallowed loss, but the carryover provisions were more liberal
in 1943-46 than in preceding years.
Further disparity is introduced in 1944-46 because returns were
not tabulated by net income, but by adjusted gross income for indi-
vidual returns (Forms W-2 and 1040) and total income for taxable
fiduciaries (Form 1041). Adjusted gross income differs from net
income in that it is not reduced by allowable personal deductions,
such as contributions, medical expenses, taxes, interest, and casualty
losses. Total income for fiduciaries is conceptually comparable with
the adjusted gross income tabulated for individual returns for
1944-46. As in other years, data for individual and taxable fiduciary
returns in 1944-46 are shown together in most of our tables.
Table headings 'returns with statutory net incomes', 'returns with
statutory net incomes of $5,000 and over', and 'returns with net
deficits' apply to all years except 1944-46 when the headings should
read 'returns with adjusted gross incomes of $1 and over', 'returns
with adjusted gross incomes of $5,000 and over', and 'returns with no
adjusted gross incomes'.
Further differences in the net income classification during the 30
years arise because of factors not directly connected with capital
gains and losses, e.g., changes in the statutory provisions for carrying
over net operating business losses, and for including interest.
The same problem does not arise in connection with net capital gain segre-
gated for the 12½ percent tax, since this gain was included in determining
the net income classification.SOURCES AND METHODS 355
Although we could estimate realized as opposed to statutory net
capital gains and losses, we did not attempt to make such estimates
classified by size of income redefined to include gains and losses
excluded by statute. Net gains and losses in 1934-37, 1938-41, and
1942-46 by net income groups are the realized net gains and losses
reported on returns classified by statutory net income groups. Simi-
larly,excluded gains and disallowed losses are the amounts at each
statutory net income level. The series on long term net capital loss
segregated for tax credit at 12½ percent for 1924-33 are for returns
in the various size ranges of statutory net income determined without
regard to such segregated losses.
To facilitate comparisons among the series, all tables are classified
by broad net income groups. Most of the basic data from the sources
listed above are available by more detailed net income and net deficit
groups. Statistics of Income for 1940, for example, presents data
on net capital gains and losses for 40 net income levels. For most
purposes the broad groups are adequate to reveal differences among
income levels and variations over time in the behavior of given
income groups.
Some tables, mainly those based on Source 4, are classified by net
income groups defined to exclude statutory net capital gain or loss.
In tables utilizing income classifications other than statutory net
income, except for 1944-46 for which the appropriate classifications
are described just above, the headings indicate the definition of net
income used.
Net income (Table 41) is statutory except in 1934-46 when it
was adjusted to include realized net capital gain and loss, except that
realized short term net loss was not taken into account in 193 8_41.28
Net income in Table 41 represents amounts reported on all individual
and taxable fiduciary returns with net incomes, regardless whether
any capital transactions were reported. Net income reported on
returns with capital transactions is not available except in special
tabulations for 1936 (Tables 66, 68).
In determining net income for Table 41, 4 percent of the gross
2AFor1917 net income in Table 41, used as a base for percentages in Tables 5
and 6, is from Statistics of Income for 1917, and is not reduced by deductions
for contributions. Revised net income data for 1917, including deductions for
contributions, are available in Statistics of Income for 1942. The revised net
income total for 1917 is $10,946.2 million; the unrevised total used in our
tables, $11,191.2 million. Both revised and unrevised figures for 1917 exclude
data for 1,640,758 returns with net incomes under $2,000, showing aggregate
net income of $2,461.1 million (see footnote 7 above).356 APPENDIX ONE
income reported on returns filed on Form 1040A in 1941, and 6 per-
cent in 1942 and 1943, were excluded. In 1944-46 net income was
tabulated in Source 1 for returns with itemized deductions only. Net
income reported by filers who took advantage of the standard deduc-
tion allowed in these years was estimated in the following manner.
For returns with adjusted gross income of less than $5,000, adjusted
gross income was reduced 10 percent, approximately the standard
deduction allowed. For returns with adjusted gross income of $5,000
and over, the allowable standard deduction, $500, was subtracted.
The final net income is the sum of the estimated net income on
returns with a standard deduction and the tabulated net income on
returns with itemized deductions.
Net incomes for 1944-46 (Table 41) are classified by adjusted
gross income instead of net income group. However, the amounts
cover returns with net income only and exclude returns with adjusted
gross income that showed a net deficit after itemized personal deduc-
tions had been subtracted. In 1944, 37,329 returns, in 1945, 34,953
returns, and in 1946, 34,104 with adjusted gross income of $1 or
more showed net deficits. These returns, as well as returns reporting
no adjusted gross income, are excluded from the net income series
for 1944-46 in Table 41.
Percentages in Tables 5, 6, and 12 are slightly overstated in
1944-46 because the gain and loss series used as a numerator cover
all returns with adjusted gross incomes of $1 or more, while the net
income series used as a denominator covers returns with net income
only. It was impossible to ascertain the capital gains and losses
reported on returns with adjusted gross income of $1 or more that
showed net deficits after personal deductions had been subtracted.
However, the overstatement due to this factor is probably insignifi-
cant, since less than 0.1 percent of the total number of returns with
adjusted gross income of $1 or more showed net deficits in 1944-46.
II INCOME TAx RETURNS OF CORPORATIONS
Tables for corporations, based on Source 1, cover returns filed on
Forms 1120 and 1 120A by domestic and resident foreign corpora-
tions not exempt from tax under the Internal Revenue Code, Section
101, returns filed on Form 1 120L by domestic life insurance compa-
nies and by foreign life insurance companies carrying on business
within the United States, and returns flied on Form 1 120M in
1942-47 by mutual insurance companies.
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consolidated returns that affect the degree of 'intercompany elimina-
tion' in the figures for net capital gains and losses. In 1928 a consoli-
dated return could be filed if one corporation owned at least 95per-
cent of the stock of another (except nonvoting stock, limited and
preferred as to dividends), or if at least 95percentof the voting stock
of two or more corporations was owned by the same interests. Begin-
fling in 1929 consolidated returns could be ified only when one or
more chains of corporations were connected through stock owner-
ship with a common parent corporation, which owned directly at
least 95percentof the stock of at least one of the other corporations,
and at least 95percentof the stock of each corporation, except the
common parent, was owned directly by one or more of the other
corporations. The Revenue Act of 1934, restricting the privilege of
filing consolidated returns to affiliated groups of railroad corpora-
tions, was in force until 1940 except that beginning in 1936 the privi-
lege was extended to urban and interurban electric railways.29 In
1940 and 1941 the privilege was extended to Pan-American trade
corporations, i.e., domestic corporations engaged solely in active
trade or business in Central or South America. Beginning in 1942 the
privilege of filing a consolidated return for normal tax and surtax
was, with certain limited exceptions, extended toallaffiliated
corporations.
Comparability of data on the net income of corporations in Table
93 is affected by the fact that before 1936 dividends from domestic
corporations were excluded from net income, whereas beginning in
1936, they were included. Other differences occur in some years
because of differences with respect to the inclusion of interest from
government obligations and of contributions.
We present statutory net capital gains and losses of corporations
filing income tax returns. Total realized amounts could not be esti-
mated for years when the statutory figures do not cover all gains and
losses. Net gains are not available for corporations before 1928;
net losses, before 1930. Tax treatment within 5periodswas fairly
similar: 1928-31, 1932-33, 1934-39, 1940-41,
29TheRevenue Act of 1938 expanded the 1936 definition of 'railroad' to
includea street or suburban trackless trolley system, or a street or suburban
bus system operated as part of a street or suburban electric railway or track-
less trolley system.
Comparability of data in Table 96 is affected by differences in the tax treat-
ment of capital gains in various years and by the fact that the classification
by type of company in 1939 is not exactly comparable with that for later years.
For differences in the industrial classification of financial corporations in 1939
and later years see Statistics of income for 1940, Part II, pp.310-1.358 APPENDIXONE
1928-1931
Asall realized net gains and losses were taken into account in com-
puting net income the statutory amounts in tables for corporations
are realized net gains and losses.
1932-1933
Netloss from sales of stocks and bonds (except government) held
2 years or less was disallowed as a deduction except for banks and
trust companies. Statutory net loss therefore understates realized
losses, and statutory net gains overstate realized gains. It was impos-
sible to estimate the disallowed net loss for corporations in these
2 years as was done for individuals and taxable fiduciaries.
1934-1939
Netgains were taken fully into account in determining net income
so that statutory net gains are comparable in this respect with those
for 1928-31. Since net losses allowed as a deduction were limited
to $2,000 for each corporation, with certain exceptions in the case
of banks and trust companies, the statutory figures understate real-
ized losses. As in 1932-33, disallowed net loss could not be esti-
mated for corporations to parallel those for individuals in 1934-37.
Beginning in 1938 net gain or loss from depreciable assets was
reported and tabulated separately from net amounts from sales of
other assets. Our tables include gains and losses from depreciable
assets. Net gains and losses in our tables are overstated as compared
with those for earlier years because net gains and losses from sales
of depreciable and other assets reported by the same corporations
are not offset against each other; net losses are overstated, further,
as compared with earlier years because the $2,000 loss limitation did
not apply to sales of depreciable assets.
1940-1941
Gainsand losses from sales of capital assets were divided according
to the period held: short term —fromsales of assets held 18 months
or less; long term —fromsales of assets held more than 18 months.
Short term net capital loss was disallowed as a deduction in the cur-
rent year but (in an amount not in excess of the net income for the
year the loss was sustained) could be carried forward and applied
against short term net gains of the next taxable year. That is, begin-
ning in 1941, net gains are reduced by the preceding year's short
term net loss carryover. Long term net capital losses were allowed
in full, except that for personal holding companies they were limited
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As in 1938 and 1939, gains and losses from sales of depreciable
assets are excluded from capital assets as defined in the statutes but
are included in our series. Short term noninterest bearing govern-
ment obligations issued on or after March 1, 1941 on a discount
basis are treated similarly.
Net gain for 1940-4 1 is the sum of 2 components from Source 1:
(a) net gain from sales of capital assets (tabulated in Source 1 as a
single item but is the sum of long and short term net gains computed
separately); (b) net gain from sales of other assets (net gain from
sales of depreciable assets). Our net loss series is also the sum of
2 components in Source 1: (c) net loss from sales of capital assets
(long term net loss only); (d) net loss from sales of other assets
(net loss from sales of depreciable assets).
Gains for 1940-41 are overstated as compared with earlier years
because receipts from long and short term transactions are not offset
against each other; i.e., for any given return a long term net capital
gain is not reduced by a short term net capital loss; a short term net
capital gain is not reduced by a long term net capital loss. Moreover,
as in 193 8-39, receipts from sales of depreciable property are not
offset against receipts from sales of property included in the statu-
tory definition of capital assets. The latter deficiency affects also
losses in 1940-41. However, the overstatement of net capital loss
due to this factor is insignificant in comparison with the understate-
ment due to the complete disallowance of short term net capital
losses.
1942-1947
Capitalassets were again divided according to holding period, but
the dividing-line between long and short term transactions differed
from that in the preceding period. Long term net gains and losses
were defined as those from capital assets held longer than 6 months;
short term as those from assets held 6 months or less. These both
were offset against the other to derive the final figure on the tax
return.
All net loss from sales of capital assets was disallowed as a deduc-
tion in the current year. It could be carried over and applied against
capital gains in the succeeding 5taxableyears. Net gains were re-
ported in full for tax purposes, except that those for the current year
were reduced by preceding years' loss carryover as follows: In 1942
current year short term net gains were reduced by short term net
loss carried over from 1941. Beginning in 1943 current year net
gains (long and short combined) were reduced by prior years' loss360 APPENDIX ONE
carryover. The gains reduction resulting from loss carryovers is
probably smaller in 1942 than in later years, because the loss carry-
over in 1942 was limited to the current year's short term net gains,
whereas, beginning in 1943, loss carryovers could be applied against
all current year net capital gains (long and short).
Depreciable and real property used in trade or business were ex-
cluded from the statutory definition of capital assets in 1942-47.
However, net gains from their sale or exchange and from the involun-
tary conversion of such properties and of capital assets if held longer
than 6 months were treated as long term capital gains; net losses were
deductible as ordinary net losses.
Net capital gain in our tables for 1942-47 is the sum of net
from of 'capital' assets and of other property (Source 1)Net
losses represent only losses on sales of property 'other than capital
assets'. As noted above, all net losses from sales of 'capital' assets
were disallowed as a current deductIon.
In1944-47 net capital gain was tabulated as follows in Source 1: excess of
long term net gain over short term net loss (which, beginning in 1942, could
be segregated from other corporate net income and taxed at a flat 25 percent
rate); excess of short term net gain over long term net loss. Our net gains
series in 1944-47 is the sum of these amounts and amounts tabulated under
'net gain, sales other than capital assets'. The division of net capital gain into
the 2 categories does not produce any overstatement as compared with
1942-43 because their sum is equivalent to the single item 'net capital gain'
tabulated in the preceding 2 years.Appendix Two
I BASIC DATA FOR 1917-1946
The basic data on capital gains and losses from federal income tax
returns filed by individuals and taxable fiduciaries in 1917-46 are
presented in Tables 1-41.
They are far from perfectly comparable for the 30 years, because
of changing statutory provisions and gaps and changes in the govern-
ment's tabulations. The amounts realized on the sale or taxable
exchange of capital assets (ignoring the statutory exclusion between
1922 and 1933 of assets held 2 years or less from 'capital' assets, and
between 1938 and 1946 of assets subject to an allowance for depre-
ciation) are as published in Statistics of Income, with the following
adjustments made in order to reduce their heterogeneity.
1) To fill an important gap in the published tabulations, we estimated
for each year 19 17-25 the net capital loss of individuals reporting
net income on the basis of sample data for this period and of the
relation between capital losses and total deductions in the following
period.
2) We based short term net capital losses disallowed by statute in
1932 and 1933 on sample data.
3) We estimated the net capital gains and losses in 1934-37 and
1942-46, and the net capital gains in 1938-41 that were excluded
from the determination of tax liability because of the statutory provi-
sion recognizing only declining fractions of capital gains and losses
as the holding period was lengthened. For 1938-41, we estimated
net capital losses from sales of assets held more than 18 months
(excluded because of the aforesaid statutory provision), but because
of the lack of basic data, not from those held 18 months or less, dis-
allowed by the statutes.
Despite the adjustments, our annual series reflect various differ-
ences in the statutory treatment of capital gains and losses during
the 30 years, which detract from the homogeneity of the statistics for
the different periods, 1917-21, 1922-33, 1934-37, 1938-41, and
361362 APPENDIX TWO
1942-46. The chief differences are due to changes in the requirements
for filingincometaxreturns,omission for the years before 1928 of
returns with net deficits, understatement in the capital loss series for
1938-41 and 1926-28, deficiencies in the estimates of capital losses
for 1917-25 and 1932-33, differences in the 'netness' of the series for
various periods, and changes in the definition of 'long' and 'short'
term capital gains and losses. These and other factors making for
lack of comparability in the data are described in Appendix One,
Sections D and E.
Notes to Tables 1-41
Data for all years except 1944-46 classified by statutory net income; 1944-46
data classified by adjusted gross income. For differences in definition of statu-
tory net income in different years and for definition of adjusted gross income,
see Appendix One, Section 0. Where a 'total' is shown, it is a combination of
the various statutory income groups in the table and excludes data for returns
with statutory deficits. 'Returns with statutory net incomes', 'returns with statu-
tory net deficits', and 'returns with net incomes of $5,000 and over' are appli-
cable to all years except 1944-46, when they should read 'returns with adjusted
gross incomes', 'returns with no adjusted gross incomes', and 'returns with
adjusted gross incomes of $5,000 and over'.
For method of deriving estimates of net capital losses, 19 17-25, see Appendix
One, Section D2b.
In 1929-3 3 for returns with net incomes or deficits, net capital loss from
assets held more than 2 years reported by the taxpayer as a deduction in com-
puting net income or deficit is included in short term net loss and in total net
loss. In 1926-28 it is not included in either short term or total net loss if the
taxpayer listed the amount under 'other deductions' on his return. See Appen-
dix One, Section D2a.
'In 19 32-33 capital loss estimates represent statutory net loss plus estimated
disallowed short term net loss from sales of stocks and bonds. For method of
deriving loss estimates for 1932 and 1933, see Tables 48 and 49, and for limi-
tations of the estimates, see Appendix One, Section D2c.
In 1932 and 1933 for returns with net deficits, net capital loss from assets
held more than 2 years not taken into account by the taxpayer in computing
net deficit or segregated for tax credit at 12½ percent is included in short term
net loss and in total net loss. It is not included in short term or in total net loss
in 1928-31 for returns with net deficits, or in any year 1924-3 3 for returns with
net incomes.
In 193 4-37 represents estimated realized net capital gain and loss before the
application of statutory percentages and before the $2,000 limitation on net
loss. The method of deriving estimates for 1934-37, and the limitations of the
estimates for net income groups under $100,000 in 1935, under $5,000 in
1937, and for the net deficit groups in 1935 and 1937, are described in Appen-
dix One, Section D3.
Total realized net capital gain in 1934-37 does not equal the sum of realizedBASIC DATA 363
longand short term net capital gains because of the following difference in the
returns covered. Total realized net capital gain covers returns with statutory
net capital gains only (realized losses reported on such returns having been
offset against realized gains), whereas long and short term net gains cover
both returns with statutory net capital gains and returns with statutory net
capital losses. Similarly, total realized net capital loss does not equal the sum
of realized long and short term net capital losses. For discussion, see Appendix
One, Section E2.
In tables for 1934-37 where data are not classified by holding period, total
realized net capital gain is the sum of the realized net gains in the various hold-
ing periods reported on returns with statutory net capital gains minus the sum
of the realized net losses in the various holding periods reported on such
returns; realized net capital loss is the sum of the realized net losses in the
various holding periods reported on returns with statutory net capital losses
minus the sum of the realized net gains in the various holding periods reported
on such returns. In tables where data are classified by 5or6 holding periods,
realized net gain is the net gain in a given holding period (or periods) reported
on the designated group of returns before offsetting against such gain the net
loss in that holding period reported on other returns in the same group; realized
net loss is defined similarly. For definition of realized long and short net gains
and losses, see Appendix One, Section D3.
In 1938-41 represents estimated realized net capital gain and loss before the
application of statutory percentages. Capital loss covers long term net loss
only. Net gains and losses from sales of depreciable assets are included in
total net capital gains and losses but not in the long or short term series. Short
term net gains and total net gains in 1939-41 are before deduction of prior
year short term net loss carried over to the current year (Table 27, Sec. A).
For method of deriving estimates for 1938-41, see Appendix One, Section D4.
For estimate of short term net losses in 1938, see Table 28. For net gains and
losses from sales of depreciable assets, see Table 26, Section A.
°In 1942-46 represents estimated realized net capital gain and loss before the
application of statutory percentages and before the $1,000 limitation on net
loss. Net gains and losses from depreciable assets are included in total net
capital gains and losses (except in Tables 3 6-7) but not in the long or short
term series. For derivation of estimates for 1942-46, see Appendix One, Sec-
tion D5. For net gains and losses from sales of depreciable assets, see Table 26,
Section B.
Total realized net capital gain in 1942-46 does not equal the sum of realized
long and short term net capital gains because gains from sales of depreciable
assets are excluded from the long and short term series and because of the
following differences in the returns covered. Total realized net capital gain
covers returns with statutory net capital gains only (realized losses reported
on such returns having been offset against realized gains) whereas long and
short term net gains cover both returns with statutory net capital gains and
returns with statutory net capital losses. Similarly, total realized net capital
loss does not equal the sum of realized long and short term net capital losses.
For discussion, see Appendix One, Section E2.
Prior years' loss carryover is excluded from total realized net capital gain364 APPENDIXTWO
and loss in 1942-46 and from the short term series in 1942 and 1943. However,
the figures for short term gains and-losses in 1944-46, unlike those for 1942
and 1943, have not been adjusted to exclude capital loss carried over from
preceding years because it was impossible to determine how much of the
carryover was offset against current year short term net capital gains and
how much added to current year short term net capital losses. As a result,
short term capital losses on current year transactions are overstated by our
figures for 1944-46, and short term capital gains on current year transactions
are understated. For amount of capital loss carried over in 1942-46 see Table
27, Section B.
0Statutorynet income, except for 1934-46 when statutory net income was
adjusted to include realized net capital gain and loss instead of statutory
(except that realized short term net loss was not taken into account in
1938-41). Net income represents amounts reported on all individual and tax-
able fiduciary income tax returns with net incomes, regardless whether any
capital transactions were reported; net income reported on all returns with
capital transactions is not available except for special tabulations for 1936 in
Tables 66 and 68. For 1941-43 see note 25 below for the adjustment for
returns filed on Form 1040A. For 1944-46 net income was estimated as
explained in Appendix One, Section G.
10Longterm net gain included in short term series in 1930-3 3.
In 1934-37 short term net gain and loss include amounts from sales of assets
when holding period is not stated.
11.1 percent of total net gain was reported with holding period not stated;
included here in short term net gain.
20.3 percent of total net gain was reported with holding period not stated;
included here in short term net gain.
Represents statutory net loss and hence excludes disallowed short term net
loss from sales of stocks and bonds (except government).
Returnsare classified as having statutory net capital gains if they reported
a net gain (after the application of the statutory percentages) for all S holding
periods combined.
10Returnsare classified as having statutory net capital losses if they reported
a net loss (after the application of the statutory percentages) for all 5holding
periods combined.
total, i.e., the sum of net gains in the various holding periods, overstates
the over-all realized net gain from transactions in all holding periods combined
because the net gain in any one holding period has not been reduced by net
losses in other holding periods realized by the same individuals. A similar
overstatement appears in the sum of net losses in the various holding periods,
and the same difficulty arises when the net gains (or losses) from two or more
holding periods are added. See Appendix One, Section E2.
In1938-41 statutory capital gains and losses include gains and losses from
sales of depreciable assets. Short term net capital loss, disallowed in 1938-41,BASIC DATA 365
isexcluded from the statistics for these years. Capital gain is the amount
reported before deducting the prior year short term net loss carried over to the
current year.
In 1942-46 gains from sales of depreciable assets are included in statutory
net capital gains, which were adjusted to exclude amounts of capital loss
carried over. Statutory net capital loss excluding prior years' loss carryover is
not shown for 1942-46 because it was impossible to adjust statutory capital loss
data to exclude loss carried over. The loss carryover for returns with statutory
net capital loss, as tabulated in Source 1, overstates the prior years' loss actu-
ally included in statutory net capital loss. It was impossible to determine the
proportion of the tabulated loss carryover that actually served to increase the
current year statutory net capital loss. For amount of capital loss carryover in
1942-46 see Table 27, Section B; for further discussion, see Appendix One,
Section D5.
Forreturns with net deficits, net gains from sales of depreciable assets in
1938-46 were (in millions of dollars) 1.5, 1.6, 2.4, 2.4,0.8, 0.7, 2.2, 3.9, and
1.3 respectively, and net losses 21.4, 27.8, 33.1, 35.2, 40.1, 48.8, 56.4, 57.2,
and 25.1. Net gains from sales of depreciable assets in the 9 years accounted
for the following percentages of total net capital gains reported on returns
with net deficits: 6.9, 7.8, 14.4, 15.5, 5.9, 3.1, 6.8, 5.7, and 2.7. In the 5 years
1942-46 net losses from sales of depreciable assets accounted for 43.0, 56.9,
62.9, 57.9, and 33.9 percent, respectively, of total net capital losses reported
on returns with net deficits.
Prior years' short term net loss carryover reported on returns with net deficits
were (in millions of dollars) 0.4 in 1939, 0.3 in 1940, 6.0 in 1943, 3.5 in 1944,
7.2 in 1945, and 4.9 in 1946. No short term net loss carryover was reported on
returns with net deficits in 1941 and 1942. It was reported on 292 returns with
net deficits in 1939 and on 138 in 1940. The number of returns with net loss
carryover is not available for 1942-46.
21'Othernet gain' and 'other net loss' include assets held 2 years or less (short
term) plus assets held more than 2 years (long term) if not segregated for
special tax treatment.
In 1928, 126,343 returns with net incomes under $5,000 (Form 1040)
reported 'other net gain', 4.1 percent of the total number filed in that income
group. The returns were distributed among the 8 size-of-gain groups in Table
30, Section A as follows: 74,253; 48,070; 3,895; 93; 27; 5; 0; 0. The average
'other net gain' in the net income group under $5,000 was $1,346.
In 1942-46 excludes returns with gain or loss from sales of depreciable
assets. For these 5 years the number of returns reporting statutory net capital
gains in the net income group under $5,000 in 1942-43 and in the adjusted
gross income group under $5,000 in 1944-46 were 245,432, 476,023, 710,802,
1,150,136, and 1,553,137, respectively, and the number reporting statutory
net capital losses were 318,784, 270,042, 282,952, 263,944, and 301,931.
Returns reporting gains constituted 0.7, 1.1, 1.6, 2.4, and 3.1 percent, respec-
tively, of total returns filed in the income group; returns reporting losses con-
stituted 0.9, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, and 0.6 percent. Average realized net capital gains in
the under $5,000 income group were $750 in 1942, $877 in 1943, $928 in366 APPENDIXTWO
1944, $1,078 in 1945, and $1,404 in 1946; and average realized net capital
losses were $1,502, $1,091, $1,472, $1,001, and $929, respectively.
In 1938-4 1 long term net gain and loss refer to capital assets held more than
18 months. 'Short term' net gain refers to capital assets held 18 months or
less. Short term net loss was disallowed as a deduction in the current year. Net
gains and losses from sales of depreciable assets are not included in the long
and short term series. Depreciable assets cover certain types of assets distin-
guished from capital assets in the statutes; see Appendix One, Section E2.
"The following amounts of statutory long term net capital gains and losses
were reported on returns with net deficits in 1938-41, respectively (millions
of dollars): statutory long term net capital gains: 6.4, 6.3, 4.6, 4.3; statutory
long term net capital losses: 192.2, 151.0, 175.5, 203.2; statutory long term
net capital losses segregated for tax credit: 6.8, 4.6, 9.5, 30.8.
In the net income groups under $5,000, 4 percent of the gross income
reported on returns filed on Form 1 040A in 1941, and 6 percent in 1942 and
1943, were excluded. For 1944-46 net income was estimated as explained in
Appendix One, Section G.Table 1
Net Capital Gains and Losses: Annual Totals, 1917-1946
(millions of dollars)
RETURNS WITH RETURNS WITH
STATUTORY NET INCOMES'STATUTORY NET DEFICITS' A L LR B T U It N S
Excess Excess Excess
Net Net of NetNet of NetNet of













1928 4,807.9212.84,595.2 53.9144.6 —90.74,861.8357.44,504.4
1929° 4,682.61,037.73,644.9 86.7839.0—752.34,769.31,876.72,892.6
1930° 1,193.11,313.7—120.6 68.11,307.1 —1,239.01,261.22,620.8 —1,359.6
1931° 471.61,400.6—929.0 29.61,818.7 —1,789.1 501.23,219.3 —2,718.1
1932°.' 162.91,814.6 —1,651.120.6 183.52,865.6 —2,682.1
1933°" 553.21,207.5—654.3 67,5 816.56—749.0 620.72,024.0 —1,403.3
1934-37°
1934 312.7772.0—459.3 27.4197.6—170.2 340.1969.6—629.6
1935 730.7 693.1 37.5 33.4159.6—126.3 764.0852.8 —88.7
1936 1,377.6716.4661.3 39.2111.7 —72.61,416.8828.1588.7
1937 818.6743.0 75.6 29.3209.8—180.5 847.9952.8—104.9
1938.417,a
1938 820.4789.6 30.8 22.1394.3—372.2 842.51,184.0—341.5
1939 673.4642.2 31.2 20.6320.8—300.2 694.0963.0—269.0
1940 707.6787.3 —79.7 16.5 373.6—357.2 724.01,161.0—436.9
1941 942.21,424.2—482.0 15.5429.4—413.9 957.71,853.6—895.9
1942 751.11,052.2—301.1 13.9 92.9 —79.0 765.01,145.1—380.1
1943 1,752.3 631.71,120.6 20.1 83.5 —63.31,772.4715.11,057.3
1944 2,431.1774.81,656.3-30.8 85.4 —54.62,461.9860.21,601.7
1945 4,808.9518.74,290.2 67.1 90.3 —23.24,876.0609.04,267.0
1946 7,210.8545.16,665.7 44.6 65.9 —21.31,255.4611.06,644.4
Totals
1917.466,b 50,179.8 23,443.9 26,736.1706.98,591.7 —7,885.050,886.5 32,035.8 18,850.9
3,092.23,304.9—212.7 3,092.23,304.9—212.7
23,750.2 10,048.7 13,701.5326.45,976.9 —5,650.524,076.6 16,025.68,051.1
1934-37 3,239.62,924.5315.1129.3678.7—549.63,368.83,603.3—234.5
3,143.63,643.3—499.7 74.71,518.1 —1,443.53,218.25,161.6 —1,943.3
1942-4616,954.23,522.5 13,431.7176.5418.0—241.417,130.73,940.4 13,190.3
Based on Source 1, supplemented in 1934-37 by Sources 2 and 3, and for losses in 1932-33
by Source 5. Losses in 1917-25 based in part on Sources 6c-e. For discussion of differences
in the data for the various periods see Appendix One, Sections D and E.
aExcludesshort term net losses in 1938-41.
b Totals for net deficit returns and for all returns exclude returns with net deficit for years
prior to 1928.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Aggregate Net Capital Gains and Losses: Percentage Distribution
by Statutory Net Income Groups, 1917-1946
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25- 50-100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL' 5 25 50 1003005001,000 & over
A GAINS
1917-21 -'
1917 100.0 31.5 51.9 9.32.6 1.82.9
1918 100.0 35.644.4 8.54.8 3.90.6 1.40.8
1919 100.0 32.240.89.6 6.95.00.90.8 3.8
1920 100.0 38.948.67.2 3.2 1.40.30.20.4
1921 100.0 45.040.8 8.5 3.8 1.40.3 0.1 0.1
1922-33
1922 100.0 25.432.110.9 9.5 9.53.03.86.0
1923 100.0 34.328.3 9.1 7.98.4 3.1 2.66.2
1924 100.0 23.432.312.710.210.5 3.5 3.8 3.5
1925 100.0 9.130.414.211.814.25.65.79.0
1926 100.0 10.128.312.411.114.5 6.05.711.9
1927 100.0 10.425.112.512.016.06.26.211.7
1928 100.0 4.722.412.412.618.2 6.87.815.2
1929 100.0 6.220.210.410.817.9 7.58.618.4
1930 100.0 9.127.410.910.916.3 6.1 6.912.3
1931 100.0 22.327.09.3 8.013.3 5.5 5.7 8.9
1932 100.0 25.331.311.810.311.2 3.6 6.5
1933 100.0 20.030.413.610.911.13.2 3.1 7.6
1934-37°
1934 100.0 22.538.614.09.1 8.82.02.6 2.3
1935 100.0 20.238.914.310.5 7.02.3 4.52.2
1936 100.0 15.939.115.411.510.0 1.9 2.3 3.8
1937 100.0 22.038.413.010.2 9.8 3.6 1.1 1.9
1938 100.0 17.825.49.27.610.2 5.3 7.317.3
1939 100.0 25.037.312.08.2 7.2 3.1 2.9 4.3
1940 100.0 24.432.710.38.411.0 3.8 5.4 4.1
1941 100.0 24.225.59.3 8.812.96.05.87.6
1942-46°
1942 100.0 30.026.19.4 8.410.63.25.5 6.7
1943 100.0 27.031.311.5 8.710.02.84.9 3.9
1944 100.0 28.834.810.8 9.1 9.1 2.9 2.8 1.8
1945 100.0 26.534.011.9 9.810.0 3.22.72.0
1946 100.0 31.333.79.9 8.1 8.92.52.82.7
Totals
1917-46100.0 20.1 51.6 11.94.24.67.5
1917-21100.0 36.6 56.5 3.6 0.80.7 1.8
1922-33100.0 11.425.711.911.215.3 5.96.412.2
1934-37100.0 19.138.914.410.7 9.22.42.5 2.8
1938-41100.0 22.729.610.1 8.310.5 4.7 5.4 8.6
1942-46100.0 29.133.410.7 8.89.42.8 3.1 2.7
372TOTAl'
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25- 50-100-300-500-1,000















































































33.125.810.211.311.5 3.2 2.5 2.5
19.731.810.611.315.6 3.82.64.7
34.924.6 8.8 8.611.3 3.4 3.0 5.4
21.737.012.310.611.3 2.63.0 1.5




































See Table 1, source note.
fLess than 0.05 percent.
aSeeTable 1, note a.
bThesefigures were used for the loss distribution in the top section of Chart
14, with the percentage in the $300,000 and over income group arbitrarily
apportioned equally among the last 3 income groups.
For numbered notes see pp. 3 62-6.
373Table 4.
Net Capital Gain-Loss Ratio by Statutory Net Income Groups,
1926-1946
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousandsofdollars)1
Under 5- 25- 50- 100- 300- 500-1,000
5 25 50 100 300 5001,000 & over
1926-33
1926 4.3 11.1 13.2 11.1 10.8 12.6 22.8218.4
1927 3.3 10.2 12.9 11.1 14.6 20.3 26.2 49.2
1928 5.4 15.9 26.4 25.2 26.4 41.0 68.5 72.2
19298 0.8 3.7 5.4 5.6 7.2 10.0 12.9 15.3
0.4 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.3 2.2 2.1 7.3
19318 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.8 1.3
19328.40.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
19338.40.4 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.5 1.4
1934-37
1934 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.7 2.0 3.1 3.8
1935 0.5 1.1 1.6 2.3 2.0 55.0 16.4 32.8
1936 0.7 2.1 2.8 2.9 10.5 5.6 18.8 10.7
1937 0.6 1.0 1.7 2.8 8.4294.0 2.3 5.9
1938 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.5 4.5 19.6 17.0109.2
1939 0.7 1.0 1.1 1.7 3.1 10.0 13.7 5.4
1940 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.3 3.2 5.0 15.9 8.0
1941 0.4 0.4 0.6 1.1 3.1 8.0 13.6 11.1
1942 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.6 3.4 10.4 23.0 21.0
1943 1.4 2.5 4.6 7.3 24.1 21.9 56.8 21.2
1944 1.5 3.6 6.5 10.2 16.8 69.3 42.9 30.6
1945 4.3 9.6 22.7 33.7 52.8 a 46.2 38.4
1946 7.2 13.5 22.8 57.2105.6362.8 61.5280.3
See Table 1, source note.
$Currentyear net capital loss is less than $50,000. Current year net capital
gain is $152.5 million. Since the computations are based upon data in millions
of dollars, no ratio is shown for the income group. See Appendix One, Section
D5 for discussion of the effect on aggregate net loss of carrying over loss from
preceding years.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
374Table 5
AggregateNet Capital Gains and Losses as Percentages of Net
Income Reported on All Returns,9 by Statutory Net Income Groups,
1917-1946
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)'
Under5- 25- 50-100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL1 5 25 50 100300 5001,000 & over
A GAINS
1917-21
1917 2.8 2.4 3.1 3.4 3.9 2.7 3.0
1918 1.8 1.1 3.3 2.5 2.0 1.9 1.2 3.4 1.7
1919 5.0 2.9 7.6 7.5 7.7 6.9 5.6 6.524.8
1920 4.3 2.6 8.8 5.6 4.0 3.0 3.1 2.0 6.0
1921 2.4 1.6 4.4 4.0 3.0 2.1 2.6 1.2 0.8
1922-33
1922 4.6 1.9 6.5 8.911.617.925.234.541.7
1923 4.7 2.4 6.4 7.911.118.128.932.447.9
1924 5.9 2.2 8.412.014.521.230.936.334.4
1925 13.4 2.912.720.424.434.048.051.162.5
1926 10.8 2.8 9.015.118.927.942.242.457.4
1927 12.8 3.6 9.517.622.632.641.447.156.5
1928 19.1 2.812.925.532.543.549.456.165.7
1929 18.9 3.611.122.530.845.155.760.370.9
1930 6.6 1.4 4.9 9.414.224.535.038.940.8
1931 3.5 1.6 2.6 5.3 7.115.425.526.125.4
1932 1.4 0.6 1.8 3.1 4.3 7.711.018.3t
1933 5.0 1.6 6.311.915.122.932.430.748.4
1934-37°
1934 2.5 0.9 3.7 6.6 7.310.714.413.011.9
1935 5.0 1.7 7.212.214.615.119.435.720.3
1936 7.2 2.2 9.715.317.520.819.923.538.0
1937 3.9 1.5 5.5 8.0 9.913.621.6 7.917.3
193 8-4
1938 4.4 1.2 4.4 8.612.724.343.955.178.7
1939 2.9 1.1 4.5 7.5 8.812.223.323.331.2
1940 1.9 0.6 3.7 5.8 8.315.924.037.526.7
1941 1.6 0.5 3.1 5.3 8.317.434.438.552.1
1942-46°
1942 1.0 0.4 2.1 3.3 4.8 9.514.327.345.4
1943 1.8 0.6 4.2 6.8 8.816.224.944.752.5
1944 2.3 0.9 4.8 8.111.820.035.640.636.1
1945 4.4 1.6 8.314.220.635.558.358.158.7
1946 5.9 2.6 9.814.621.639.057.265.169.2
375STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)'
Under5- 25- 50-100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL' 5 25 50 100300 5001,000 & over
B LOSSES
1917 0.6 0.6 0.8
1918 2.3 2.0 6.3
1919 3.7 3.3 10.5
1920 4.4 3.9 18.7
1921 5.6 5.3 17.2
1922-33
19222 3.6 3.4 7,9
19238 3.9 3.8 8.5
19242 1.9 1.7 4.6
19252 1.6 1.5 2.8
1926 1.0 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.7 2.6 3.4 1.9 0.3
1927 1.2 1.1 0.9 1.4 2.0 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.1
1928 0.8 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.2 0.8 0.9
19292 4.2 4.5 3.0 4.2 5.4 6.3 5.6 4.7 4.6
7.3 3.8 7.311.715.1 18.716.218.4 5.6
10.3 5.210.416.530.138.136.134.719.4
15.6 4.919.853.569.577.5 65.5
1933g.'11.0 4.1 10.941.649.845.8 28.6
1934-37°
1934 6.3 4.310.110.5 7.6 6.2 7.1 4.2 3.1
1935 4.8 3.5 6.7 7.6 6.5 7.6 0.4 2.2 0.6
1936 3.8 2.9 4.7 5.5 6.1 2.0 3.6 1.3 3.5
1937 3.5 2.5 5.6 4.8 3.5 1.6 0.1 3.4 2.9
1938 4.2 2.5 7.1 9.6 8.2 5.4 2.2 3.2 0.7
1939 2.8 1.7 4.7 6.6 5.3 3.9 2.3 1.7 5.8
1940 2.2 1.1 4.9 7.2 6.3 5.0 4.8 2.4 3.3
1941 2.5 1.3 7.3 8.9 7.7 5.7 4.3 2.8 4.7
1
1942 1.4 0.8 3.9 3.9 2.9 2.7 1.4 1.2 2.2
1943 0.6 0.4 1.6 1.5 1.2 0.7 1.1 0.8 2.5
1944 0.7 0.6 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.2 0.5 0.9 1.2
1945 0.5 0.4 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.7t 1.3 1.5
1946 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.2 1.1 0.2
See Table 1, source note.
fLessthan0.05percent.
aSeeTable 1, note a.
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Table 6: Aggregate Net Capital Gains as Percentages of Net Income
and of Property Incomea Reported on All Returns: 3 Statutory Net
Income Groups, Total for Period 1917-1946
STATUTORY NET INCOME
GROUP'
All returns with net incomes
Returns with $100,000 & over
Returns with $1,000,000 & over
All returns with net incomes
See Table 1, source note. For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
'Statutory total income from Source 1, exclusive of wages and salaries,
adjusted in 1934-46 to include realized net capital gain insteaçl of statutory.
Table 7: Aggregate Net Capital Gains and Dividends: Percentage
Distribution by Statutory Net Income Groups and as Percentages of
Net Income Reported on All Returns, 1924, 1928, 1941, and 1943
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)'
Under5- 25- 50-100-300-500-1,000


























Based on Source 1. For period differences, see Appendix One, Sections D, E.
'Excludes dividends filed on Form 1040A in 1943.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Long and Short Term Net Capital Gains and Losses: Percentage
Distribution by Statutory Net Income Groups, 1922-1946
STATUTORY NET iNCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25-50-100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL1 5 25 501003005001,000 & over
A LONG TERM GAINS













1933 100.0 1.411.314.726.1 9.19.627.9
Assets held longer than 2 years
1934 100.0 19.534.914.810.212.0 1.8 3.3 3.5
1935 100.0 19.035.013.111.68.8 3.66.03.0
1936 100.0 16.235.812.813.211.4 2.52.75.5
1937 100.0 20.434.914.112.111.4 3.7 1.5 1.9
Assets held longer than 18 months
1938 100.0 12.920.58.9 8.312.26.48.822.0
1939 100.0 21.333.112.49.49.44.14.0 6.4
1940 100.0 19.629.510.7 9.713.54.86.9 5.3
1941 100.0 18.921.9 9.59.815.6 7.57.39.6
Assets held longer than 6 months
1942 100.0 26.525.69.99.011.6 3.66.27.6
1943 100.0 24.730.712.09.410.8 3.05.3 4.2
1944 100.0 27.634.211.29.7 9.6 3.0 2.9 1.9
1945 100.025.933.012.210.210.5 3.3 2.8 2.1
1946 100.0 29.533.710.68.7 9.32.62.9 2.8
Totals
1922-33100.0 t 3.114.428.312.313.927.9
1934-37100.0 18.535.213.512.210.9 3.1 3.0 3.6
1938-41100.0 17.925.410.29.313.0 5.97.011.4
1942-46100.0 27.633.011.2 9.3 9.92.93.22.8
B SHORT TERM GAINS
Assets held 2 years or less plus assets held longer than 2 years
if not segregated for special tax treatment
1922-3 3
1922 100.0 33.942.912.35.7 3.60.60.40.6
1923 100.0 46.438.3 9.8 3.6 1.50.20.2
.t
1924 100.0 31.543.514.06.4 3.5 0.60.3 0.3
1925 100.0 13.544.719.410.17.62.0 1.4 1.4
1926 100.0 16.546.018.2 8.3 5.8 1.6 1.22.4
1927 100.0 16.640.018.1 9.88.32.62.22.3
386STATUTORY NETINCOMEGROUP (thousands of dollars)t
Under5- 25-50-100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL1 5 25 501003005001,000 & over
1928 100.0 7.836.718.712.112.2 3.7 3.7 5.1
1929 100.0 12.540.419.710.68.2 2.1 2.24.2
1930 100.0 17.151.318.3 6.73.40.80.6 1.6
1931 100.0 34.842.113.14.23.1 1.00.70.9
1932 100.0 36.544.49.74.52.60.6 1.6f
1933 100.0 26.439.614.39.86.3 1.3 1.1 1.2
Assets held 2 years or
1934 100.0 23.944.014.99.5 5.1 1.1 1.20.4
1935 100.0 22.442.615.211.55.0 1.30.8 1.2
1936 100.0 18.441.617.413.3 6.9 1.0 1.20.1
1937 100.0 28.744.212.8 8.14.1 1.20.20.5
Assets held 18 months or less
19 38 -4 1'
1938 100.0 33.144.211.05.6 3.1 1.0 1.90.!
1939 100.0 29.946.812.3 6.3 2.8 1.20.6 0.1
1940 100.0 33.545.210.8 5.4 3.40.90.50.3
1941 100.0 34.340.811.17.04.50.90.3 1.1
Assets held 6 months or less
1942-46k
1942 100.0 31.340.511.87.9 6.80.4 1.30.1
1943 100.0 27.947.812.35.9 4.80.40.10.9
1944a 100.0 27.649.711.66.03.60.70.7t
1945t 100.0 28.149.611.7 6.0 3.30.70.5 0.2
1946k 100.0 44.143.57.2 3.1 1.50.20.3t
Totals
1922-33100.0 18.341.517.39.27.32.0 1.82.6
1934-37100.0 21.942.615.711.55.7 1.1 0.90.5
1938-41100.0 32.544.511.4 6.13.4 1.00.80.4
1942-46100.0 32.947.010.55.23.30.50.50.3
C TERM LOSSES
Assets held longer than 2 years if segregated for special tax treatment
1924-33
1924 100.0 22.333.424.37.410.4 2.3
1925 100.0 12.523.636.59.28.99.4




1930 100.0 9.728.440.1 8.6 5.87.3
1931 100.0 11.231.033.1 8.17.9 8.7
1932 100.0 13.929.026.320.4 3.55.0 1.8
1933 100.0 12.530.727.319.54.9 1.9 3.2
Assets held longer than 2 years
1934 100.0 37.442.110.45.2 3.30.40.60.5
1935 100.0 37.038.210.77.44.80.90.50.6
1936 100.0 34.536.612.011.4 3.5 1.00.50.6
1937 100.0 36.941.010.1 6.2 3.50.6 1.00.8
387STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under 5- 25-50-100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL' 5 25 501003005001,000 & over
Assets held longer than 18 months
1938 100.0 37.843.110.7 5.22.40.30.40.1
1939 100.0 38.441.2 11.3 5.2 2.4 0.3 0.2 0.8
1940 100.0 37.640.2 11.6 5.9 3.2 0.70.30.5
1941 100.0 39.840.110.5 5.5 2.8 0.5 0.30.5
Assets held longer than 6 months
I
1942 100.0 49.036.1 8.4 3.8 2.30.20.1 0.1
1943 100.0 50.535.77.6 3.7 1.40.40.20.5
1944 100.0 57.231.45.8 3.22.00.10.20.1
1945 100.0 53.634.2 5.8 3.42.00.1 0.50.4
1946 100.0 54.932.96.9 3.0 1.4 0.1 0.8t
Totals
1926-33100.0 9.924.827.724.0 5.24.73.7
1934-37100.0 36.339.210.9 7.9 3.8 0.70.60.6
1938-41100.0 38.641.010.9 5.5 2.70.50.3 0.5
1942-46100.0 52.634.2 7.1 3.5 1.90.20.30.2
DSHORTTERM LOSSES
Assets held 2 years or less plus assets held longer than 2 years
if not segregated for special tax treatment
1924-33 -,
19242 100.0 93.8 6.2
19252 100.0 91.5 8.5
1926 100.0 31.334.19.26.511.8 4.7 1.8 0.5
1927 100.0 40.131.29.8 7.1 7.1 1.5 1.4 1.8
1928 100.0 24.439.311.0 7.49.42.8 1.54.2
100.0 36.425.7 8.8 7.710.0 3.2 2.8 5.3
100.0 23.239.412.5 9.49.42.22.8 1.2
100.0 29.942.99.4 7.3 6.6 1.5 1.4 1.0
100.0 37.045.3 9.8 5.5 1.5 0.9
100.0 42.633.414.1 7.4 2.3 0.2
Assets held 2 years or less1'
1934 100.0 40.441.79.65.0 2.5 0.30.40.2
1935 100.0 38.137.99.8 9.1 3.60.90.40.2
1936 100.0 31.634.4 7.918.26.4 0.1 f 0.1
1937 100.0 33.439.612.08.44.8 1.00.6 f
Assets held 6 months or less
1942 100.0 47.434.89.25.0 3.20.20.3 f
1943 100.0 43.336.910.06.03.40.20.2f
1944k 100.0 34.636.613.4 8.34.8 0.80.60.8
1945a 100.0 30.638.214.68.6 5.8 1.00.5 0.7
1946a 100.0 26.239.714.79.6 6.8 1.00.9 1.1
Totals
1926-33100.0 32.637.510.77.5 6.7 5.0
1934-37100.0 34.939.210.9 8.8 4.40.80.5 0.3
1942-46100.0 29.838.614.1 8.9 6.0 0.9 0.70.9
See Table 8, source note. See Table 8, note b. Less than 0.05 percent.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
388Table 12
Long and Short Term Net Capital Gains and Losses as Percentages
of Net Income Reported on All Returns,9 by Statutory Net Income
Groups, 1922-1946
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25- 50-100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL1 5 25 50 1003005001,000 & over
A LONG TERM GAINS
Assets held longer than 2 years if segregated for special tax treatment
1922-33
1922 1.2 1.4 6.412.821.331.638.8
1923 1.2 1.7 7.415.827.530.647.7






1930 3.1 1.0 9.621.832.437.038.0
1931 1.2 0.5 4.7 13.122.724.023.7
1932 0.4 t 1.3 3.0 6.5 9.715.0t
1933 1.2 0.1 2.4 4.913.022.322.642.9
Assets held longer than 2 years
1934.370
1934 2.0 0.6 2.6 5.5 6.411.410.313.114.4
1935 3.7 1.2 4.7 8.211.713.722.434.720.0
1936 5.1 1.5 6.3 9.014.216.718.1 19.638.6
1937 4.4 1.5 5.6 9.813.217.925.311.719.6
Assets held longer than 18 months
1938 3.4 0.7 2.8 6.610.922.942.352.578.6
1939 2.0 0.6 2.7 5.2 6.810.920.722.031.1
1940 1.5 0.4 2.5 4.6 7.315.023.036.826.4
1941 1.3 0.3 2.1 4.3 7.216.533.638.250.9
Assets held longer than 6 months
1942 0.9 0.3 1.8 3.0 4.5 9.1 14.227.045.4
1943 1.6 0.5 3.7 6.5 8.616.024.944.551.5
1944 2.2 0.8 4.5 8.012.020.235.440.536.4
1945 4.2 1.5 7.613.820.335.458.257.758.5
1946 5.9 2.4 9.815.623.241.058.966.771.1
B SHORT TERM GAINS
Assets held 2 years or less plus assets held longer than 2 years if not
segregated for special tax treatment
1922-33
1922 3.5 1.9 6.5 7.5 5.3 5.1 3.9 3.0 3.0
1923 3.5 2.4 6.4 6.3 3.7 2.3 1.4 1.8 0.2
1924 4.4 2.2 8.4 9.8 6.7 5.3 4.0 2.1 1.9
1925 9.1 2.912.719.014.212.311.5 8.5 6.5
1926 6.7 2.8 9.013.6 8.8 6.9 7.0 5.7 7.1
1927 8.0 3.6 9.516.011.510.610.810.6 7.0
1928 11.6 2.812.923.519.117.8 16.316.313.4
1929 9.4 3.6 11.121.215.110.3 7.7 7.7 8.2
1930 3.5 1.4 4.9 8.4 4.7 2.8 2.6 1.9 2.8
1931 2.2 1.6 2.6 4.8 2.4 2.3 2.8 2.0 1.7
1932 1.0 0.6 1.8 1.7 1.3 1.2 1.3 3.1 f
1933 3.8 1.6 6.3 9.510.2 9.910.1 7.9 5.5STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25- 50-100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL1 5 25 50 1003005001,000 & over
Assets held 2 years or less1'
1934-37°
1934 2.0 0.7 3.2 5.3 5.8 4.7 5.9 4.7 1.6
1935 3.2 1.2 5.1 8.310.2 6.8 6.9 3.9 6.8
1936 4.2 2.5 6.110.211.9 8.4 6.2 6.9 0.9
1937 1.5 0.7 2.5 3.1 3.1 2.2 2.9 0.6 1.9
Assets held 18 months or less
1938-41'
1938 0.8 0.4 1.4 1.9 1.7 1.4 1.5 2.7 0.1
1939 0.8 0.4 1.6 2.2 1.9 1.3 2.6 2.3 0.1
1940 0.3 0.2 0.9 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.4
1941 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.3 1.2
Assets held 6 months or less
1942-46°
1942 0.1t 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.1
1943 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.1 1.0
1944' 0.1t 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.1
1945' 0.3 0.1 0.7. 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.4
1946' 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3t
C LONG TERM LOSSES
Assets held longer than 2 years if segregated for special tax treatment
1924-33
1924 0.3 1.0 2.3 2.3 3.2 4.7 1.0
1925 0.3 0.4 1.0 1.8 1.6 1,6 1.4
1926 0.2 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.1
1927 0.2 0.3 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.0 0.4
1928 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3
1929 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.3




Assets held longer than 2 years
1934-37°
1934 6.6 4.010.512.710.810.4 8.0 8.0 6.8
1935 5.9 3.7 8.310.812.1 12.1 9.2 4.6 6.9
1936 5.5 3.5 6.9 9.113.1 5.5 7.6 4.1 4.7
1937 3.0 1.9 4.6 4.9 4.7 3.8 2.7 5.5 5.2
Assets held longer than 18 months
1938-41'
1938 4.1 2.4 7.0 9.4 8.1 5.3 2.1 3.0 0.6
1939 2.7 1.6 4.5 6.5 5.2 3.8 2.2 1.7 5.5
1940 2.1 1.0 4.8 7.0 6.2 4.9 4.6 2.3 3.3
1941 2.4 1.2 7.1 8.7 7.6 5.6 4.2 2.7 4.6
Assets held longer than 6 months
1942 1.3 0.8 3.7 3.7 2.8 2.6 1.3 0.8 0.9
1943 0.6 0.4 1.6 1.5 1.2 0.7 1.2 0.7 2.1
1944 0.7 0.5 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.3 0.3 0.7 0.8
1945 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.2 1.1 1.1
1946 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.2 1.2t
390STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25- 50-100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL'5 25 50 1003005001,000 & over
D SHORT TERM LOSSES
Assets held 2 years or less plus assets held longer than 2 years if not
segregated for special tax treatment
1924-33
19248 1.6 1.6 2.0
19252 1.4 1.4 1.1
1926 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.7 2.5 1.0 0.2
1927 1.0 1.1 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.8 0.7
1928 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.7
19298 4.0 4.5 3.0 4.0 4.7 5.4 5.0 4.2 4.4
1930° 6.8 3.8 7.311.112.714.612.816.2 3.9
1931° 8.5 5.210.413.216.018.716.916.1 6.9
1932°'8.4 4.915.715.213.8 6.0 6.2
1933°,'5.9 4.1 8.214.612.0 5.6 0.7
Assets held 2 years or
1934-37°
1934 1.1 0.7 1.7 1.9 1.7 1.4 0.9 1.0 0.5
1935 0.7 0.4 1.0 1.2 1.7 1.1 1.1 0.4 0.2
1936 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 1.6 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.3
1937 2.5 1.5 3.7 4.8 5.3 4.3 3.9 2.6 1.8
Assets held 6 months or less
1942 tt 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1t
1943 0.1t 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1
1944& 0.3 0.1 0,6 1,2 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0 2.0
0.3 0.1 0.7 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.3 0.8 1.6
1946a 0.6 0.2 1.2 2.2 2.7 3.1 2.4 2.2 2.8
See Table 8, source note.
fLess than0.05 percent.
$SeeTable 8, note b.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
391Table 13
Long and Short Term Net Capital Gains and Losses as Percentages
of Total Gain and Loss Respectively by Statutory Net Income
Groups, 1922-1946




TOTAL15 25501003005001,000 &over over
A LONG TERM GAINS





































392STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Sub-
total
Under5-25-50-100-300-500- 1,000 50 &
TOTAL15 25501003005001,000 &over over





C LONG TERM LOSSES





















Assets held 2 years or less plus assets held longer than













































































































































































































































































f Less than 0.05 percent.
STATUTORY NET nrC0ME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Sub-
total
25-50-100-300-500- 1,000 50 &
501003005001,000 &over over











25.1 8.143.755.254.6 47.5 53.2
79.880.479.779.777.977.178.483.089.078.3
63.472.461.849.043.137.828.344.128.040.0
D SHORT TERM LOSSES
Assets held 2 years or less plus assets held longer than 2 years







See Table 8, source note.'See Table 8, note b.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
394Table 14
Long and Short Term Net Capital Gains and Losses by Size,
1927-1933
Returns with net incomes of $5,000 and over
NETCAPITAL GAINGROUP (thousands of dollars)
Under1- 5- 25-50-100-500-1,000
TOTAL 1 5 25 50 1005001,000& over
A G A IN S(millions of dollars)
Long term (assets held longer than 2 years if segregated
for special tax treatment)
19271,081.2 1.111.580.494.7150.5372.8112.9257.2
19281,879.8 1.313.9111.4148.0238.5637.7254.4474.7
1929 2,346.7 0.8 8.881.5133.3240.4851.1328.7702.0
1930556.4 0.6 4.829.237.172.5204.771.7135.9
1931169.9 0.3 1.6 7.5 9.421.758.626.644.3
1932 50.1 0.2 1.0 5.5 8.1 9.518.9 6.9
1933 133.6 0.4 2.1 10.1 13.8 18.043.2 15.031.1
Shortterm (assets held 2 years or less plus assets held longer than 2 years






1932 71.6 5.716.832.4 7.4 3.1 4.4 1.8
1933308.713.662.5126.443.730.025.4 1.8 5.3
B L 0 S S E s(millions of dollars)
Long term (assets held longer than 2 years if segregated
for special tax treatment)
1929 43.0 0.3 2.510.6 6.8 7.911.7 0.7 2.4




Short term (assets held 2 years or less plus assets held longer than 2 years




193214174.6 6.046.198.215.9 4.2 4.3
193314153.0 7.546.683.011.1 2.7 2.1
.395NET CAPITAL GAiN (thousands of dollars)
Under1- 5- 25- 50-100-500-1,000
TOTAL 1 5 25 50 100 5001,000 & over
C PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GAINs
Longterm
1927100.0 0.1 1.1 7.4 8.813.934.510.423.8
1928100.0 0.1 0.7 5.9 7.912.733.913.525.3
1929100.0 f 0.4 3.5 5.710.236.314.029.9
1930100.0 0.1 0.9 5.2 6.713.036.812.924.4
1931100.0 0.2 0.9 4.4 5.612.834.515.626.1
1932100.0 0.4 1.910.916.119.037.813.8
1933100.0 0.3 1.6 7.610.313.532.311.223.3
Short term
1927100.0 2.416.044.616.0 8.5 9.5 2.0 1.0
1928100.0 1.512.039.316.510.813.5 2.9 3.4
1929100.0 1.813.443.617.5 9.3 9.3 1.9 3.4
1930100.0 4.319.548.414.5 6.0 5.2 0.7 1.3
1931100.0 5.618.846.014.3 5.8 7.3 1.3 0.8
1932100.0 8.023.545.210.3 4.3 6.2 2,5
1933100.0 4.420.240.914.2 9.7 8.2 0.6 1.7
D PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF LOSSES
Long term
1929100.0 0.8 5.824.715.918.427.3 1.7 5.5
1930100.0 0.4 3.922.518.118.429.5 1.8 5.4
1931100.0 0.1 1.110.614.418.832.6 6.3 16.1
1932100.0 0.1 0.913.016.618.832.6 7.710.3
1933100.0 0.1 14.318.019.031.9 6.4 8.8
Short term
1929100.0 1.810.529.415.214.519.0 4.3 5.2
1930100.0 1.510.332.416.614.218.1 3.8 3.0
1931100.0 1.410.936.018.213.014.5 2.5 3.5
193214100.0 3.426.456.2 9.1 2.4 2.4
193314100.0 4.930.454.3 7.2 1.8 1.4
Based on Source 1.
t Less than 0.05 percent.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
396Table 15
Shares Traded, New York Stock Exchange, Stock Price Index, and
Arithmetic Sum of Short Term Net Capital Gains and Losses,
1917-1946
Shares Stock Gains &
Traded' Price Losses°










1924 284.0 82.4 1,529.1'
1925 459.7 101.2 2,290.1'
1926 451.9 107.1 1,643.8
1927 581.7 138.7 2,041.3
1928 930.9 183.8 3,099.8
1929 1,124.8 170.0 3,330.68
1930 810.6 123.2 1,869.5'
1931 576.8 67.0 1,462.5'
1932 425.2 54.2 1,095.18,4
1933 654.8 79.2 1,073.3"
1934-37
1934 323.8 73.5 37356
1935 381.6 103.6 570.1'
1936 496.0 135.5 889.4'
1937 409.5 87.5 858.9'
1938-4 1
1938 297.5 100.7 152.1'
1939 262.0 98.2 189.6'
1940 207.6 83.7 127.4'
1941 170.6 69.5 140.1'
1942-46
1942 125.7 75.6 73.6'
1943 278.7 91.2 195.8'
1944 263.1 104.0 407.4'
1945 377.6 137.6 653.9'
1946 363.7 120.2 1,007.1'
tNew York Stock Exchange 1947.
bStandardand Poor's December averages of the daily prices of 90 stocks
(1926average: 100).
'Reported on returns withstatutorynet incomes.1 Includes net gains and losses
on assets held 2years or less 18months or less 1938-41, and 6
monthsor less 1942-46, except that the figures for 1924-33 include longer term
gains and losses that were not segregated for preferential tax treatment, and
the figures for 1938-41 do not include short term losses because the data are
not available. See Table 8, source note.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Net Capital Gains and Losses in 5 Holding Periods: Percentage Dis-
tribution, 1934-1937
REALIZED NET GAIN6 REALIZED NET LOSS6
Returns with statutory net Returns with statutory net
YEARS Gainsor Gainsor
HELD lossesGains'sLosses1° lossesGains15 Losses16
RETURNS WITH STATUTORY NET INCOMES OR DEFICITS
1934
1or less 29.1 29.1 29.2 9.1 7.7 9.2
1- 2 16.9 14.4 25.8 3.9 7.4 3.6
2- 5 11.8 12.7 8.5 33.2 34.5 33.1
5-10 10.3 11.0 7.9 38.8 41.4 38.6
Over 10 29.2 29.6 28.0 12.6 8.6 12.9
Not stated 2.7 3.2 0.7 2.5 0.4 2.7
Total1' 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1935
1or less 30.0 30.2 28.5 6.8 5.7 7.0
1- 2 14.1 13.4 19.6 3.1 5.8 2.6
2- 5 17.2 17.2 17.4 19.8 22.7 19.3
5-10 9.9 10.4 6.4 49.9 52.1 49.5
Over 10 26.4 26.3 27.4 19.1 13.2 20.1
Not stated 2.3 2.5 0.7 1.3 0.5 1.4
Total1' 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1936
lorless 31.5 31.5 31.7 5.0 4.1 5.3
1- 2 13.0 12.5 18.7 1.8 2.6 1.6
2- 5 21.0 20.8 24.1 7.0 8.8 6.5
5-10 10.6 11.1 5.3 60.6 65.1 59.4
Over 10 23.2 23.6 19.9 25.1 18.8 26.8
Not stated 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.5
Total1' 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1937
Ior less 12.7 13.9 8.8 30.0 39.9 28.9
1- 2 12.7 11.1 17.5 7.8 11.4 7.4
2- 5 26.9 23.7 36.5 5.4 5.1 5.4
5-10 16.7 17.6 13.8 35.4 31.1 35.9
Over 10 29.7 31.8 23.0 19.9 11.7 20.8
Not stated 1.4 1.8 0.3 1.6 0.7 1.6
Total" 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
400REALIZED NET GAINe REALIZEDNfT
Returns with statutory net Returns with statutory net
losses Gainsor
HELD Gains's lossesGains's Lossesle
RETURNS WITH STATUTORY NET INCOMES
1934
1or less 29.4 29.4 29.3 8.5 7.7 8.6
1- 2 17.1 14.8 26.3 4.0 7.8 3.7
2- 5 11.5 12.3 8.4 33.7 34.1 33.7
5-10 10.1 10.7 7.9 39.9 41.8 39.7
Over 10 29.2 29.7 27.5 12.0 8.3 12.3
Not stated 2.7 3.2 0.6 1.9 0.3 2.0
Total'T 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1935
1or less 30.4 30.6 28.2 6.3 5.7 6.4
1- 2 14.1 13.6 18.0 3.2 6.0 2.7
2- 5 17.3 17.2 17.9 20.0 22.5 19.6
5-10 9.7 10.2 6.3 51.3 52.0 51.2
Over 10 26.3 25.9 28.9 18.1 13.3 19.1
Not stated 2.3 2.5 0.6 1.0 0.5 1.1
Total'7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1936
1or less 31.9 31.9 31.9 4.7 4.2 4.9
1- 2 13.0 12.7 16.9 1.8 2.6 1.6
2- 5 21.2 20.8 24.9 7.0 8.8 6.4
5-10 10.5 10.9 5.2 61.8 64.9 60.8
Over 10 22.9 23.1 20.9 24.2 19.0 25.8
Notstated 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.5
Total'7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1937
lorless 12.1 13.8 6.5 34.7 41.6 33.8
1- 2 12.3 11.3 15.8 9.1 11.9 8.7
2- 5 27.4 23.9 38.6 5.0 4.9 5.1
5-10 16.9 17.6 14.6 32.3 29.2 32.7
Over 10 29.8 31.5 24.3 17.2 11.6 17.9
Not stated 1.5 1.9 0.2 1.7 0.8 1.9
Total17 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Based on Sources 1, 2, and 3.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Disallowed, Statutory, and Total Realized Net Capital Gains and
Losses
Annual Totals, 1934-1946 (dollar figures in millions)
A 1934-1937
1934 1935 1936 1937
RETURNS WITH STATUTORY NET CAPITAL GAINS
Returns with stat. net incomà'
Realized gain0 312.7 730.7 1,377.6 818.6
Statutory gain 211.3 509.7 973.8 434.1
Excluded gain 101.4 221.0 403.9 384.5
% excluded 32.4 30.2 29.3 47.0
Returns with stat. net
Realizedgain0 27.4 33.4 39.2 29.3
Statutory gain 17.7 20.4 22.5 16.9
Excluded gain 9.6 13.0 16.7 12.4
% excluded 35.1 38.8 42.5 42.2
Returns with stat. net incomes or deficits
Realized gain0 340.1 764.0 1,416.8 847.9
Statutory gain 229.1 530.1 996.3 451.1
Exciudedgain 111.0 233.9 420.5 396.9
% excluded 32.6 30.6 29.7 46.8
RETURNS WITH STATUTORY NET CAPITAL LOSSES
Returns with stat, net incomes'
Realized loss0 772.0 693.1 716.4 743.0
Statutory loss 183.8 145.7 129.7 264.2
Disallowed loss 588.3 547.4 586.6 478.8
% disallowed 76.2 79.0 81.9 64.4
Returns with stat, net deficit?
Realizedloss0 197.6 159.6 111.7 209.8
Statutory loss 27.3 21.6 14.8 28.7
Disallowed loss 170.3 138.0 96.9 181.1
% disallowed 86.2 86.5 86.7 86.3
Returns with stat. net incomes or deficits
Realized loss0 969.6 852.8 828.1 952.8
Statutory loss 211.0 167.3 144.6 292.9
Disallowed loss 758.6 685.4 683.5 659.9
% disallowed 78.2 80.4 82.5 69.3
RETURNS WITh STATUTORY NET CAPITAL GAINS OR LOSSES
Returns with stat. net incom&
Realized gain or loss0 —459.3 37.5 661.3 75.6
Statutorygain or loss 27.6 364.0 844.1 169.9
Excluded gain or loss —486.9 —326.4 —182.8 —94.3
% excluded 106.0 —869.5 —27.6 —124.6
413A 1934-1937 (conci.)
1934 1935 1936 1937
Returns with stat. net deficit?
Realized gain or loss6 —170.2 —126.3 —72.6 —180.5
Statutorygainorloss —9.5 —1.2 7.7 —11.7
Excluded gain or loss —160.7 —125.1 —80.2 —168.8
% excluded 94.4 99.0 110.5 93.5
Returns with stat. net incomes or deficits
Realized gain or loss0 —629.6 —88.7 588.7 —104.9
Statutory gain or loss 18.0 362.8 851.7 158.2
Excluded gain or loss —647.6 —451.5 —263.0 —263.0
% excluded 102.9 508.9 —44.7 250.8
B1938-1941
1938 1939 1940 1941
RETURNS WITH STATUTORY NET CAPITAL GAINS
Returns with stat. net income?
Realized gain7 820.4 673.4 707.6 942.2
Statutory gain'8 499.5 447.6 440.2 577.8
Excluded gain 320.9 225.8 267.3 364.4
%excluded 39.1 33.5 37.8 38.7
Returns with stat. net deficit?
Realized gain7 22.1 20.6 16.5 15.5
Statutory gain'8 15.8 14.4 11.9 11.3
Excluded gain 6.3 6.2 4.6 4.3
% excluded 28.7 30.1 27.8 27.5
Returns with stat. net incomes or deficits
Realized gain7 842.5 694.0 724.0 957.7
Statutory gain'8 515.3 462.0 452.1 589.0
Excluded gain 327.2 232.0 271.9 368.7
% excluded 38.8 33.4 37.6 38.5
RETURNS WITH STATUTORY NET CAPITAL LOSSES
Returns with stat. net income?
Realized loss7 789.6 642.2 787.3 1,424.2
Statutory loss'8 417.6 344.3 424.3 764.1
Disallowed loss 372.0 297.9 363.0 660.1
%disallowed 47.1 46.4 46.1 46.3
Returns with stat. net deficit?
Realized loss7 394.3 320.8 373.6 429.4
Statutory loss'8 213.6 178.8 208.6 238.4
Disallowed loss 180.7 142.0 165.0 191.0
% disallowed 45.8 44.3 44.2 44.5
Returns with stat. net incomes or deficits
Realized loss7 1,184.0 963.0 1,161.0 1,853.6
Statutory lossu 631.2 523.1 632.9 1,002.5
Disallowed loss 552.7 439.9 528.0 851.1
% disallowed 46.7 45.7 45.5 45.9
414B1938-1941 (concl.)
1938 1939 1940 1941
RETURNS WITH STATUTORY NET CAPITAL GAINS OR LOSSES
Returns with stat. net incomes'
Realized gain or loss7 30.8 31.2 —79.7 —482.0
Statutory gain or loss'8' 81.9 103.3 15.9 —186.3
Excluded gain or loss —51.1 —72.1 —95.7 —295.7
%excluded —166.1 —231.1 120.0 61.4
Returns with stat. net deficits'
Realized gain or loss7 —372.2 —300.2 —357.2 —413.9
Statutory gain or loss'8 —197.9 —164.4 —196.7 —227.7
Excluded gain or loss —174.3 —135.8 —160.4 —186.7
%excluded 46.8 77.3 58.6 45.1
Returns with stat. net incomes or deficits
Realized gain or loss7 —341.5 —269.0 —436.9 —895.9
—116.0 —61.0 —180.8 —413.5
Excluded gain or loss —225.5 —207.9 —256.1 —482.4
%excluded 66.0 45.2 44.9 53.8
C 1942-1946
1942 1943 1944 1945 1946
RETURNS WiTH STATUTORY NET CAPITAL GAINS
Returns with stat, net incomes'
Realized gain8 751.1 1,752.3 2,431.1 4,808.9 7,210.8
Statutory gain's 425.3 979.0 1,302.2 2,572.7 3,698.9
Excluded gain 325.8 773.3 1,128.9 2,236.2 3,511.9
%excluded 43.4 44.1 46.4 46.5 48.7
Returns with stat. net deficits'
Realized gain8 13.9 20.1 30.8 67.1 44.6
Statutory gain'8 7.6 11.1 16.9 36.5 23.6
Excluded gain 6.3 9.1 13.8 30.6 20.9
%excluded 45.2 45.2 44.9 45.6 46.9
Returns with stat. net incomes or deficits
Realized gain8 765.0 1,772.4 2,461.9 4,876.0 7,255.4
Statutory 432.9 990.0 1,319.1 2,609.2 3,722.5
Excluded gain 332.1 782.4 1,142.7 2,266.8 3,532.9
%excluded 43.4 44.1 46.4 46.5 48.7
Statutory amounts based on Source 1; realized amounts for 1934-37 based on
Sources 1, 2, and 3, for 1938-41 and 1942-46 estimated from Source 1 as
described in Appendix One, Sections D4 and 5.































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Disallowed, Statutory, and Total Realized Net Capital Gains and
Losses by Statutory Net Income Groups, Totals for 3 Periods, 1934-
1946
ALL RETURNS WITH STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP1
STAT. NET INCOMES1$100,000 & overUnder $100,000
$ mu. $ mu. $ mil.
A 1934-1937
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains
Realized gain6 3,239.6100.0 549.8100.02,689.8100.0
Statutorygain 2,128.9 65.7 265.3 48.3 1,863.6 69.3
Excluded gain 1,110.8 34.3 284.5 51.7 826.3 30.7
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Losses
Realized loss6 2,924.5100.0 93.4100.02,831.1100.0
Statutory loss 723.4 24.7 7.1 7.6 716.3 25.3
Disallowed loss2,201.1 75.3 86.2 92.32,114.9 74.7
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains or Losses
Real. gain or loss0315.1 456.5 —141.4
Stat. gain or loss1,405.6 258.3 1,147.3
ExcLgainorloss —1,090.4 198.3 —1,288.7
B 1938-1941
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains
Realized gain7 3,143.6100.0 920.7100.02,222.6100.0
Statutory gainw 1,965.1 62.5 479.2 52.0 1,486.1 66.9
Excluded gain 1,178.4 37.5 441.4 47.9 736.9 33.2
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Losses
Realized loss' 3,643.3100.0 142.5100.03,501.0100.0
Statutory loss's 1,950.3 53.5 75.3 52.8 1,875.3 53.6
Disallowed loss1,693.0 46.5 67.2 47.2 1,625.8 46.4
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains or Losses
Real. gain or loss7 —499.7100.0 778.2100.0—1,278.1100.0
Stat. gain or loss'8 14.8 —3.0 404.1 51.9—389.0 30.4
Exci gain or loss—514.6103.0 374.2 48.1 —888.9 69.5
C 1942-1946
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains
Realized gain816,954.2100.03,056.8100.013,897.4100.0
Statutory gain188,978.1 53.0 1,524.5 49.97,453.6 53.6
Excluded gain 7,976.1 47.0 1,532.5 50.16,443.6 46.4
See Table 22, source note.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Net Capital Gains and Losses from Sales of Depreciable Assets by
Statutory Net Income Groups, 1938-1946
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of
Under 5- 25-50- 100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL1'1° 25 50 100 300 5001,000 &over
A 1938-1941(MILLIONSOFDOLLARS)
Net gains
193822.612.7 8.6 0.8 0.4 * 0.1
193928.515.111.5 1.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 *
194041.424.214.9 1.4 0.7 0.3 * *
194168.341.222.8 2.4 1.4 0.5 * * *
Netlosses
193821.812.3 6.9 1.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3
193927.315.5 8.7 1.4 0.9 0.4 * * 0,3
194038.123.410.8 2.2 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.2 *
194161.839.817.0 2.6 1.4 0.6 0.1 0.2
Percentage Distribution
Net gains
1938100.056.038.0 3.7 1.8 0.2 0.4
1939100.052.940.4 4.6 1.5 0.4 0.2t
1940100.058.336.0 3.3 1.6 0.8tt
1941100.060.233.4 3.5 2.0 0.8 0.1tt
Net losses
1938100.056.431.5 5.8 1.9 1.1 0.5 1.2 1.6
1939100.056.631.8 5.2 3.5 1.5 0.1 0.2 1.1
1940100.061.328.3 5.8 2.4 1.2 0.6 0.5t
1941100.064.427.5 4.3 2.2 1.0 0.2 0.3 0.1
NET GAINS FROM DEPRECIABLE ASSETS AS % OF TOTAL REAJJZED NET GAINS
1938 2.8 8.7 4.1 1.1 0.7t 0.2
1939 4.2 8.9 4.6 1.6 0.8 0.2 0.3t
1940 5.914.0 6.5 1.9 1.1 0.4tt
1941 7.318.1 9.5 2.7 1.7 0.4 0.1 t
B 1942-1946
Net gains
194262.641.017.1 2.7 1.2 0.4 * *
194377.755.119.3 2.2 0.6 0.3 * o.i a
194465.640.622.0 1.7 0.6 0.2 0.4 *
194565.136.625.3 2.1 0.8 0.4 *
1946123.375.242.7 3.4 1.3 0.5 0.1 0.1
Net losses
194282.953.719.2 4.2 2.5 1.2 0.2 0.6 1.4
194375.142.321.6 5.5 2.9 2.0 0.3 0.1 0.5
194473.841.620.3 4.9 3.1 2.0 0.7 0.8 0.4
194570.831.624.5 6.1 3.4 3.1 0.6 0.5 0.9
194668.133.022.6 5.4 3.2 2.6 0.4 0.1 0.9
422STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25- 50- 100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL11'5 25 50 100 300 5001,000 &over
Percentage Distribution
Net gains
1942100.065.627.4 4.3 1.9 0.7 0.1 t
1943100.0 71.0 24.9 2.8 0.8 0.4 f 0.1 t
1944100.061.833.6 2.7 0.9 0.3 0.7t
1945100.0 56.338.8 3.2 1.2 0.6 t
1946100.0 61.0 34.6 2.8 1.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 f
Netlosses
1942100.0 64.7 23.1 5.0 3.0 1.4 0.2 0.7 1.7
1943100.0 56.328.7 7.3 3.9 2.7 0.4 0.1 0.7
1944100.056.427.5 6.7 4.1 2.7 1.0 1.1 0.5
1945100.044.734.6 8.6 4.9 4.4 0.8 0.7 1.3
1946100.048.433.1 8.0 4.7 3.8 0.5 0.2 1.3
NET GAINS FROM DEPRECIABLE ASSETS AS % OF TOTAL REALIZED NET GAINS
1942 8.117.7 8.3 3.6 1.9 0.5 0.2t
1943 4.311.3 3.3 1.0 0.4 0.2 f 0.1t
1944 2.6 5.7 2.5 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.6 t
1945 1.3 2.8 1.5 0.4 0.2 0.1t
1946 1.6 3.2 1.6 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 f f
NET LOSSES FROM DEPRECIABLE ASSETS AS % OF TOTAL REALIZED NET LOSSES
1942 7.7 9.9 5.1 4.8 6.1 5.0 8.2 32,9 59.3
194310.711.9 8.810.110.617.311.0 6.115.4
1944 6.9 7.7 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.720.421.810.1
1945 7.8 8.0 7.6 7.0 6.8 9.312.611.116.8
1946 5.3 6.8 4.8 3.7 3.6 4.4 4.2 1.1 9.5
Based on Source 1. * Less than $50,000. t Less than 0.05 percent.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
Table 27
Net Capital Loss Carryover by Statutory Net Income Groups, 193 9-
1946
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25- 50- 100-300-500-1,000
5 25 50 100300 5001,000 &over
A 1939-1941
SHORT TERM NET LOSS CARRYOVER (millions of dollars)
193921.2 3.510.8 3.8 2.0 0.8 0.1 * *
1940 5.0 1.4 2.2 0.8 0.4 0.2 * * *
1941 4.0 0.2 2.3 0.6 0.4 0.4 * * *
NO.OF RETURNS wrru NET INCOMES OF $5,000 OR MORE AND WITH
SHORT TERM NET LOSS CARRYOVER
1939 10,305 7,9581,501 579237 14 12 4
19403,591 2,735 524210 104 10 6 2
19412,740 1,931 426 215 144 14 7 3
423STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of
Under5- 25- 50- 100-300-500-1,000
5 25 50 100 300 5001,000 &over
B 1942-1946
SHORT TERM NET LOSS CARRYOVER' (millions of dollars)
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains or Losses
1942 2.8 0.7 1.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 * *
1943163.743.674.422.411.9 9.3 1.2 0.5 0.3
1944206.568.976.429.516.310.2 1.7 1.6 1.9
1945285.779.0116.941.425.216.3 3.0 1.4 2.5
1946305.994.0123.241.125.415.6 2.2 1.7 2.6
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains
1942 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.1 * * * *
194318.9 3.2 8.2 3.5 2.1 1.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
194413.6 1.4 4.9 3.7 1.5 1.5 0.3 0.3 *
194532.1 4.312.4 5.8 4.7 3.8 0.6 0.4 0.1
194624.6 2.8 9.4 4.0 3.5 2.1 0.7 0.2 2.0
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Losses
1942 2.0 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.1 * *
1943144.840.466.218.9 9.8 8.0 1.0 0.3 0.2
1944192.967.671.525.814.8 8.7 1.4 1.3 1.9
1945253.774.7104.535.720.512.5 2.3 1.1 2.4
1946281.391.2113.837.122.013.5 1.6 1.5 0.7
Source 1. •SeeTable 20, note a. *Lessthan $50,000.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
Table 28
Disallowed Short Term and Total Realized Net Capital Loss by
Statutory Net Income Groups, 1938
STATUTORY NET INCOME (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25-50-100.300-500-1,000
TOTAL1 5 25 501003005001,000 &over
NET LOSS (millions of dollars)
Disallowed












Net loss from depreciable assets based on Source 1; other lines based on
unpublished data.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Number of Returns with Net Capital Gains or Losses by Size,
1927-1933
Returns with Net Incomes of $5,000 and Over
SIZE OF NET GAIN OR LOSS (thousands of dollars)
Under 1- 5- 25- 50-100-500-1,000
TOTAL 1 5 25 50 1005001,000 &over
A GAIN





1931 2,920715 672607261307296 3923
1932 2,030749 390424225 133 99 10
1933 3,5911,017 863822 383 25521421 16
With Other Statutory Net
1927265,838 95,17595,595 65,1397,1451,92980245 8
344,546 99,454 125,782 99,748 13,0684,3042,02012149
1929301,206 92,769 107,227 86,432 10,6992,9061,069 63 41
1930140,379 69,20642,690 25,5262,300483 165 5 4
193162,578 36,93815,6008,953 844 172 66 4 1
193231,032 20,1717,2773,289220 48 25 2
193380,631 39,91626,119 12,6831,310447 150 3 3
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
With Long Term Net Gains Segregated at 12½%
1927 100.012.8 21.231.713.010.5 9.40.80.6
1928 100.0 9.9 18.531.014.912.211.61.30.7
1929 100.0 8.5 13.725.715.614.319.02.01.2
1930 100.016.9 21.025.911.511.711.41.20.5
1931 100.024.5 23.020.8 8.910.510.1 1.30.8
1932 100.036.9 19.220.911.1 6.6 4.90.5
1933 100.028.3 24.022.910.7 7.1 6.00.60.4
With Other Statutory Net
1927 100.035.8 36.024.5 2.7 0.7 0.3 -ft
1928 100.028.9 36.529.0 3.8 1.2 0.6 t
1929 100.030.8 35.628.7 3.6 1.0 0.4 -ft
1930 100.049.3 30.418.2 1.6 0.3 0.1tt
1931 100.059.0 24.914.3 1.3 0.3 0.1ft
1932 100.065.0 23.410.6 0.7 0.2 0.1
1933 100.049.5 32.415.7 1.6 0.6 0.2tt
B Loss
With Long Term Net Losses Segregated at 12½ %
1929 3,111 844 973 920 191 112 69 1 1
1930 4,318 8411,1931,523416214 127 2 2
1931 5,593 569 9601,980969 641437 20 17
193219,5781,3382,8167,6473,9152,2481,47598 41
193315,7721,4803,0575,8692,8301,525938 54 19
With Other Statutory Net
192979,808 30,91927,108 16,9502,7711,327 673 41 19
1930110,220 35,86438,926 27,8594,5861,967949 53 16
193195,311 27,58434,678 26,4544,3241,555 668 31 17
43,462 14,59818,252 10,027497 62 26
47,220 19,17818,9448,706339 40 13SIZE OP NET GAIN OR LOSS (thousandsofdollars)
Under 1- 5- 25- 50-100-500- 1,000
TOTAL 1 5 25 50 1005001,000 &over
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
With Long Term Net Losses Segregated at 12½ %
1929 100.027.1 31.329.6 6.1 3.6 2.2ff
1930 100.019.5 27.635.3 9.6 5.0 2.9 tt
1931 100.010.2 17.235.417.311.5 7.80.40.3
1932 100.0 6.8 14.439.120.011.5 7.50.50.2
1933 100.0 9.4 19.437.217.9 9.7 5.90.30.1
With Other Statutory Net
1929 100.038.7 34.021.2 3.5 1.7 0.80.1f
1930 100.032.5 35.325.3 4.2 1.8 0.9
1931 100.028.9 36.427.8 4.5 1.6 0.7tt
193214100.033.6 42.023.1 1.1 0.1 0.1
193314100.040.6 40.118.4 0.7 0.1
Based on Source 1. f Less than 0.05 percent.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
Table 31
Number of Returns with Net Capital Gains or Losses by Statutory
Net Income Groups, 1934-1946
Returns with Net Incomes of $5,000 and Over'
STATUTORY NET iNCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
5- 2S- 50- 100- 300-500- 1,000
TOTAL1 25 50 100300 5001,000&over
A1934-1937
Totalreturns filed
1934422,647393,716 20,9316,0931,672 116 86 33
1935 500,115 463,406 26,0298,0332,291 206 109 41
1936 677,011 617,53541,13713,6204,150330 178 61
1937 705,033 649,617 38,948 12,3183,627 312 162 49
Returns with statutory net gains
1934 61,704 53,3895,7151,915598 41 34 12
1935 117,617101,446 10,9693,8461,166 108 60 22
1936 195,809164,625 20,5417,7592,526209 113 36
1937 127,070110,941 10,9573,8421,148 104 58 20
Returns with statutory net losses
1934 80,110 69,8327,1602,334 685 50 37 12
1935 68953 59,7176,2802,157 694 64 30 11
1936 69,914 59,5056,8142,569 885 74 48 19

























































STATUTORY NETINCOMEGROUP (thousands of dollars)'
5- 25- 50- 100- 500500-1,000
25 50 100300 300-1,000&over
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
93.2 5.0 1.4 0.4
92.7 5.2 1.6 0.5
91.2 6.1 2.0 0.6
92.1 5.5 1.7 0.5
Returns with statutory net gains
1934 100.0 86.5 9.3 3.1 1.0 0.1 0.1
1935 100.0 86.3 9.3 3.3 1.0 0.1 0.1
1936 100.0 84.110.5 4.0 1.3 0.1 0.1
1937 100.0 87.3 8.6 3.0 0.9 0.1t
87.2 8.9 2.9 0.9 0.1t
86.6 9.1 3.1 1.0 0.1t
85.1 9.7 3.7 1.3 0.1 0.1





1940779,929728,450 37,264 10,6733,095 267
1941949,350879,982 49,521 14,8504,404367
Returns
Statutory long term net gains
1938 53,459 45,3655,0871,936838 113
1939 76,003 64,9717,3172,615 921 97
1940 75,374 64,2267,2632,6381,045 107
1941 70,977 59,5217,0042,9071,262 166
Statutory short term net gains
1938 65,940 58,0945,5691,628526 57
1939 76,072 66,2956,9022,150630 54
1940 64,508 55,5506,2071,997 641 67.
1941 65,427 55,4066,5802,476 832 79
Net gains from depreciable assets
1938 6,711 6,249 321 116 22 2
1939 9,356 8,637 532 143 37 5
1940 11,822 10,865 697 184 68 4
1941 18,585 16,8391,229359 139 12
Statutory long term net losses
1938 87,948 76,2078,3262,603716 56
1939 92,814 79,4819,1813,105 921 72
1940 101,93686,011 10,8733,6941,191 113
1941 141,330118,299 15,5755,5311,719 127
Net losses from depreciable assets
1938 6,290 5,613 461 132 60 6
1939 9,311 8,288 691244 69 6
1940 10,878 9,504941308 102 15







8 3STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)'
5- 25- 50- 100- 300-500-1,000
TOTAL1 25 50 100 300 5001,000&over
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
Total returns filed
1938 100.0 93.9 4.4 1.2 0.4t t
1939 100.0 93.6 4.6 1.3 0.4 tt
1940 100.0 93.4 4.8 1.4 0.4 ftt
1941 100.0 92.7 5.2 1.6 0.5t tt
Returns
Statutory long term net gains
1938 100.0 84.9 9.5 3.6 1.6 0.2 0.1 0.1
1939 100.0 85.5 9.6 3.4 1.2 0.1 0.1t
1940 100.0 85.2 9.6 3.5 1.4 0.1 0.1 t
1941 100.0 83.9 9.9 4.1 1.8 0.2 0.1t
Statutory short term net gains
1938 100.0 88.1 8.4 2.5 0.8 0.1 0.1 f
1939 100.0 87.1 9.1 2.8 0.8 0.1tt
1940 100.0 86.1 9.6 3.1 1.0 0.1 0.1t
1941 100.0 84.710.1 3.8 1.3 0.1 0.1 f
Net gains from depreciable assets
1938 100.0 93.1 4.8 1.7 0.3t
1939 100.0 92.3 5.7 1.5 0.4 0.1t
1940 100.0 91.9 5.9 1.6 0.6 f f f
1941 100.0 90.6 6.6 1.9 0.7 0.1 ft
Statutorylong term net losses
1938 100.0 86.7 9.5 3.0 0.8 0.1tt
1939 100.0 85.6 9.9 3.3 1.0 0.1 f f
1940 100.0 84.410.7 3.6 1.2 0.1tt
1941 100.0 83.711.0 3.9 1.2 0.1tt
Net losses from depreciable assets
1938 100.0 89.2 7.3 2.1 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.2
1939 100.0 89.0 7.4 2.6 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1
1940 100.0 87.4 8.7 2.8 0.9 0.1 0.1t








Returns with statutory net gains22





Returns with statutory net
1942 143,476119,52916,1635,7781,80512270 9
1943 130,524109,01014,5595,1981,567122 57 11
1944 143514 120,57015,4525,5941,694117 6522
1945 117,509 99,12012,7234,2871,244 7148.16
1946 182,384 153,37420,4946,5711,76411254 15
429STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
5- 25- 50- 100-300-500-1,000
25 SO 100 300 5001,000&over
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
Total returns filed
1942 100.0 92.3 5.5 1.7 0.5 ftt
1943 100.0 92.6 5.3 1.6 0.4tt f
1944 100.0 94.3 4.2 1.2 0.3ttt
1945 100.0 93.7 4.6 1.3 0.3 ftt
1946 100.0 93.9 4.5 1.2 0.3ttt
Returns with statutory net gains
1942 100.0 83.310.8 4.1 1.5 0.2 0.1 f
1943 100.0 83.910.8 3.8 1.3 0.1 0.1 f
1944 100.0 86.0 9.4 3.4 1.1 0.1t 1-
1945 100.0 85.8 9.6 3.4 1.0 tt
1946 100.0 86.9 8.9 3.1 1.0 0.1tt
Returns with statutory net losses
1942 100.0 83.3 11.3 4.0 1.3 0.1tt
1943 100.0 83.511.2 4.0 1.2 0.1tt
1944 100.0 84.010.8 3.9 1.2 0.1tt
1945 100.0 84.410.8 3.6 1.1 0.1tt
1946 100.0 84.111.2 3.6 1.0 0.1tt
Based on Source 1. tLess than 0.05 percent.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
Table 32
Number of Returns with Net Capital Gains or Losses: Percentage
of Total Returns Filed, by Statutory Net Income Groups, 1934-1946
Returns with Net Incomes of $5,000 and Over'
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP' ($000)
5-25-50-100-300-500-1,000














Stat. losses • 18.016.335.242.849.147.454.938.8
4301938
Stat. long term gains
Stat. short term gains
Gains from depr. assets
Stat. long term losses
Losses from depr. assets
1939
Stat. long term gains
Stat. short term gains
Gains from depr. assets
Stat. long term losses
Losses from depr. assets
1940
Stat. long term gains
Stat. short term gains
Gains from dept. assets
Stat. long term losses
Losses from depr. assets
1941
Stat. long term gains
Stat. short term gains
Gains from depr. assets
Stat. long term losses







































Based on Source 1.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
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Number of Returns with Statutory Long Term Net Capital Gains
or Losses and with Alternative Tax Treatment, by Statutory Net
Income Groups, 1938-1946
Returns with Net Incomes of $5,000 and Over'
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
5- 25- 50- 100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL1 25 50 100 3005001,000&over
A1938-1941
Returns with Statutory Long Term Net Gains23 Total
1938 53,45945,3655,0871,936838 113 71 49
1939 76,00364,9717,3172,615 921 97 58 24
1940 75,37464,2267,2632,6381,045 107 67 28
1941 70,97759,5217,0042,9071,262 166 88 29
Returns with alternative tax
1938 2,630 1331,441828 108 71 49
1939 3,503 2362,170918 97 58 24
1940 9,462 3435,3832,4891,045 107 67 28
1941 18,136 7,9005,9962,6971,261 166 87 29
Percentage with alternative tax
1938 4.9 2.674.498.895.6100.0100.0
1939 4.6 3.283.099.7100.0100.0100.0
1940 12.6 0.5 74.194.4100.0100.0100.0100.0
1941 25.6 13.3 85.692.899.9100.098.9100.0
Returns with Statutory Long Term Net Losses23
Total
1938 87,94876,2078,326.2,603716 56 35 5
1939 92,81479,4819,1813,105 921 72 38 16
1940 101,93686,01110,8733,6941,191 113 37 17
1941 141,330118,29915,5755,5311,719 127 61 18
Returns with alternative tax credit
1938 4,134 104 9812,247710 54 34 4
1939 4,843 44 9592,793 921 72 38 16
1940 16,521 2,1059,5213,5371,191 113 37 17
1941 51,21430,07913,9905,2201,719 127 61 18
Percentage with alternative tax credit
1938 4.7 0.1 11.886.399.296.497.180.0
1939 5.2 0.1 10.490.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
1940 16.2 2.4 87.695.7100.0100.0100.0100.0
1941 36.2 25.4 89.894.4100.0100.0100.0100.0
B 1942-1946
Returns with Statutory Net Gains
Total
1942 91,30776,1049,8223,7651,371 139 81 25
1943225,107188,93924,3278,5372,909228 127 40
1944360,240309,64533,788 12,3663,941 310 149 41
1945567,608487,13154,533 19,2585,931 466225 64
1946736,996640,16865,920 22,7497,192560 309 98
Returns with alternative tax
1942 12,946 2,5176,1842,8621,164 119 76 24
1943 32,848 6,53416,3116,9582,664219 123 39
1944 53,32713,79624,975 10,4423,645296 134 39
1945 90,57924,61842,464 17,1545,613 453 216 61
1946 86,16710,97147,468 20,0236,778 541 293 93
Percentage with alternative tax
1942 14.2 3.3 63.076.084.985.693.896.0
1943 14.6 3.5 67.081.591.696.196.997.5
1944 14.8 4.5 73.984.492.595.589.995.1
1945 16.0 5.1 77.989.194.697.296.095.3
1946 11.7 1.7 72.088.094.296.694.894.9













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Numberof Returns with Net Capital Gains or Losses by Size and
by Statutory Net Income Groups, 1930 and 1935-1941
Returns with Net Incomes of $5,000 and Over
STATUTORY
NET
CAPITAL STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
LOSS 5- 25- 50- 100-300-.500-1,000
($000) TOTAL' 25 50 100 300500 1,000 &over
A 1930,RETURNS wini LOSSES'
Returns with Net Capital Losses from Sales of Assets Held
Longer than 2 Years & Segregated for Tax Credit at 12½ %
Under 1 841 331 341 149 11 7 2
1-5 1,193 482 507 175 16 10 3
5- 10 693 237326 115 11 2 2
10- 25 830 188 418 19620 5 3
25-50 416 36209 14220 7 2
50-100 214 3 77 116 8 8 2
100-500 127 1 4 8621 11 4
500&over 4 1 1 2
Total 4,318 1,2781,882 979108 5120
Returnswith Other Net Capital Losses2'
Under 1 35,61632,4812,14968625522 17 6
1-5 38,74634,1093,2721,0223042115 3
5-10 14,934 11,846 2,102 765201 16 4
10- 25 12,906 8,723 2,4331,182 511 33 20 4
25- 50 4,584 2,424 1,020 67539249 19 5
50-100 1,966 754 447 356 323 53 20 13
100-500 948 210 130 181 276 8049 22
500&over 69 5 5 9 15 6 19 10







Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains
Under 0.5 45,104 41,695 2,520 696 173 1
1 16,705 15,124 1,175 313 86 6 1
1-5 37,138 32,481 3,3521,019 25820 5 3
5-10 10,578 8,529 1,430 462 144 7 5 1
10- 25 5,956 3,477 1,709 577 167 16 7 3
25- 50 1,475 121 738 478 121 8 8 1
50-100, 483 18 37 285 128 11 3 1
100-500 157 1 7 16 8929 9 6
500&over 21 1 14 6
Total 117,617101,44610,9693,8461,1661086022
Returnswith Statutory Net Capital Losses
Under 0.5 26,77724,4991,641488 13212 3 2
0.5-1 11,43510,308 814225 82 4 2
1-2 12,533 10,678 1,301 423 120 4 5 2
2-4 18,208 14,232 2,5241,021 36044 20 7
Total 68,953 59,717 6,2802,157 694 6430 11
'Estimated from unpublished data for 1930. Noattempt was made to adjust




GAIN OR STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
LOSS 5- 25- 50-100-300- 500-1,000
($000) TOTAL1 25 50 1003005001,000 &over
C 1936
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains
Under 0.5 62,66857,3453,8861,107 29721 8 4
0.5-1 26,55823,9111,898586 148 12 3
1-5 67,44258,9535,9581,951 5164118 5
5- 10 21,59417,2673,0041,004 290 19 8 2
10- 25 12,874 6,9164,0851,429 39528 17 4
25- 50 3,276 2041,6361,1002982410 4
50-100 1,032 26 67 563350 16 10
100-500 344 3 7 18 230 47 30 9
500&over 21 1 2 1 9 8
Total 195,809164,62520,5417,7592,526209113 36
Returnswith Statutory Net Capital Losses
Under 0.5 30,59827,5822,14065220614 3 1
0.5-1 11,82410,4001,032297 84 5 4 2
1-2 12,27510,0781,391 580201 15 8 2
2-4 15,21711,4452,2511,040394403314
Total 69,91459,5056,8142,569 8857448 19
D 1937
Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains
Under 0.5 58,24653,3713,5501,0292612210 3
0.5- 1 19,237 17,2771,396438 118 7 1
1-5 35,29730,6583,2661,052281 1718 5
5- 10 8,410 6,793 1,087 397 110 12 9 2
10- 25 4,371 2,707 1,099 434 117 9 4 1
25-50 1,013 116 523 285 78 8 3
50-100 333 13 31 192 92 3 1 1
100-500 155 6 5 14 8826 11 5
500&over 8 1 3 1 3
Total 127,070110,94110,9573,8421,148104 5820
Returnswith Statutory Net Capital Losses
Under 0.5 42,44138,7642,66275323218 11 1
0.5-1 19,068 17,0841,382 461 127 8 6




Returns with Statutory Short Term Net Capital Gains
Under 0.5 35,24832,0132,359639201 1914 3
0.5- 1 10,585 9,477 815219 60 7 5 2
1-5 14,57412,5321,465426 12710 8 6
5- 10 2,182 1,705 316 114 40 4 1 2
10- 25 1,015 649 235 84 35 1 8 3
25- 50 175 40 94 29 10 .1
50-100 66 11 12 29 10 2 1 1





GAIN OR STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
LOSS 5- 25- 50- 100-300-500-1,000
($000) TOTAL1 25 50 100 3005001,000 &over
Returnswith Statutory Long Term Net Capital Gains
Under0.5 27,86325,4061,801 509 137 6 4
0.5-1 6,567 5,828 536 145 51 6 1
1-5 10,965 9,197 1,199 430 125 10 3 1
5-10 2,702 1,994 468 165 6410 1
10- 25 1,681 809 526248 88 5 4 1
25- 50 512 36 196 191 78 7 3 1
50-100 248 8 8 113 111 3 2 3
100-500 206 3 3 2 12649 17 7
500&over 57 22530
Total 50,80143,2804,7371,803 780986043
Returns with Statutory Long Term Net Capital Losses
Under 0.5 31,55029,1971,742472 123 9 6 1
0.5-1 14,27612,9361,026259 47 7 1
1-5 29,20924,9813,130 881 205 6 6
5- 10 6,850 5,1801,134423 102 8 3
10- 25 3,859 2,502 882 347 118 8 2
25-50 894 469 220 128 64 6 6 1
50-100 215 97 45 37 25 4 6 1
100-500 48 11 8 12 10 2 4 1
500&over 1 1
Total 86,902 75,383 8,1872,560 6945034 4
F 1939b
Returnswith Statutory Short Term Net Capital Gains
Under0.5 39,489 35,651 2,773 782 24720 9 7
0.5- 1 11,969 10,5471,023 312 78 6 2 1
1-5 17,728 15,012 1,933 603 163 8 5 4
5- 10 2,643 2,005 418 169 45 4 1 1
10- 25 1,062 622 305 97 31 4 3
25- 50 166 43 74 37 8 2 2
50-100 47 1 6 24 12 2 1 1
100-500 8 1 2 4 1
Total 73,112 63,881 6,5332,026 588 47 23 14
Returnswith Statutory Long Term Net Capital Gains
Under0.5 42,228 38,296 2,883 803 225 12 8 1
0.5- 1 10,207 8,925 919 280 73 9 1
1-5 15,043 12,229 1,920 677 198 12 7
5-10 2,846 1,998 530 230 76 5 6 1
10- 25 1,556 640 526266 109 8 6 1
25- 50 419 33 156 150 67 8 2 3
50-100 148 3 11 69 55 5 4 1
100-500 117 3 61.27 18 8
500&over 10 1 9
Total 72,574 62,124 6,9452,478 864 86 53 24
Returnswith Statutory Long Term Net Capital Losses
Under0.5 39,95736,3272,665748 199 13 5
0.5- 1 15,425 13,668 1,255 417 73 8 2 2
1-5 27,53422,8593,2681,063316 16 9 3
5- 10 5,195 3,718 961 373 129 8 4 2
10- 25 2,727 577 683325 118 13 7 4
25- 50 558 268 160 84 33 7 6
50-100 142 45 38 32 21 4 2




GAIN OR STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
LOSS 5- 25- 50- 100-300-500-1,000
($000) TOTAL1 25 50 100 300500 1,000 &over
G 1940b
Returns with Statutory Short Term Net Capital Gains
Under 0.5 38,04633,7892,99794227027 18 3
0.5- 1 9,569 8,228 987254 82 11 4 3
1-5 11,876 9,7661,457 484 14912 7 1
5-10 1,741 1,305 281 102 45 6 1
10- 25 737 458 168 80 26 3 2
25- 50 125 31 50 26 16 1 1
50-100 29 3 5 10 9 1 1
100-500 13 3 7 3
Total 62,13653,5805,9451,901 6046432 10
Returnswith Statutory Long Term Net Capital Gains
Under0.5 41,49637,5932,911797 179 13 3
0.5- 1 9,618 8,363 903 261 83 6 2
1-5 14,950 12,301 1,782 627 218 18 2 2
5- 10 3,215 2,306 576 233 89 6 2 3
10-25 1,791 882 548248 102 6 3 2
25-50 534 28 179 238 74 6 7 2
50-100 234 4 7 88 125 7 2 1
100-500 172 6 1043422 6
500&over 21 10 11
Total 72,031 61,477 6,9062,498 97496 53 27
Returnswith Statutory Long Term Net Capital Losses
Under0.5 41,988 37,990 2,916 834 229 13 4 2
0.5- 1 16,652 14,650 1,499 371 120 10 1 1
1-5 30,81925,2723,8491,302 355 31 9 1
5- 10 6,465 4,477 1,264 522 178 15 5 4
10- 25 3,590 2,072 905 423 164 19 5 2
25- 50 737 341 194 116 70 7 5 4
50-100 224 84 50 46 32 8 4




Returnswith Statutory Short Term Net Capital Gains
Under0.5 39,55134,5023,4401,178 3833314 1
0.5- 1 8,712 7,372 916 332 81 5 4 2
1-5 11,418 9,2161,394 557216 1912 4
5-10 2,006 1,598 246 114 40 5 2 1
10-25 876 535 206 87 39 7 2
25-50 189 32 82 53 15 1 5 1
50-100 39 2 7 15 12 2 1
100-500 28 1 6 17 3 1
Total 62,81953,2576,2922,342803754010
Returns with Statutory Long Term Net Capital Gains
Under 0.5 37,94034,0462,757865242 18 12
0.5- 1 8,391 7,315 727263 75 8 3
1-5 14,165 11,7781,564611 189 15 6 2
5- 10 3,404 2,542 550228 75 8 1
10-25 2,174 991 729 304 132 14 4
25- 50 669 21 256 278 103 4 5 2
50-100 360 1 3 171 168 10 4 3
100-500 300 2 1 5 1887624 4
500&over 31 17 14
Total 67,434 56,696 6,5872,7251,1721537625STATUTORY
NET
CAPITAL
GAINOR STATUTORY NET INCOME (thousands of dollars)'
LOSS 5- 25- 50-100-300- 500- .1,000
($000) TOTAL' 25 50 100300500 1,000 &over
Returns with Statutory Long Term Net Capital Losses
Under0.5 46,18841,5613,3281,021 25914 5
0.5-1 21,884 19,279 1,867 560 161 12 4 1
1-5 50,16741,6495,9941,976 511 22 15
5-10 12,443 9,1482,209829 23516 5 1
10- 25. 7,060 4,463 1,495 747 318 18 14 5
25-50 1,316 613 327228 12020 5 3
50-100 322 118 63 64 5415 6 2
100-500 84 15 16 18 20 7 6 2
500& over 33 3
Total 139,467116,84615,2995,4431,67812460 17
Source1. Fiduciaryincome tax returns excluded 1938-4 1.
For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.
Table 36
Net Capital Gain or Loss Per Returif: Annual Averages, 1927-
1946 (dollars)
Returns with Net Incomes of $5,000 and Over'
AVERAGE NET GAIN AVERAGE NET LOSS
1927-1933
Long term Long term
seg. at 12½%Other" seg. at 12½%Other"
1927 53,431 5,687
1928" 67,852 7,838
1929 99,394 6,786 13,831 7,925
1930 62,784 3,759 18,734 8,593
1931 58,202 3,141 42,889 8,535
1932 24,667 2,309 42,515 4,018"







Realize& . Depr. Realized Depr.
Long termShort term assets long term7 assets
1938 10,524 1,544 1,483 5,431 1,510
1939 4,716 1,748 1,434 4,078 1,274
1940 5,746 1,313 . 1,455 4,585 1,351
1941 8,389 1,407 1,462 5,807 1,434





Based on Sources 1, 2, and 3. For numbered notes see pp.362-6.
Net gain or loss of each type is• an average per return with statutory net gain


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Statutory Long Term Net Capital Gains and Losses: Total and
Amount Segregated for Alternative Tax Treatment, by Statutory
Net Income Groups,
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)'
Under5- 25- 50-100-300-500-1,000
TOTAL' S 25 50 100300 5001,000 & over
















L 0 S S E s(millions of dollars)23
Total
1938395.8149.6170.542.420.7 9.4 1.1 1.7 0.5
1939316.9121.8130.635.816.6 7.7 1.0 0.7 2.6
1940386.2145.3155.144.922.912.3 2.7 1.2 1.8
1941702.3279.2281.673.838.820.0 3.6 2.0 3.3
Segregated
1938 51.7 1.0 4.913.9 19.3 9.3 1.1 1.7 0.5
1939 42.4 0.2 2.312.015.7 7.7 1.0 0.7 2.6
1940109.2 1.624.342.722.612.3 2.7 1.2 1.8
1941303.311.2154.570.937.820.0 3.6 2.0 3.3
% segregated
1938 13.1 0.7 2.932.893.799.899.7100.099.8
1939 13.4 0.2 1.833.594.8100.0100.0100.0100.0
1940 28.3 1.115.695.298.6100.0100.0100.0100.0
1941 43.2 4.054.996.097.6100.0100.0100.0100.0
444STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25- SO- 100-300-500-1,000












Excess of Statutory Long Term Gain Over Short Term Loss Segre-
gated for Alternative Tax Treatment, by Statutory Net Income
Groups, 1942-1946
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)1
Under5- 25- 50- 100-300-500-1,000































































1938100.0 1.9 9.426.937.418.1 2.1 3.2
1939100.0 0.5 5.528.337.118.2 2.5 1.7
1940100.0 1.522.239.120.711.3 2.5 1.1
1941100.0 3.750.923.412.5 6.6 1.2 0.6









For numbered notes see pp. 362-6.Table 41
Net Income Reported on All Income TaxReturns9by Statutory
Net Income Groups, 1917-1946
STATUTORY NET INCOME OROUP (thousandsofdollars)1
Under 5- 25- 50- 100-300-500.-1,000
TOTAL1 5 25 50 100 300 5001,000& over
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1917-192 1
1917 11,191.2 4,180.83,514.71,042.3 846.9875.1209.9214,6306.8
1918 15,924.6 9,394.43,882.2978.0679.7589.1144.5119.1137.5
1919 19,859.5 11,149.75,366.41,277.4896.5729.5159.1128.3 152.6
1920 23,735.6 15,274.25,616.21,307.8810.4480.7 89.380.0 77.1
1921 19,577.2 13,215.44,336.9979.6582.2309.561.342.8 49.4
1922-1933
1922 21,336.2 13,532.24,897.81,208.3805.2527.0116.7107.7141.4







1930 18,118.6 '7,597.56,646.51,383.6919.0793.2207.1211.7 359.9
1931 13,605.0 6,663.44,813.7820.6528.0408.7102.2102.3166.1
1932 11,655.8 7,412.02,837.4629.6393.2237.9 52.557.9 35.2
1933 11,008.6 6,861.12,650.0630.0401.0268.454.656.7 86.9
1934-1937
1934 12,309.9 7,585.83,247.9663.3 389.3257,843.661.6 60.6
1935 14,583.4 8,629.73,971.9854.1 528.1341.985.092.1 80.6
1936 19,057.3 10,167.35,536.31,379.5905.2663.0132.3135.5138.2
1937 21,144.3 12,305.45,729.61,327.7848.0589.2135.8116.6 91.9
1938-1941
1938 18,846.3 11,999.64,749.1875.1492.1 343.898.1108.1180.3









446STATUTORY NET INCOME oRoup (thousandsof dollars)'
Under 5- 25- 50- 100-300-500-1,000
T0rAL' 5 25 50 100 300 5001,000& over
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
1917-1921
1917 100.0 37.4 31.4 9.3 7.6 7.8 1.9 1.9 2.7
1918 100.0 59.0 24.4 6.1 4.3 3.7 0.9 0.8 0.9
1919 100.0 56.1 27.0 6.4 4.5 3.7 0.8 0.6 0.8
1920 100.0 64.4 23.7 5.5 3.4 2.0 0.4 0.3 0.3
1921 100.0 67.5 22.2 5.0 3.0 1.6 0.3 0.2 0.2
1922-1 933
1922 100.0 63.4 23.0 5.7 3.8 2.5 0.6 0.5 0.7
1923 100.0 66.6 21.0 5.4 3.4 2.2 0.5 0.4 0.6
1924 100.0 62.0 22.8 6.2 4.2 2.9 0.7 0.6 0.6.
1925 100.0 41.6 32.0 9.3 6.5 5.6 1.6 1.5 1.9
1926 100.0 39.8 34.2 8.9 6.3 5.6 1.6 1.4 2.2
1927 100.0 37.6 33.9 9.1 6.8 6.3 1.9 1.7 2.7
1928 100.0 32.8 33.0 9.2 7.4 8.0 2.6 2.7 4.4
1929 100.0 32.7 34.3 8.8 6.6 '7.5 2.5 2.7 4.9
1930 100.0 41.9 36.7 7.6 5.1 4.4 1.2 1.2 2.0
1931 100.0 49.0 35.4 6.0 3.9 3.0 0.8 0.8 1.2
1932 100.0 63.6 24.4 5.4 3.4 2.0 0.4 0.5 0.3
1933 100.0 62.3 24.1 5.7 3.6 2.4 0.5 0.5 0.8
1934-1937
1934 100.0 61.6 26.4 5.4 3.2 2.1 0.4 0.5 0.5
1935 100.0 59.2 27.2 5.9 3.6 2.3 0.6 0.6 0.6
1936 100.0 53.4 29.1 7.2 4.7 3.5 0.7 0.7 0.7
1937 100.0 58.2 27.1 6.3 4.0 2.8 0.6 0.6 0.4
1938-1 941
1938 100.0 63.7 25.2 4.6 2.6 .1.8 0.5 0.6 1.0
1939 100.0 65.5 24.3 4.6 2.7 1.7 0.4 0.4 0.4
1940 100.0 75.1 17.3 3,4 2.0 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
1941 13.3 2.8 1.7 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.2
1942-1946
1942 12.4 2.8 1.7 1.1 0.2 0.2 0.1
1943 13.5 3.0 1.8 1.1 0.2 0.2 0.1
194425 100.0 76.9 16.7 3.1 1.8 1.1 0.2 0.2 0.1
100.0 74.3 18.1 3.7 2.1 1.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
194625 100.0 71.5 20.2 4.0 2.2 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.2
Based on Sources 1, 2, and3.
For numbered notes see pp.362-6.
447.II Sample Data for 1930, 1932, and 1933
Tables 42-65 summarize the capital gains and losses reported on
samples of federal individual income tax returns for 1930, 1932,
and 1933. Unlike the other tables in Appendix Two, they include
information on gross as well as net capital gains and losses from
sales of securities and other assets and on gross receipts from sales.
The samples are described in more detail in Appendix One, Sec-
tion Fl.
Notes to Tables 42-65
'Includes gross receipts from sales of all assets. Gross receipts from sales of
securities classified by income group not available.
2Negativeindicates excess of gain over loss.
Estimated cost equals gross receipts minus capital gain or plus capital loss.
It may differ from original cost because such items as depreciation, cost of
improvements and expenses in connection with sales of assets were taken into
account by the taxpayer in computing realized net gain and loss.
'In 1930 includes one sale with gross receipts of about $20 million and with
gain of about $17 million.
6In1932 includes one sale with gross receipts of about $20 million and with
loss of about $200,000.
Data for 1933 cover sales of all assets; tabulations for sales of securities not
available.
123 returns (8 classified as market traders and 115 other) with neither net
capital gain nor loss are excluded in 1933, except Table 48, Section B, and
Table 65,lines1-6,9, 13-18, and 21.
Excludes sales with type of sale not stated.
As reported on the face of the income tax return; differs slightly from corre-
sponding figures taken from the back of the return.
In 1932, gross loss from sales of securities as shown in Table 42, Section B.
In 1933, gross loss from sales of assets as shown in Table 60.
In 1932, from Table 48, Section A.
In 1933, from Table 48, Section B.
Col. 1 Cot. 3 "Col. 6 —Col.1; Col. 7 = — Col.3. 1 —Col.4 1 —Col. 5
Excludessales with month of sale not stated.
Because of differences in the classification of securities held 12, 24, 60, and
120 months, the 5holdingperiods do not correspond exactly with the detailed
classification by number of months held in other tables.
"Includes short sales.
448returns (43 classified as market traders and 405 other) reported over-
all realized net gains; 1,456 (169 classified as market traders and 1,287 other)
reported over-all realized net losses.
'°352returns (31 classified as market traders and 321 other) reported over-
all realized net gains; 3,052 (170 classified as market traders and 2,882 other)
reported over-all realized net losses.
Includesreturns with net deficits.742 returns (662 with net deficits or with net incomes under $50,000 and 80
with net incomes of $50,000 or more) reported over-all realized net gains;
1,299 (1,147 and 152 with net incomes under and over $50,000, respectively)
reported over-all realized net losses. 123 sample returns with neither over-all
net gain nor loss excluded.
Includessales with type of security not stated.
In 1932, 59 returns were classified as market traders and 1,152 as 'other'.
In 1930, 36 of the 59 and 122 of the 1,152 were classified as market traders,
the remaining 1,053 as 'other'.
Table 42
Number of Returns, Gross Capital Gains and Losses, and Gross
Receipts, by Statutory Net Income Groups, Sample Returns, 1930,
1932, and 1933 (dollar figures in thousands)
SALES OF EXCESS OF
STATUTORY ASSETS: SALES OF SECURITIES LOSS AS
4ET INCOMENO. OF GROSS Gross Gross Excess % OF EST.
($000) RETURNS RECEIPTS'gain loss of loss2 COST8
A 1930 (1,904 RETURNS)
Under 5 61 7,738 487 950 463 5.6
5- 25 63184,632 6,115 11,180 5,064 5.6
25- 50 27852,855 4,688 7,600 2,912 5.2
50-100 17864,138 6,930 9,808 2,878 4.3
100-300 10959,654 8,66411,518 2,855 4.6
300&over' 14 67,16927,615 4,077—23,538_53•92
Total' 1,271336,18754,50045,134—9,366_2.92
Net deficit 633286,876 15,51849,81334,295 10.7
All returns' 1,904623,06370,01794,94724,930 3.8
Percentage Distribution
Under 5 3.2 1.3 0.7 1.0 1.9
5- 25 33.1 13.6 8.7 11.8 20.3
25- 50 14.6 8.5 6.7 8.0 11.7
50-100 9.3 10.3 9.9 10.3 11.5
100-300 5.7 9.6 12.4 12.1 11.5
300&over' 0.7 10.8 39.4 4.3 —94.4
Total' 66.8 54.0 77.8 47.5 —37.6
Net deficit 33.2 46.0 22.2 52.5 137.6
All returns' 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
B 1932 (3,404 RETURNS)
Under 5 56525,414 913 5,089 4,176 14.1
5- 25 1,13079,039 4,460 19,833 15,372 16.3
25- 50 47648,940 2,864 17,328 14,464 22.8
50-100 33058,427 3,65325,43721,785 27.2
100-300 12157,994 3,35624,00220,645 26.3
300&over5 9 32,153 835 8,108 7,274 18.4
Total5 2,631301,964 16,08099,79783,717 21.7
Net deficit 77375,405 4,35438,58234,228 31.2
All returns5 3,404377,36820,435138,379117,944 23.8
Percentage Distribution
Under 5 16.6 6.7 4.5 3.7 3.5
5- 25 33.2 20.9 21.8 14.3 13.0
25- 50 14.0 13.0 14.0 12.5 12.3
50-100 9.7 15.5 17.9 18.4 18.5
100-300 3.6 15.4 16.4 17.3 17.5
300 & over6 0.3 8.5 4.1 5.9 6.2
Total5 77.3 80.0 78.7 72.1 71.0
Net deficit 22.7 20.0 21.3 27.9 29.0
All returns6 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0EXCESS OF
STATUTORY SALES OF ASSETSe LOSS AS
NET INcOME NO. OFGross Gross GrossExcess %EST.
GROUP ($000) RETURNS receiptsgain loss of loss cosTs
C 1933 (3,356 RETURNS)
Under 5 50443,407 2,559 4,329 1,770 3.9
5- 25 1,075127,383 10,038 13,007 2,969 2.3
25- 50. 47298,718 9,283 18,178 8,895 8.3
50-100 285100,813 9,205 17,590 8,385 7.7
100-300 99134,217 8,545 18,221 9,676 6.7
300&over 1036,278 9,929 14,331 4,402 10.8
Total 2,445540,81649,56085,65636,096 6.3
Net deficit 788109,959 8,73930,24521,506 16.4
Allreturns 650,77558,299115,90157,602 8.1
Percentage Distribution
Under 5 15.6 6.7 4.4 3.7 3.1
5- 25 33.3 19.6 17.2 11.2 5.2
25- 50 14.6 15.2 15.9 15.7 15.4
50-100 8.8 15.5 15.8 15.2 14.6
100-300 3.1 20.6 14.7 15.7 16.8
300 & over 0.3 5.6 17.0 12.4 7.6
Total 75.6 83.1 85.0 73.9 62.7
Net deficit 24.4 16.9 15.0 26.1 37.3
All returns 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Based on Source 5. For numbered notes see pp. 448-9
Table 43
Number of Sales of Securities by Statutory Net Income Groups,
Sample Returns, 1930 and 1932
STATUTORY NET
INCOME GROUP ALL SALES SALES WiTH GAIN SALES WiTH LOSS
($000) No. No. No.
A 1930 (1,904 RETURNS)
Under 5 1,436 2.0 728 2.2 708 1.9
5- 25 17,368 24.6 8,799 26.8 8,569 22.7
25- 50 8,095 11.5 4,204 1.2.8 3,891 10.3
50-100 6,210 8.8 2,931 8.9 3,279 8.7
100-300 3,400 4.8 1,444 4.4 1,956 5.2
300&over 784 1.1 421 1.3 363 1.0
Total 37,293 52.9 18,527 56.5 18,766 49.7
Net deficit 33,246 47.1 14,275 43.5 18,971 50.3
All returns 70,539100.0 32,802100.0 37,737100.0
B 1932 (3,404 RETURNS)
Under 5 11,407 13.8 .5,178 16.9 6,229 11.9
5- 25 27,685 33.4 11,956 39.0 15,729 30.2
25- 50 11,777 14.2 4,112 13.4 7,665 14.7
50-100 7,645 9.2 2,112 6.9 5,533 10.6
100-300 3,498 4.2 683 2.2 2,815 5.4
300 & over 260 0.3 60 0.2 200 0.4
Total 62,272 75.2 24,101 78.6 38,171 73.2
Net deficit 20,563 24.8 6,565 21.4 13,998 26.8
All returns 82,835100.0 30,666100.0 52,169100.0



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Disallowed Short Term Net Losses from Sales of Assets, by Statutory
Net Income Groups: Estimated Amount for All Returns, 1932 and
1933 (dollar figures in millions)
DISALLOWED NET
toss AS % OP
STAT. NET LOSS Total
REPORTED ON ALL RETURNS loss ESTIMATED
STATUTORYNot except DISALLOWED
NET segre-Segre- segre- NET LOSS ON
INCOMEgated at gated at gated atTotal ALL RETURNS
GROUP12½% 12½%Total A" B"
($000) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
A 1932
Under 5 200.8 200.8 44.7 30.9 162.3 89.8
5- 25 156.2116.1272.3 64.9 33.6 289.3 138.1
25- 50 7.9241.1249.0 91.8 22.2 88.0 71.0
50-100 4.8219.0223.8 91.2 13.7 49.6 35.6
100-300 3.5169.9173.4 75.8 10.9 10.8 21.1
300 & over 2.3 86.2 88.5 74,8 10.3 6.8 10.2
Total 375.4832.41,207.8 72.5 18.7 606.8 365.8
Net deficit835.3 835.3 20.5 20.5 215.8 215.8
Alireturns 1,210.7832.4 2,043.1 40.1 19.2 822.6 581.6
B 1933
Under 5 212.8 212.8 23.5 23.5 65.5 65.5
5- 25 138.7 69.4208.1 36.5 14.3 79.6 34.8
25- 50 6.9169.8176.7 92.5 3.7 85.6 6.7
50-100 3.2151.4154.6 93.4 3.1 45.0 4.9
100-300 2.9107.8110.7 80.7 1 12.1
300 & over 1.3 55.4 56.7 3.8 5 0.1
Total 365.8553.8919.6 45.6 4.2 287.9 113.7
Net deficit773.9 773.9 5.2 5.2 42.6 42.6
Alireturns 1,139.7553.81,693.5 11.8 4.5 330.5 156.3
Statutory net loss from Source 1; columns 4 and 5 based on Source 5.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Salesof Stocks by Number of Months Held: Percentage Distribu-
tion of Gross Capital Gains and Losses, Sample Returns, 1930 and
1932
A 1930
SALES WITH GAIN IN 1930
MONTHS HELD Year March JuneDec.
Short sales
Long sales
0 months 13.816.3 13.2 4.6
1 10.317.9 2.0 1.5
2 4.5 5.2 4.4 0.1
3 4.2 8.9 2.8 f
4 3.2 4.9 0.9 1.6
5 3.0 0.7 1.5
6- 12 8.410.710.3 6.6
12- 24 9.9 4.321.214.1
24- 60 19.416.318.030.6
60-120 11.612.5 7.013.6




0 months 8.8 8.2 5.9 6.1
1 6.910.4 1.6 1.6
2 4.4 4.8 1.2 0.7
3 3.9 7.0 1.0t
4 3.3 6.2 1.5 0.4
5 2.9 5.7 2.5 0.3
6- 12 7.810.911.1 5.9
12- 24 8.0 7.7 5.3 5.4
24- 60 19.817.528.923.8
60-120 21.215.718.249.0
120&over 10.9 4.719.2 5.6
Total stocks100.0100.0100.0100.0
SALES WITH LOSS IN 1930
Year March JuneDec.









1.3 0.7 0.4 1.4
1.5 0.3 0.2 7.1
100.0100.0100.0100.0
2.5 3.2 5.8 0.7
3.7 5.0 9.2 0.7
3.7 2.112.6 0.9
3.8 3.7 7.4 3.1
4.2 2.2 2.5 1.8








Short sales 7.3 4.2 3.5 1.0 2.1
Long sales
0 months 11.437.011.9 1.3 1.9 1.918.4 0.3
1 5.5 9.4 7.2 0.9 1.7 0.1 5.0 0.7
2 3.2 6.2 1.7 0.3 1.0t 0.5 0.3
3 3.521.6 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.1 3.8 0.9
4 1.3 4.9 1.2 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.8
5 1.0 0.9 1.3 3.7 0.8 0.5 0.2
6- 12 2.1 4.7 2.3 1.8 4.9 5.8 2.6 0.6
12- 24 2.3 2.8 0.7 0.6 14.1 8.815.8 1.4
24- 60 17.1 0.4 5.2 6.8 58.576.141.472.8
60-120 22.6 1.360.8 6.6 9.5 3.0 8.2 17.3




4.0 0.7 12.3 3.4 1.7 6.4 0.9 0.5
1492 Other Returns
2.1 1.1 3.8 1.2 0.9 1.8 0.8 0.1
SALES WITH GAIN IN 1932
YearAug.Sept.Dec.
B 1932
SALES WITH LOSS IN 1932
YearAug.Sept.Dec.
1.6 4.0 0.2B 1932
SALES WITH GAIN IN 1932 SALES WITH LOSS IN 1932
YearAug.Sept.Dec. YearAug.Sept.Dec.
3,203 Other Returns
Short sales 5.8 2.2 5.6 0.8 0.8 1.6 0.8 f
Long sales
0 months 15.826.824.9 4.9 1.3 1.6 7.6 0.2
1 9.813.719.9 2.4 1.2 0.1 2.3 0.2
2 5.511.3 6.9 2.0 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.2
3 4.310.3 6.9 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.5
4 3.4 6.9 6.0 2.2 0.6 0.6 f 0.4
5 2.4 5.3 5.1 1.4 0.6 1.0 0.1t
6- 12 5.3 7.1 10.2 6.3 4.3 5.6 2.0 0.2
12- 24 1.0 0.3 2.1 1.2 10.913.916.5 2.1
24- 60 13.0 4.3 2.616.1 64.764.162.875.3
60-120 19.0 2.2 3.615.1 10.1 9.0 5.414.8
120 & over 14.6 9.7 6.246.9 3.8 2.4 2.4 6.2
Total stocks100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0
Based on Source 5. t Less than 0.05 percent.
Table 54
Salesof Stocks by Number of Months Held: Gross Capital Gains
and Losses as Percentages of Estimated Cost, Sample Returns,
1930 and 1932
SALES WITH GAIN SALES WITH LOSS
Gross Gain as % of Gross Loss as % of
Estimated Cost8 Estimated Cost8
A 1930
212 1,692 212 1,692
1,904marketother 1,904marketother
MONTHS HELDreturnstradersreturns returnstradersreturns
Shortsales 5.8 5.5 6.7 6.7 5.4 11.3
Long sales
0 months 4.5 4.1 5.4 6.4 6.1 7.1
1 8.4 8.0 9.2 12.4 11.7 14.0
2 13.0 12.0 14.3 18.9 17.6 21.5
3 15.8 14.8 17.2 24.3 23.8 25.0
4 25.8 24.4 27.4 23.4 20.9 26.2
5 27.8 28.4 27.3 27.6 25.5 30.3
6-9 31.7 34.9 29.0 37.0 34.7 39.0
9- 12 33.7 39.1 28.1 39.6 36.0 43.6
12- 15 24.9 24.6 25.4 45.5 44.5 46.3
15- 18 44.0 49.0 37.0 43.8 33.1 54.9
18- 24 30.0 21.1 49.7 47.6 41.6 51.8
24- 36 50.4 44.1 56.9 41.6 37.6 44.5
36- 48 87.7 106.7 69.5 29.5 21.1 38.4
48- 60 65.4 78.5 57.4 45.3 31.7 50.5
60-120 128.5 114.4 138.5 36.4 29.0 42.3
120&over 109.7 73.1 177.4 62.6 64.1 61.2
Total stocks 16.7 13.5 22.2 26.0 20.9 33.2
473SALES WITH GAIN SALES WITH LOSS
Gross Gain as % of Gross Loss as % of
Estimated Cost3 Estimated Cost3
B 1932
201 3,203 201 3,203
3,404marketother 3,404marketother
returnstradersreturns returnstradersreturns
Short sales 7.3 7.1 7.6 11.4 10.1 12.9
Long sales
0 months 6.9 6.4 7.2 8.2 6.9 9.3
1 13.9 12.4 14.7 16.4 14.7 17.5
2 20.1 16.5 22.4 22.7 19.9 24.2
3 25.1 21.2 28.5 25.9 19.6 30.3
4 27.6 21.0 30.4 25.7 20.4 30.9
5 30.4 27.4 31.6 36.2 41.2 34.3
6-9 24.3 27.4 23.3 42.5 42.8 42.3
9- 12 28.2 22.0 30.0 47.1 45.3 47.8
12- 15 29.4 34.4 22.5 51.5 53.5 50.3
15- 18 26.1 88.9 20.0 57.7 51.8 60.0
18- 24 45.2 97.9 24.2 62.4 60.3 63.5
24- 36 73.0 57.1 82.3 70.8 67.8 71.9
36- 48 99.9 166.2 65.6 73.2 70.6 74.3
48- 60 135.0 220.5 89.6 69.2 61.9 71.6
60-120 130.4 137.1 124.5 61.3 61.8 61.1
120&over 136.2 192.6 99.8 57.7 52.3 60.0
Total stocks 21.6 23.6 20.3 52.8 45.2 56.5
Based on Source 5. For numbered notes see pp. 448-9.
Table 55
Salesof Stocks by Number of Months Held: Average Gross Capital
Gain or Loss and Average Gross Receipts, Sample Returns, 1930
and 1932
SALESWITH GAIN SALES WITH LOSS
Av. Av. Av. Av.
gain receipts loss receipts
MONTHS HELD per sale per sale per sale per sale
A 1930 (1,904 RETURNS)
Shortsales $493 $8,934 $780 $10,807
Long sales
0 months 372 8,695 562 8,272
1 631 8,151 1,011 7,158
2 812 7,067 1,631 6,985
3 1,084 7,931 2,100 6,557
4 1,238 6,039 2,314 7,580
5 1,620 7,444 2,408 6,309
6- 12 1,844 7,538 3,492 5,677
12- 24 2,245 9,498 4,228 5,046
24- 60 4,225 10,689 3,806 5,917
60-120 6,379 11,344 3,056 5,336
120&over 10,989 21,007 6,345 3,791
Total stocks 1,238 8,664 2,354 6,706
474SALES WITH GAIN SALES WITH LOSS
Av. Av. Av. Ày.
gain receipts loss receipts
per sale per sale per sale per sale
B 1932 (3,404
Short sales $258 $3,785 $458 $3,572
Long sales
0 months 186 2,887 244 2,725
1 300 2,456 429 2,187
2 396 2,367 602 2,047
3 517 2,577 701 2,003
4 426 1,972 848 2,451
5 513 2,200 956 1,684
6- 12 415 2,029 1,231 1,524
12- 24 615 2,479 2,525 1,807
24- 60 3,599 7,073 5,444 2,175
60-120 5,987 10,580 4,064 2,568
120& over 6,169 10,697 4,034 2,958
Total stocks 567 3,188 2,551 2,280
Based on Source 5.
Table 56
Salesof Securities by 5 Holding Periods: Gross Capital Gains and




GROUP 1 or 1- 2- 5- OverNot
($000) TOTALless1T 2 5 10 10stated
A 1930 (1,904 RETURNS)
GROSS GAIN ($000)
Under 5 487 254 13 68 59 2 91
5- 25 6,1153,104 370 631 631 2891,091
25- 50 4,6881,805 285 679 798 189 932
50-100 6,9301,311 566 9001,494 3662,293
100 & over 36,279'1,615 5703,4151,4591,87227,347'
Total 54,500'8,0901,8055,6934,4412,71731,754'
Net deficit 15,5187,8621,5781,6751,313 6112,479
All returns 70,017'15,9523,3837,3695,7543,32834,232'
Percentage Distribution
Under 5 100.0 52.2 2.7 14.0 12.1 0.4 18,7
5- 25 100.0 50.8 6.1 10.3 10.3 4.7 17.8
25- 50 100.0 38.5 6.1 14.5 17.0 4.0 19.9
50-100 100.0 18.9 8.2 13.0 21.6 5.3 33.1
tOO & over 100.0' 4.5 1.6 9.4 4.0 5.275.4'
Total 100.0' 14.8 3.3 10.4 8.1 5.0 58.3'
Net deficit 100.0 50.7 10.2 10.8 8.5 3.9 16.0
















100.0 55.3 13.6 11.2
100.0 54.4 23.4 8.7
100.0 42.6 28.3 10.8
100.0 44.6 24.3 12.6
100.0 21.6 8.9
100.0 41,7 23.6 10.0
100.0 55.7 21.6 6.4









EXCESS OF LOSS OVER GAIN2 ($000)
Under 5 463 270 116 38 —58 —2 99
5-25 5,0642,9732,252 338—440—211 151
25- 50 2,9121,4371,867 143—535 —90 91
50-100 2,8783,0641,819 340 —1,267—317—761
100 & over—20,683'3,0022,792 —2,023 —1,052 —1,403 —21,999'
Total —9,366' 10,7468,845 —1,164 —3,352 —2,022 —22,419'
Net deficit 34,29519,8809,1841,498—790 —34,526
All returns24,930' 30,62718,029 334 —4,142 —2,026 —17,893'
Percentage Distribution
100.0 58.3 25.1 8.2—12.5 —0.4 21.4
100.0 58.7 44.5 6.7 —8.7 —4.2 3.0
100.0 49.3 64.1 4.9—18.4 —3.1 3.1
100.0106.5 63.2 11.8—44.0—11.0—26.4
100.0'—14.5—13.5 9.8 5.1 6.8106.4'
100.0' —114.7—94.4 12.4 35.8 21.6239.4'
100.0 58.0 26.8 4.4 —2.3 —0.1 13.2
100.0'122.9 72.3 1.3—16.6 —8.1—71.8'
GROSS GAIN ($000)
Under 5 913 700 5 39 37 70 62
5- 25 4,4602,688 47 344 305 338 738
25- 50 2,8641,117 113 235 322 354 721
50-100 3,653 774 6 833 686 706 647
100 & over 4,191 290 28 6451,041 9051,281
Total 16,0805,570 1992,0982,3922,3733,449
Net deficit 4,3541,292 156 285 479 2881,855
All returns 20,4356,862 3542,3832,8702,6615,304
Percentage Distribution
100.0 76.7 0.5 4.3 4.1 7.7 6.8
100.0 60.3 1.1 7.7 6.8 7.6 16.5
100.0 39.0 3.9 8.2 11.2 12.4 25.2
100.0 21.2 0.2 22.8 18.8 19.3 17.7
100.0 6.9 0.7 15.4 24.8 21.6 30.6
100.0 34.6 1.2 13.0 14.9 14.8 21.4
100.0 29.7 3.6 6.5 11.0 6.6 42.6







Under 5 950 525 129 106 1 S 190
5- 25 11,1806,0772,621 969 192 781,242
25- 50 7,6003,2412,152 822 263 991,022
50-100 9,8084,3762,3851,240 226 491,532
100&over 15,5954,6173,3621,391 407 4695,349
Total 45,13418,83610,6504,5291,089 6959,335




















GROUP 1 or 1- 2- 5- OverNot
($000) TOTALless1' 2 5 10 10stated
GROSS LOSS ($000)
Under 5 5,0891,045 6501,983 289 157 964
5- 25 19,8334,2843,0698,0901,758 4062,225
25- 50 17,3282,2561,7508,3432,057 7942,128






Under 5 100.0 20.5 12.8 39.0 5.7 3.1 18.9
5- 25 100.0 21.6 15.5 40.8 8.9 2.0 11.2
25- 50 100.0 13.0 10.1 48.1 11.9 4.6 12.3
50-100 100.0 3.8 8.0 50.0 14.6 3.9 19.8
100 & over 100.0 2.4 8.0 44.2 12.6 3.5 29.2
Total 100.0 9.3 10.1 45.4 11.9 3.5 19.8
Net deficit 100.0 9.4 11.0 53.1 7.3 2.7 16.5
All returns 100.0 9.4 10.4 47.5 10.6 3.3 18.8
EXCESS OF LOSS OVER GAIN ($000)
Under 5 4,176 345 6451,943 253 88 902
5- 25 15,3721,5963,0227,7461,453 681,487
25- 50 14,4641,1391,6378,1081,734 4401,407
50-100 21,785 1942,04011,8733,020 2754,383
100&over 27,919 4862,53913,5473,018 2328,097
Total 83,7173,7609,88343,2179,4791,10216,276
Net deficit 34,2282,3324,09720,1832,356 7584,502
All returns117,9446,09113,98063,40011,8341,86120,778
Percentage Distribution
Under 5 100.0 8.3 15.4 46.5 6.1 2.1 21.6
5- 25 100.0 10.4 19.7 50.4 9.5 0.4 9.7
25- 50 100.0 7.9 11.3 56.1 12.0 3.0 9.7
50-100 100.0 0.9 9.4 54.3 13.9 1.3 20.1
100&over 100.0 1.7 9.1 48.5 10.8 0.8 29.0
Total 100.0 4.5 11.8 51.6 11.3 1.3 19.4
Net deficit 100.0 6.8 12.0 59.0 6.9 2.2 13.2
Allreturns 100.0 5.2 11.9 53.8 10.0 1.6 17.6
Based on Source 5. *Lessthan $500. tLessthan 0.05 percent.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Net Capital Gains andLossesfrom Sales of Assets by Statutory
Net Income Groups: 2,164 Returns with Over-all Realized Net
Capital Gains or Losses,7 1933
STATUTORY NET GAIN AV. NET GROSS
NET NET OR LOSS GAIN OR LOSS
INCOME GROSSGROSSGAIN GROSS AS % LOSS PER £3 %
GROUP NO. OF GAIN LOSS OR LOSS RECEIPTS OP EST. RETURN GROSS
($000) RETURNS (thousands of dollars) cosr3 (dollars)GAIN'
Returnswith Over-allRealized Net Gains
Under 5 100 840 517 32311,513 2.9 3,230 61.5
5- 25 388 5,0692,837 2,23255,365 4,2 5,753 56.0
25- 50 133 4,0552,086 1,96936,092 5.8 14,805 51.4
50-100 64 2,9521,414 1,53826,817 6.1 24,031 47.9
100 & over 16 8,7022,728 5,97462,211 10.6 373,375 31.3
Total 701 21,6189,58212,036191.998 6.7 17,170 44.3
Net deficit 41 1,620 833 78710,141 8.4 19,195 51.4
All returns 74223,23810,41512,823202,139 6.8 17,282 44.8
Returns with Over-all Realized Net Losses
Under 5 163 9292,035—1,10616,159 —6.4 —6,785 45.7
5- 25 294 2,2185,791—3,57340,774 —8.1 —11,905 38.3
25- 50 196 3,36910,814—7,44539,948 —15.7 —37,985 31.2
50-100 105 3,1028,915—5,81335,317 —14.1 —55,371 34.8
100 & over 47 3,69715,778—12,08137,642 —24.3 —257,043 23,4
Total 805 13,31543,333—30,018169,840 —15,0 —37,200 30.7
Net deficit 494 4,57521,015—16,44073,891 —18.2 —33,279 21.8
All returns1,299 17,89064,348—46,458243,731 —16.0 —35,709 27.8
Market Traders with Over-all Realized Net Gains
Under 5 7 222 172 50 4,709 1.1 7,143 77.5
5-25 42 1,4621,024 43823,662 1.9 10,429 70.0
25- 50 33 1,792 964 82822,695 3,8 25,091 54.0
50-100 29 1,889 945 94420,731 4.8 32,552 50.0
100 & over 11 8,3662,629 5,73761,272 10.3 521,545 31.4
Total 122 13,7315,734 7,997133,069 6.4 65,549 41.8
Net deficit 6 1,165 576 5896.854 9.4 98,167 49.4
All returns 128 14,8966,310 8,586139,923 6.5 67,078 42.4
Market Traders with Over-all Realized Net Losses
Under 5 9 274 355 —81 5,482 —1.5 —9,000 77.2
5- 25 26 5031,060 —55718,4-63 —2.9 —21,423 47.5
25- 50 36 1,6053,944—2,33921,659 —9.7 —64,972 40.7
50-100 37 2,1064,671—2,56526,988 —8.7 —69,324 45.1
100 & over 25 3,40013,153—9,75334,169 —22.2 —390.120 25.8
Total 133 7,88823,183—15,295106,761 —12.5 —115,000 34.0
Net deficit 53 1,8896,151-4,26234,991 —10.9 —80,415 30.7
All returns 186 9,77729,334—19,557141,752 —12,1 —105,145 33.3
Sa$ed on Source 5.
'Pot returns with over-all realized net losses, gross gain as a percentage of gross lou.
For numbered notes see pp. 448-9.
482Table 61
Percentage Distribution of Net Capital Gains and Losses from Sales
of Assets by Statutory Net Income Groups: 2,164 Returns with
Over-all Realized Net Capital Gains or Losses,7 1933
STATUTORY
NET INCOME NUMBER
GROUP OF GROSS GROSS NET GAIN GROSS
($000) RETURNS GAIN LOSS OR LOSS RECEIPTS
Returns with Over-all Realized Net Gains
Under 5 13.5 3.6 5.0 2.5 5.7
5- 25 52.3 21.8 27.2 17.4 27.4
25- 50 17.9 17.4 20.0 15.4 17.9
50-100 8.6 12.7 13.6 12.0 13.3
100&over 2.2 37.4 26.2 46.6 30.8
Total 94.5 93.0 92.0 93.9 95.0
Net deficit 5.5 7.0 8.0 6.1 5.0
All returns 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Returns with Over-all Realized Net Losses
Under 5 12.5 5.2 3.2 2.4 6.6
5- 25 22.6 12.4 9.0 7.7 16.7
25- 50 15.1 18.8 16.8 16.0 16.4
50-100 8.1 17.3 13.9 12.5 14.5
100&over 3.6 20.7 24.5 26.0 15.4
Total 62.0 74.4 67.3 64.6 69.7
Net deficit 38.0 25.6 32.7 35.4 30.3
All returns 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Market Traders with Over-all Realized Net Gains
Under 5 5.5 1.5 2.7 0.6 3.4
5- 25 32.8 9.8 16.2 5.1 16.9
25- 50 25.8 12.0 15.3 9.6 16.2
50-100 22.7 12.7 15.0 11.0 14.8
100 & over 8.6 56.2 41.7 66.8 43.8
Total 95.3 92.2 90.9 93.1 95.1
Net deficit 4.7 7.8 9.1 6.9 4.9
All returns 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Market Traders with Over-all Realized Net Losses
Under 5 4.8 2.8 1.2 0.4 3.9
5-25 14.0 5.1 3.6 2.8 13.0
25- 50 19.4 16.4 13.4 12.0 15.3
50-100 19.9 21.5 15.9 13.1 19.0
100 & over 13.4 34.8 44.8 499 24.1
Total 71.5 80.7 79.0 78.2 75.3
Net deficit 28.5 19.3 21.0 21.8 24.7
All returns 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Based on Source 5.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.III ADDITIONAL DATA FOR 1936
Tables 66-81 summarize data compiled from special tabulations of
federal individual and taxable fiduciary income tax returns for 1936.
They differ from those presented elsewhere, first by including other
types of net income classification in addition to statutory net income
groupings, and second by classifying net capital gains and losses by
type of assets sold.Appendix One, Section F2.
Notes to Tables 66-81
Represents realized net capital gain and loss before the application of statu-
tory percentages and before the $2,000 limitation on net loss. In tables where
data are not classified by holding period or type of asset, realized net capital
gain is the sum of the realized net gains reported on returns with over-all
realized net capital gains minus the sum of the realized net losses reported on
such returns; realized net loss is the corresponding figure reported on returns
with over-all realized net capital losses; the net gain or loss reported on all
returns with capital transactions is labeled 'excess'. In tables where data are
classified by holding period or type of asset, realized net gain is the net gain
in the given holding period or from sales of the given type of asset reported
on the designated group of returns before offsetting against such gain the net
loss in that holding period or from that type of asset reported on other returns
in the same group; realized net loss is defined similarly.
'Returns are classified according to whether they reported an over-all realized
net capital gain or loss for all holding periods combined.
From Source 4d, as reported on all individual and taxable fiduciary income
tax returns, regardless whether any capital transactions are reported; see
Appendix One, Section B.
'Realized net gain from stocks and bonds is the net gain reported on returns
that realized a net gain from sales of stocks and bonds; statutory 'net gain,
the net gain from stocks and bonds reported on returns that realized a net
gain from sales of all types of asset. Realized and statutory net loss from
stocks and bonds. are similarly differentiated. Total realized net gain from
stocks and bonds reported on returns with realized net gain from sales of all
types of asset was $959.0million;realized net loss, $429.0 million.
Statutory net gain exceeds statutory net loss.
6Thi total, i.e., the sum of net gains in the various holding periods, overstates
the over-all realized net gain from transactions in all holding periods com-
bined, because net gains in any one holding period were not reduced by net
losses in other holding periods realized by the same individuals. A similar
overstatement appears in the sum of net losses in the various holding periods.
and the same difficulty arises when the net gains (or losses) from 2 or more
holding periods are added.
"Thetotal for net gain from sales of securities, assets other than securities, or
all assets —ineach case the sum of net gains from the component types of
asset —overstatesthe over-all net gain from all transactions because the net
488gains from sales of any one type of asset were not reduced by net losses from
sales of other types of asset realized by the same individuals. A similar over-
statement appears in the totals for the corresponding loss items. The total
number of returns is also overstated in each case because the same return may
have had net gains from more than one type of asset or net gains from one
type and net losses from another. The number of returns with over-all net
gains from sales of all assets in 1936 was 57,652inNew York, 22,496 in
Pennsylvania, and 16,983 in Illinois; the number with over-all net losses from
sales of all assets was 30,796 in New York, 12,372 in Pennsylvania, and 10,591
in Illinois.
• Estimated cost, gross receipts minus realized net capital gain or plus realized
net capital loss, may differ from original cost because such items as deprecia-
tion, cost of improvements, and expenses in connection with sales of assets
were taken into account by the taxpayer in computing realized net capital
gain and loss.
'The sum of the positive items of income reported on the face of the income
tax return.
'°For returns with 4 or more sources of income, the 3 main sources are shown.
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Realized Net Capital Gains and Losses' in 5HoldingPeriods: Gains
and Losses, Number of Returns, and Average Gain or Loss per
Return, 1936 (aggregates in millions of dollars)
YEARS HELD
1 or OverNot
less 1-2 2-5 5-10 10 stated
Returns with Over-all Realized Net Capital Gains2
No. with gain' 177,48087,902 114,97466,76648,20119,964
Gain 404.1153.7271.3143.2342.6 26.2
Av. gain per return ($)"2,3001,7002,4002,1007,1001,300
No. with Iossc 13,34610,36514,03334,07310,091 884
Loss 9.2 5.1 10.7 76.2 13.8 1.0
Av. loss per return ($)b 700 500 8002,2001,4001,200
Returns with Over-all Realized Net Capital Losses2
No. with gain' 38,99221,68626,6495,4118,3072,663
Gain 60.0 28.6 45.1 4.7 14.0 1.3
Av. gain per return ($)b1,5001,3001,700 9001,700 500
No.withloss0 28,45612,55031,21997,78541,5305,459
Loss 25.4 12.8 56.0491.0197.6 16.1
Av. loss per return ($)" 9001,0001,8005,0004,8002,900
All Returns with Capital Transactions
No. with gain' 216,472 109,588 141,62372,17756,50822,627
Gain 464.1182.2316.3147.9356.5 27.5
Av. gain per return ($)b2,1001,7002,2002,0006,3001,200
No. with lossc 41,80222,91545,252 131,85851,6216,343
Loss 34.6 17.9 66.7567.2211.4 17.1
Av. loss per return ($)b 800 8001,5004,3004,1002,700
Based on Sources 4 and 4a.
Includes returns with statutory net incomes or deficits.
'Number of returns with realized net gain in holding period.
bAveragenet gain per return with realized net gain in holding period; and
average net loss per return with realized net loss in holding period.
'Number of returns with realized net loss in holding period.
For numbered notes see pp. 488-9.
497Table 72
Realized Net Capital Gains and Losses in 5HoldingPeriods by Net
Income Groups Defined to Exclude Statutory Gain and Loss, 1936
(dollar figures in millions)
NET INCOME GROUP
EXCL. STATUTORY Y B A R S H B L D
NET CAPITAL GAIN I or OverNot
AND LOSS ($000)less 1-2 2-5 5-10 10stated TOTAL'
A GAINs AND LOSSES FROM SALES OF ALL ASSETS
Realized Net Capital Gain1
Total 464.1182.2316.3147.9356.527.51,494.6
With net deficits 60.2 20.8 37.3 21.6 95.1 6.5241.5
With net incomes403.9161.4279.0126.3261.521.01,253.1
Under5 150.6 53.8 91.7 40.2 68.811.1416.2
5-30 181.7 72.5122.3 51.9 95.5 7.5531.5
30-50 32.2 14.3 25.3 13.3 30.7 1.2117.0
50-100 23.1 11.6 22.3 12.5 27.8 0.9 98.4
100- 300 13.8 6.4 12.1 6.5 22.5 0.2 61.5
300-500 0.7 1.7 2.3 1.1 5.2 * 11.0
500-1,000 1.4 0.8 2.2 0.6 3.5 * 8.4
1,000&over 0.2 0.2 0.9 * * 9.0
Realized Net Capital Loss1
Total 34.6 17.9 66.7567.2211.417.1915.0
With net deficits 3.2 1.6 6.4 43.3 21.7 4.1 80.3
With net incomes31.4 16.3 60.3524.0189.713.0834.7
Under 5 9.7 5.6 21.3144.0 63.7 6.3250.7
5-30 14.0 7.2 27.0264.5 89.9 5.1407.7
30-50 2.3 1.1 4.2 44.4 14.0 1.2 67.2
50-100 3.6 1.3 4.6 38.8 14.1 0.4 62.7
100- 300 1.2 0.7 2.2 19.4 6.5 0.1 30.0
300- 500 0.1 0.2 0.3 4.2 0.3 * 5.1
500-1,000 0.2 0.1 0.2 3.9 0.8 5.1
1,000 & over 0.4 * 0.4 4.9 0.4 * 6.2
Excessof RealizedGain overLoss
Total 429.5164.3249.6 —419.3145.110.3 79.6
With net deficits 57.1 19.2 30.9—21.7 73.4 2.4161.3
With net incomes372.5145.1218.7 —397.6 71.7 7.9418.3
Under 5 140.9 48.270.3 —103.7 5.0 4.8165.5
5-30 167.8 65.3 95.3 —212.6 5.6 2.5123.8
30-50 29.9 13.2 21.1—31.0 16.8 * 49.8
50-100 19.6 10.4 17.7—26.2 13.7 0.5 35.7
100- 300 12.7 5.7 9.9—12.8 16.0 0.1 31.5
300- 500 0.6 1.5 1.9 —3.1 4.9 * 5.8
500-1,000 1.2 0.7 1.9 —3.3 2.7 * 33
1,000 & over —0.2 0.2 0.5 —4.9 7.1 * 2.8
4Q8NET INCOME GROUP
EXCL. STATUTORY
NET CAPiTAL GAIN1 or






Realized Net Capital Gain'
Total 31.1









1,000 & over 2.7
Realized Net Capital Loss'
Total 3.8
With net deficits 3.9








1,000 & over 6.7
Realized Net Capital Loss'
Total 21.5









1,000 & over 0.4
21.2 9.9 23.9 1.8100.0
15.5 8.9 39.4 2.7100.0
22.3 10.1 20.9 1.7100.0
22.0 9.7 16.5 2.7100.0
23.0 9.8 18.0 1.4100.0
21.6 11.4 26.3 1.0100.0
22.7 12.8 28.2 0.9100.0
19.7 10.6 36.5 0.3100.0
20.6 10.4 47.2 0.1100.0
25.7 6.7 41.3 0.4100.0
10.4 0.4 83.8t 100.0
7.3 62.0 23.1 1.9100.0
8.0 53.9 27.0 5.1100.0
7.2 62.8 22.7 1.6100.0
8.5 57.4 25.4 2.5100.0
6.6 64.9 22.1 1.2100.0
6.3 66.1 20.8 1.7100.0
7.4 61.8 22.4 0.6100.0
7.3 64.5 21.7 0.3100.0
6.1 82.2 5.6 0.5100.0
4.6 75.2 15.0 100.0
6.4 79.0 7.1 0.2100.0
147.0255.8116.3291.215.71,180.3
15.8 29.0 15.7 82.0 2.7186.9
131.3226.7100.6209.213.0993.4
42.1 69.9 28.4 46.8 6.7306.8
59.6101.0 42.4 79.8 4.9432.4
12.3 22.1 12.0 26.4 0.5 99.2
9.6 18.8 10.2 24.0 0.6 80.6
5.5 10.1 6.2 17.2 0.1 49.3
1.5 2.0 1.1 5.3 * 10.6
0.6 1.9 0.2 2.2 *
0.2 0.9 * * 8.9
10.1 41.5435.2130.711.4650.5
0.6 3.3 29.4 10.7 2.2 47.9
9.5 38.2405.9120.0 9.2602.6
2.6 10.7100.6 30.9 4.3154.3
4.3 18.0209.5 61.6 3.5305.4
0.8 3.2 37.0 10.8 0.9 54.3
0.9 3.8 31.0 9.4 0.3 48.7
0.6 1.8 16.0 5.3 0.1 24.6
0.1 0.2 4.0 0.1 * 4.6
0.1 0.1 3.0 0.7 4.1























B GAINS LOSSES FROM STOCKS AND BONDS
Realized Net Capital Gain'
Total 354.2









1,000 & over 0.2
499NET INCOME GROUP
EXCL.STATUTORY
NET CAPITAL GAIN1 or





Excess of Realized Gain over Loss
Total 332.7136.9214.3 —318.9160.5 4.3529.9
With net deficits40.0 15.2 .25.7—13.7 71.3 0.5139.0
Withnetincomes292.7121.8188.5 —305.3 89.2 3.8390.8
Under 5 107.9 39.5 59.2—72.2 15.8 2.4152.6
5-30 136.1 55.3 83.0 —167.1 18.2 1.4127.0
30-50 24.3 11.5 18.9—25.0 15.6—0.4 44.9
50-100 14.2 8.6 15.0—20.8 14.5 0.3 31.9
100- 300 9.3 4.9 8.3 —9.8 11.9 0.1 24.7
300- 500 0.6 1.4 1.8 —2.9 5.2 * 6.0
500-1,000 0.6 0.5 1.8 —2.8 1.5 * 1.6
1,000 & over —0.2 0.2 0.5 —4.7 6.4 * 2.2
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION











1,000 & over 2.2
Realized Net Capital Loss1
Total 3.3
With net deficits 3.4








1,000 & over 6.2
21.7 9.9 24.7 1.3100.0
15.5 8.4 43.9 1.4100.0
22.8 10.1 21.1 1.3100.0
22.8 9.3 15.2 2.2100.0
23.4 9.8 18.5 1.1100.0
22.3 12.1 26.7 0.5100.0
23.4 12.7 29.7 0.8100.0
20.4 12.5 34.8 0.2100.0
18.7 10.7 50.0 0.1100.0
33.7 4.3 39.0 0.4100.0
10.4 0.4 84.4 j•100.0
6.4 66.9 20.1 1.8100.0
7.0 61.3 22.3 4.7100.0
6.3 67.4 19.9 1.5100.0
6.9 65.2 20.1 2.8100.0
5.9 68.6 20.2 1.1100.0
5.9 68.2 20.0 1.7100.0
7.9 63.6 19.3 0.7100.0
7.1 64.8 21.4 0.3100.0
4.6 87.6 2.7 0.5100.0
2.8 74.0 17.6 100.0























Based on Source 4.
Includes all returns with capital transactions.
*Lessthan $50,000.
tLessthan 0.05 percent.
For numbered notes see pp. 488-9.
500Table 73: Number of Returns with Realized Net Capital Gains or
Losses' in 5HoldingPeriods and Average Realized Net Capital Gain
or Loss per Return, by Net Income Groups Defined to Exclude Statu-




GAIN AND LOSS 1 or Over Not
($000) less 1-2 2-5 5-10 10 Stated
A NUMBER OF RETURNS
Returns with Realized Net Gains in Holding Period
Total 216,472109,588141,62372,17756,50822,627




30-50 6,627 4,133 5,146 2,434 2,409 563
50-100 3,757 2,534 3,083 1,472 1,526 333
100- 300 1,167 799 1,022 468 517 110
300- 500 111 74 93 49 75 6
500-1,000 56 44 57 23 39 7
1,000 & over 19 12 20 6 11 1
Returns with Realized Net Losses in Holding Period
Total 41,80222,91545,252131,85851,6216,343
With net deficits 1,514 1,082 1,941 5,024 2,390 515
With net incomes40,28821,83343,311126,83449,2315,828
Under 5 18,321 9,87020,70557,59822,8843,142
5-30 18,96610,07319,70361,04522,4622,456
30-50 1,640 975 1,573 4,532 2,001 136
50-100 961 629 922 2,629 1,295 68
100- 300 340 236 350 884 508 21
300- 500 26 33 34 79 39 4
500-1,000 25 10 17 48 30
1,000& over 9 7 7 19 12 1
B AVERAGE REALIZED NET CAPITAL GAIN OR Loss PER RETURN'
Average Realized Net Gain1
Total 2,100 1,700 2,200 2,000 6,300
With net deficits 5,300 3,500 5,400 6,60028,900
With net incomes 2,000 1,600 2,100 1,800 4,900
Under 5 1,400 1,100 1,400 1,100 2,700
5-30 2,100 1,600 2,100 1,800 4,100
30-50 4,900 3,500 4,900 5,50012,800
50-100 6,200 4,600 7,200 8,50018,200
100- 300 11,900 8,00011,80014,00043,500
300- 500 6,70022,30024,30023,30069,100
500-1,000 24,60018,30038,00024,70089,200
1,000 & over 12,60020,70046,900 5,800685,500
Average Realized Net Loss'
Total 800 800 1,500 4,300 4,100
With net deficits 2,100 1,500 3,300 8,600 9,100
With net incomes 800 700 1,400 4,100 3,900
Under 5 500 600 1,000 2,500 2,800
5-30 700 700 1,400 4,300 4,000
30-50 1,400 1,100 2,700 9,800 7,000
50-100 3,700 2,100 5,00014,70010,900
100- 300 3,400 3,000 6,30021,90012,800
300- 500 3,700 5,800 9,30053,500 7,400
500-1,000 7,100 9,10014,00080,50025,700
1,000 & over 46,300 4,90056,700258,20036,700
Based on Source 4. Includes all returns with capital transactions.
Average net gain per return with realized net gain in holding period; and
averagenet loss per return with realized net loss in holding period.
For numbered notes see pp. 488-9.Table 74
Realized Net Capital Gains and Losses, Number of Returns and
Sales, and Gross Receipts by 10 Types of Asset, 1936 (dollar figures
in millions)
Federal income tax returns filed in New York, Pennsylvania, and
Illinois
RETURNS WiTH REALIZED NET
GAINS OR LOSSES
FROM SALES OF











Other assets, total7 10,298 111.72,206 7.43,48320.0
Real estate &
improvements 4,909 45.11,291 4.42,36214.6
Mortgages, loans, etc.1,208 6.1 164 0.4 723 3.2
Commodities 3,273 47.9 479 1.1 197 0.3
Other tangible assets 753 10.7 214 .1.3 163 1.6





Tax exempt 4,547 36.11,392 1.0 452 0.5
Other bonds, notes,
debentures 48,964 145.68,03911.63,280 8.6
Stocks 167,395445.514,99355.77,98033.2
Unclassified 5,090 19.2 704 2.1 527 1.6
Other assets, total7 4,366 31.2 949 2.51,404 5.5
Real estate &
improvements 2,656 16.7 703 1.91,123 4.9
Mortgages, loans, etc. 287 0.9 36 * 176 0.5
Commodities 1,163 12.1 96 0.2 48 0.1
Other tangible assets 195 1.0 76 0.2 41 0.1
Intangible assets 65 0.6 38 0.2 16 *
Unclassified 11,359 67.13,483 7.92,015 6.1
Total7 241,721744.729,56080.815,65855.7
illinois
Securities, totalT 164,181 472.218,39754.99,21326.5
Tax exempt 5,057 32.91,324 1.2 474 0.5
Other bonds, notes,
debentures 32,040 77.04,789 5.52,875 6.3
Stocks 121,913338.411,67446.05,56118.8
Unclassified 5,171 23.9 610 2.1 303 0.9
Other assets, total7 7,955 58.01,276 3.52,19210.2
Real estate &
improvements 3,103 21.8 748 1.71,461 8.5
Mortgages, loans, etc. 738 3.1 74 0.5 439 1.2
Commodities 3,821 32.0 359 0.9 221 0.3
Other tangible assets 208 0.8 61 0.2 55 0.1
Intangible assets 85 0.4 34 0.2 16 0.1
Unclassified 9,490 61.42,703 6.32,056 6.0
181,626591.622,37664.613,46142.8RETURNS WITH REALIZED NET
GAINS OR LOSSES
FROM SALES OF






Securities, total7 94.8 74.9 85.481.8 76.974.4
Tax exempt 1.7 3.6 5.0 1.6 3.0 0.8
Other bonds, notes,
debentures 15.0 9.6 24.310.3 18.110.4
Stocks 74.2 53.0 51.764.7 51.258.9
Unclassified 3.9 8.7 4.3 5.2 4.6 4.3
Other assets, total7 1.3 2.8 2.8 2.7 9.112.1
Real estate &
improvements 0.6 1.1 1.7 1.6 6.2 8.8
Mortgages, loans, etc. 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 1.9 1.9
Commodities 0.4 1.2 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.2
Other tangible assets 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 1.0
Intangible assets f f 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
Unclassified 3.9 22.3 11.815.4 13.913.5
Total7 100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
Pennsylvania
Securities, total7 93.5 86.8 85.087.1 78.279.1
Tax exempt 1.9 4.8 4.7 1.3 2.9 1.0
Other bonds, notes,
debentures 20.3 19.6 27.214.3 20.915.5
Stocks 69.3 59.8 50.768.9 51.059.7
Unclassified 2.1 2.6 2.4 2.6 3.4 2.9
Other assets, total7 1.8 4.2 3.2 3.2 9.0 9.9
Real estate &
improvements 1.1 2.2 2.4 2.3 7.2 8.8
Mortgages, loans, etc. 0.1 0.1 0.1 f 1.1 0.8
Commodities 0.5 1.6 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1
Other tangible assets 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1
Intangible assets f 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1t
Unclassified 4.7 9.0 11.8 9.7 12.911.0
rotal' 100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
Illinois
Securities, total7 90.4 79.8 82.284.9 68.461.9
rax exempt 2.8 5.6 5.9 1.9 3.5 1.1
Other bonds, notes,
debentures 17.6 13.0 21.4 8.5 21.414.8
Stocks 67.1 57.2 52.271.2 41.343.8
Unclassified 2.8 4.0 2.7 3.3 2.3 2.2
Other assets, total7 4.4 9.8 5.7 5.4 16.323.9
Real estate &
improvements 1.7 3.7 3.3 2.7 10.919.9
Mortgages, loans, etc. 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.8 3.3 2.8
Commodities 2.1 5.4 1.6 1.3 1.6 0.7
Other tangible assets 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3
Intangible assets f 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1
Unclassified 5.2 10.4 12.1 9.7 15.314.1
Total7 100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
Based on Source 4b. For numbered notes see pp. 488-9.
Includes all returns with capital transactions, with statutory net incomes or
deficits.
*Lessthan $50,000. fLessthan 0.05 percent.
503Table 75:AverageRealized Net Capital Gain or Loss' per Return,
Average Gross Receipts per Sale, and Net Gain or Loss as a Per-
centage of Estimated Cost, by 10 Types of Asset, 1936





GAIN' LOSS' PER SALE MATED (dollars) cosT8
New York
Securities, total7 3,346 4,207 3,971 3.4
Tax exempt 1,128 1,121 10,529 2.1
Other bonds, notes, debentures 1,485 2,502 3,220 2.8
Stocks 4,363 5,010 3,591 3.7
Unclassified 4,202 4,007 11,196 2.1
Other assets, total7 3,367 5,749 10,843 —10.1
Real estate & improvements3,405 6,194 9,182 —18.5
Mortgages, loans, etc. 2,445 4,422 5,084 —31.3
Commodities 2,376 1,289 14,632 1.9
Other tangible assets 6,000 9,908 14,194 —3.0
Intangible assets 3,603 8,605 12,071 —5.9
Unclassified 4,565 4,228 28,932 2.2
3,491 4,351 5,028 2.7
Pennsylvania
Securities, total7 2,803 3,599 2,860 4.3
Tax exempt 754 1,175 7,935 1.5
Other bonds, notes, debentures 1,439 2,633 2,974 2.1
Stocks 3,714 4,165 2,661 5.3
Unclassified 3,028 3,112 3,778 2.6
Other assets, total7 2,686 3,927 7,156 —8.7
Real estate & improvements2,684 4,357 6,274 —15.3
Mortgages, loans, etc. 833 2,688 3,010 —33.9
Commodities 2,000 1,146 10,374 1.1
Other tangible assets 2,658 1,634 5,292 15.1
Intangible assets 6,263 1,625 9,477 52.5
Unclassified 2,260 3,032 5,907 2.7
Total7 2,735 3,555 3,081 3.5
Illinois
Securities, total7 2,983 2,878 2,876 6.4
Tax exempt 912 1,021 6,497 2.3
Other bonds, notes, debentures 1,151 2,202 2,402 —1.1
Stocks 3,943 3,376 2,776 8.8
Unclassified 3,500 3,079 4,628 5.3
Other assets, total7 2,721 4,675 7,297 —10.5
Real estate & improvements2,324 5,845 7,039 —23.7
Mortgages, loans, etc. 6,838 2,743 4,187 —18.4
Commodities 2,376 1,439 8,372 1.7
Other tangible assets 3,279 2,345 3,702 10.2
Intangible assets 5,147 3,625 4,188 49.0
Unclassified 2,314 2,940 6,471 3.4
Total7 2,888 3,180 3,257 3.8
Based on Source 4b. For numbered notes see pp. 488-9.
Includes all returns with capital transactions, with statutory net incomes or
deficits. •
'Averagenet gain per return with realized net gain from sales of specified
type of asset; average net loss per return with realized net loss from sales of











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Returns with Statutory Net Capital Gains by Number and Type of




All of $50,000& over
SOURCE OF INCOMES Number Number
Capitalgain & noothersource6,996 93
Capital gain & 1other source
Dividends 12,821 26.9 218 69.2
Salaries 21,294 44.7 30 9.5
Interest 2,873 6.0 12 3.8
Business 5,960 12.5 6 1.9
Rent 1,761 3.7 4 1.3
Other sources 2,903 6.1 45 14.3
Total 47,612 100.0 315 100.0
Capital gain & 2 other sources
Dividends & salaries 53,036 40.2 559 30.7
Dividends & interest 33,475 25.4 817 44.9
Dividends & business 7,759 5.9 46 2.5
Dividends & rent 2,906 2.2 32 1,8
Dividends & other sources 5,445 4.1 196 10.8
Salaries&interest 9,605 7.3 38 2.1
Salaries&rent 3,680 2.8 2 0.1
Business & rent 2,391 1.8 2 0.1
Other combinations 13,540 10.3 126 6.9
Total 131,837 100.0 1,818 100.0
Capital gain & 3 or more other sourc&°
Dividends & salaries 60,807 36.2 2,829 36.8
Dividends & interest 22,241 13.2 1,484 19.3
Djvidends&business 9,643 5.7 250 3.2
Dividends & rent 5,457 3.2 243 3.2
Dividends & other sources 14,133 8.4 1,893 24.6
Salaries & interest 13,878 8.3 120 1.6
Salaries&rent 8,115 4.8 46 0.6
Business & rent 3,333 2.0 28 0.4
Other combinations 30,370 18.1 802 10.4
Total 167,977 100.0 1,695 100.0
Based on Source 4c.
Includes returns with statutory net incomes.
The total number of returns showing 1, 2, 3, and 4 or more sources, respec-
tively, were 2,944,660; 1,176,212; 682,863; 482,973.
For numbered notes see pp. 488-9.
513Table 78
Realized and Statutory Net Capital Gains and Losses, 1936: Esti-
mates Based on Statistics of income and on Statistics of income
Supplement for1936(millions of dollars)
Statistics of Income
Statistics o Income Supplement
& Source Book RETURNSWITH
RETURNSWITH OVER-ALL REALIZED
STAT. NET CAPITAL NETCAPITAL
Gains" Losses"Total Losses2Total
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Realized net gain' 1,224.9 1,224.9
Realized net loss1 645.3645.3
Excess 1,416.8—828.1 588.7 1,224.9—645.3579.6
Statutory net gain996.3 996.3 821.1 16.4837.5
Statutory net loss 144.6 144.6 0.6 129.8 130.4
Excess 996.3—144.6851.7 820.5—113.4707.1
Realized net gain:
sum of net gains in
5 holding periods0 1,686.9 161.81,848.7 1,341.0153.61,494.6
Realized net loss:
sum of net losses in
5 holding periods0270.2990.01,260.1 116.1798.9915.0
Excess 1,416.8—828.1 588.7 1,224.9—.645.3579.6
Columns 1-3 based on Sources I and 2; columns 4-6 on Sources 4 and 4a.
For discussion, see Appendix One, Section F2.
Includes returns with statutory net incomes or deficits.
For numbered notes see pp. 488-9.
Table 79
Percentage of Returns with Net Capital Gains and Average Gain
per Return, by Statutory Net Income Groups Including and Ex-
cluding Statutory Net Capital Gain and Loss, 1936
N E TI N C 0 ME0 R o u p(thousandsof dollars)
Including Statutory Net Capital Gain and Loss
5- 25- 50-100-300- 500- 1,000
25 50 100300 500 1,000 & over
Returns with net
gains as % of all
returns filed 26.749.957.060.9 63.3 63.5 59.0
Av. realized
net gain'' 3,300 10,300 20,400 54,700 125,700 281,900 1,458,900
Excluding Statutory Net Capital Gain and Loss
5- 30- 50-100- 300- 500- 1,000
30 50 100300 500 1,000 & over
Returns with net
gains as % of all
returns filed 19.035.939.642.2 49.8 43.1
Av. realized
net gain1" 3,600 11,100 15,500 32,30062,20078,100375,000
Top section based on Sources 1 and 2; lower section on Source 4 and, for all
returns filed, on Source 4d.
'In top section, average per return with statutory net capital gain;" in lower
section, average per return with over-all realized net capital gain.'
For numbered notes see pp. 488-9.Table 80
Average Realized Net Capital Gain per Return1 by 5Holding
Periods and by Statutory Net Income Groups Including and Ex-
cluding Statutory Net Capital Gain and Loss, 1936 (dollars)
NETINCOME
GROUP br YBARS HELD Over
($000) less 1-2 2-5 5-10 10
Statutory Net Income including Statutory Net Capital Gain and Loss
5-25 2,400 1,800 2,300 2,500 5,300
25-50 7,300 5,200 5,800 6,200 9,800
50- 100 13,600 7,900 12,900 12,900 25,200
100- 300 18,500 11,200 18,000 29,100 66,600
300- 500 30,200 26,500 38,300 45,800 168,200
500-1,000 69,400 45,600 90,100 102,200 251,900
1,000 & over 17,700 24,900 160,300 139,5002,588,100
Statutory Net Income excluding Statutory Net Capital Gain and Loss
5-30 2,100 1,600 2,100 1,800 4,100
30-50 4,900 3,500 4,900 5,500 12,800
50-100 6,200 4,600 7,200 8,500 18,200
100- 300 11,900 8,000 11,800 14,000 43,500
300- 500 6,700 22,300 24,300 23,300 69,100
500-1,000 24,600 18,300 38,000 24,700 89,200
1,000 & over 12,600 20,700 46,900 5,800 685,500
Includes all returns with capital transactions. Top section based on Sources
1 and 2; lower section on Source 4. Average net gain per return with realized
net gain in the holding period.
For numbered notes see pp. 488-9.
•51sTable 81
Excluded Net Capital Gain and Disallowed Net Capital Loss by
Statutory Net Income Groups Including and Excluding Statutory




total total EXCLUDED DIS-
real- real-GAIN OVER AL-
NET INCOME MillionsizedMillionsized DISALLOWEDEXCL.LOWED
GROUP of net of net LOSS GAIN LOSS
($000) dollarsgaindollarsloss($ mu.) (percentages)
Statutory Net Income including Statutory Net Capital Gain and Loss
Under 5 52.824.0 231.077.6—178.2 13.1 39.4
5-25141.926.3 212.180.8 —70.2 35.1 36.2
25-50 47.722.5 68.789.8 —21.0 11.8 11.7
50-100 43.427.4 51.794.0 —8.3 10.7 8.8
100- 300 55.940.4 12.090.9 43.8 13.8 2.1
300- 500 12.447.4 4.697.7 7.8 3.1 0.8
500-1,000 14.344.8 1.695.2 12.7 3.5 0.3
1,000&over35.567.5 4.899.3 30.6 8.8 0.8
Total with
net income 403.929.3 586.681.9—182.8 100.0100.0
Statutory Net income excluding Statutory Net Capital Gain and Loss
Under 5 100.327.7 147.975.2 —47.6 31.8 30.8
5-30121.329.0 240.981.6—119.5 38.5 50.2
30-50 32.736.6 36.091.1 —3.4 10.4 7.5
50-100 27.940.4 31.995.5 —4.0 8.9 6.6
100- 300 20.444.3 14.197.9 6.2 6.5 2.9
300- 500 4.958.3 2.6100.0 2.3 1.6 0.5
500-1,000 2.346.0 1.7100.0 0.7 0.7 0.4
1,000 & over 5.370.7 4.7100.0 0.6 1.7 1.0
Total with
net income 315.131.3 479.781.6—164.6 100.0100.0
Top section based on Sources 1 and 2; lower section on Source 4.
Top section covers returns with statutory net capital gains;'1 lower section
returns with over-all realized net capital gains.2
bTopsection covers returns with statutory net capital losses;'1 lower section
returns with over-all realized net capital losses.2
For numbered notes see pp. 488-9.
516IV INDIVIDUALS WITH HIGHEST INCOMES, SELECTED YEARS
Tables 82-86 summarize the capital gains and losses over a period
of years of groups of persons with high incomes, as reported on
federal income tax returns.
Notes to Tables 82-86
1Includesnet deficit.
2Excludesdisallowed short term net loss from stocks and bonds (other than
government bonds) in 1932 and 1933.
Net capital gain is the sum of the annual net gains reported on each group
of returns; net capital loss, the sum of annual net losses.
'The sum of the positive items of net income reported on the returns.
Standard and Poor's December average of the daily prices of 90 stocks
(1926 average: 100).
°This income classification differs from the one used in other tables in that
capital net loss segregated for tax credit at 12½ percent was deducted in
determining net income.
?Netgain for the net deficit group included with total for lowest net income
group.
517Table 82
400 Persons withNetIncomes of $100,000 and Over in 1916
Capital Gains and Losses by Type of Asset, 1917-1922
GAIN LOSS GAIN LOSS
TYPE OF ASSET ($ million) (percentages)
Total stock transactions 30.5 65.2 89.2 70.7
Railroad & public utility 1.2 17.4 3.5 18.9
All other stock 29.3 47.8 85.7 51.8
Total bond transactions 1.7 19.0 4.9 20.6
Railroad & public utility 0.3 6.4 0.9 6.9
All other bond 1.4 12.7 4.1 13.8
Real estate sales 2.0 3.3 5.9 3.6
Loss on worthless stocks & bonds 4.7 5.2
Total 34.2 92.3 100.0 100.0
Based on Source 6d.
Table 83
45Personswith Net Incomes of $1,000,000 and Over in 1924 by
Statutory Net Income Groups, 1917-1933
STATUTORY NET INCOME GROUP (thousands of dollars)
Under50- 100-300-500-1,000-5,000
TOTAL1 501 100 300 5001,0005,000& over
1917 45 4 2 9 1 6 22 1
1918 45 5 2 5 8 7 18
1919 45 5 3 9 4 13 8 3
1920 45 6 6 12 5 7 6 3
1921 45 4 8 5 8 10 9 1
1922 45 1 7 3 9 22 3
1923 45 1 3 5 5 10 18 3
1924 45 42 3
1925 45 2 1 4 34 4
1926 45 3 8 28 6
1927 45 2 1 5 30 7
1928 45 1 2 4 31 7
1929 45 2 4 2 2 23 12
1930 45 6 8 1 8 18 4
1931 45 10 1 8 3 9 11 3
1932 45 15 3 9 3 8 7
1933 45 9 2 12 6 11 4 1
Based on Source 6b.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































45 Personswith Net Incomes of $1,000,000 and Over in 1924
Net Capital Gains and Losses, 1917-1933
NET NET EXCESS
GAIN LOSS OF GAIN STOCK PRICE
(millions of dollars) INDEX6
1917 0.8 0.7 0.1 553
1918 1.7 4.3 —2.6 63.8
1919 2.8 11.2 —8.5 66.0
1920 1.2 19.1 —17.9 53.7
1921 0.1 15.8 —15.8 58.0
1922 9.0 9.8 —0.8 68.2
1923 10.9 8.0 2.9 67.6
1924 21.6 0.6 20.9 82.4
1925 41.1 5.1 36.0 101.2
1926 29.5 1.0 28.5 107.1
1927 47.2 1.6 45.6 138.7
1928 65.5 1.2 64.3 183.8
1929 89.0 4.0 85.0 170.0
1930 54.8 16.4 38.4 123.2
1931 3.5 40.6 —37.2 67.0
19322 0.7 34.1 —33.4 54.2
19332 9.6 28.5 —19.0 79.2
Based on Source 6b.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.V TAx RATES AND REVENUES
Tables 87-90 present tax rates applicable to gains received from
sales of capital assets and estimated net revenue from the tax treat-
ment of capital gains and losses.
522Table 87
Effective Tax Rate on Additional Dollar of Long Term Capital
Gains and of Ordinary Income or Short Term Capital Gains: Indi-
viduals at 6 Levels of Statutory Net Income, 1917-1950
Married person with 2 dependents besides his wife and with maximum earned
income credit
STATUTORY NET INCOME (thousandsofdollars)
5 10 25 50 100 1,000
(taxrates, percentages)
A LONG TERM CAPITAL GAINS
1917 5 7 12 16 31 65
1918 7 16 23 36 64 77
1919-21 5 12 19 32 60 73
1922 4 10 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5
1923 3 7.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5
1924 2 5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5
1925-28 1.5 4 12 12.5 12.5 12.5
1929 .5 3 11 12.5 12.5 12.5
1930-31 1.5 4 12 12.5 12.5 12.5
1932-33 4 10 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5
1934-35 2.4 5.4 11.4 18.6 32.4 37.2
1936-37 2.4 5.4 11.4 18.6 35.4 45.6
1938-39 2 4.5 9.5 15 15 15
1940a 2.2 5.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 18.5
1941 6.5 10.5 15 15 15 15
1942-43 11 17 25 25 25 25
1944-45 12.5 18.5 25 25 25 25
1946-47 10.5 16.2 25 25 25 25
1948-49" 8.3 9.7 16.7 25 25 25
1950b 8.7 10.0 17.3 25 25 25
In 1917-21 long term gains were notdifferentiatedfromshort termgainsor
ordinary income; in 1922-3 3 they comprise those from capital assets held
longer than 2 years; in 1934-37 they were of several classes, of which that con-
sisting of assets held over 2 but not over 5 years is referred to here; in 1938-41
they were of two classes of which the longer —thosefrom capital assets held
more than 24 months —isreferred to here; and in 1942-50, they were defined
as gains from capital assets held more than 6 months.
EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ON AN ADDITIONAL DOLLAR OF CAPITAL GAINS FROM
ASSETS HELD OVER 1 BUT NOT OVER 2 YEARS, FROM ASSETS HELD OVER S BUT
NOT OVER 10 YEARS, AND FROM ASSETS HELD OVER 10 YEARS, 1934-1937
STATUTORY NET INCOME (thousandsofdollars)
5 10 25 50 100 1,000
(tax rates, percentages)
Fromassets held more than I but not over 2 years
1934-35 3.2 7.2 15.2 24.8 43.2 49.6
1936-37 3.2 7.2 15.2 24.8 47.2 60.8
From assets held more than 5 but not over 10 years
1934-35 1.6 3.6 7.6 12.4 21.6 24.8
1936-37 1.6 3.6 7.6 12.4 23.6 30.4
From assets held more than 10 years
1934-35 1.2 2.7 5.7 9.3 16.2 18.6
1936-37 1.2 2.7 5.7 9.3 17.7 22.8
523Note to Table 87 concluded:
EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ON AN ADDiTIONAL DOLLAR OF CAPITAL GAINs FROM
ASSETS HELD MORE THAN 18 BUT NOT OVER 24 MONTHS, 1938-1941
STATUTORY NET INCOME (thousandsofdollars)
5 10 25 50 100 1,000
(taxrates,percentages)
1938-39 2.7 6.0 12.7 20 20 20
1940a 2.9 7.3 22 22 22 24.7
1941 8.7 14.0 20 20 20 20
BORDINARY INCOME OR SHORT TERM CAPITAL GAINS
1917 5 7 12 16 31 65
1918 7 16 23 36 64 77
1919-21 S 12 19 32 60 73
1922 4 10 18 31 56 58
1923 3 7.5 13.5 23.3 42 43.5
1924 2 5 13 24 43 46
1925-28 1.5 4 12 18 25 25
1929 0.5 3 11 17 24 24
1930-31 1.5 4 12 18 25 25
1932-33 4 10 18 31 56 63
1934-35 4 9 19 31 54 62
1936-39 4 9 19 31 59 76
1940a 4.4 11 34.1 48.4 66 78.4
1941 13 21 48 59 68 78
1942 22 34 58 69 83 88
194V 24.8 36.8 60.8 71.8 88 90d
1944-45 25 37 62 75 90 90d
1946-47 20.9 32.3 56.1 68.4 82.7
16.6 19.4 33.4 51.9 63.4 82.1
1950b 17.4 20.0 34.6 53.7 65.5 84.4
In 1917-21 short term capital gains were not differentiated from long term
gains or ordinary income; in 1922-33 they comprise gains from assets held
2 years or less; in 1934-37 they were of several classes, the shortest of which —
gainsfrom assets held 1 year or lessisreferred to here; in 1938-4 1 they
were defined as those from assets held 18 months or less; and in 1942-50, as
those from assets held 6 months or less. These rates would apply to any addi-
tional 'unearned' income up to the point at which a higher surtax bracket is
reached.
Includes Defense Tax, which was 10 percent of the total income tax liability
as otherwise determined, except that it was limited to no more than 10 percent
of the net income in excess of the total tax computed without regard to the
Defense Tax, a limitation that was operative for net income of $1 million.
bRatesare for joint return.
Includes Victory Tax. Effective rates computed on assumption that Victory
Tax net income equals regular net income. For any given return, unless a
major share of the income was from specified types of government obligations,
this assumption probably understates the actual Victory Tax net income
because certain categories of deductions, included in regular net income, were
excluded from Victory Tax net income. The result may be some understate-
ment in effective rates for any given return with net income of $50,000 or
below. At net income levels above $50,000 the full Victory Tax rate is applied.
The rates in Section B apply to an additional dollar of ordinary net income
only; inasmuch as capital gains were not subject to the Victory Tax. In 1943
the effective tax rates on an additional dollar of short term capital gains were
as follows for the stated amounts of statutory net income: $5,000, 22%;
$10,000, 34%; $25,000, 58%; $50,000, 69%; $100,000, 83%; $1,000,000, 88%.
Taking into account the statutory limitation of the maximum effective rate
to 90 percent.Table 88
Effective Tax Rate on First Dollar of Long Term Capital Gains as
a Percentage of Tax Rate on Ordinary Income: 6 Levels of Statutory
Net Income, 1922-1950
Married person with 2 dependents besides his wife and with maximum earned
income credit
STATUTORY NET INCOME (thousandsofdollars)
5 10 25 50 100 1,000
1922 100.0 100.0 69.4 40.3 22.3 21.6
1923 100.0 100.0 92.6 53.6 29.8 28.7
1924 100.0 100.0 96.2 52.1 29.1 27.2
1925-28 100.0 100.0 100.0 69.4 50.0 50.0
1929 100.0 100.0 100.0 73.5 52.1 52.1
1930-31 100.0 100.0 100.0 69.4 50.0 50.0
1932-33 100.0 100.0 69.4 40.3 22.3 19.8
1934-37 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
1938-39 50.0 50.0 50.0 48.4 25.4 19.7
1940 50.0 50.0 48.4 34.1 25.0 23.6
1941 50.0 50.0 31.3 25.4 22.1 19.2
1942 50.0 50.0 43.1 36.2 30.1 28.4
1943 44.4 46.2 41.1 34.8 28.4 27.8
1944-45 50.0 50.0 40.3 33.3 27.8 27.8
1946-47 50.0 50.0 44.6 36.5 30.2 28.9
1948-49 50.0 50.0 50.0 48.2 39.5 30.4
1950 50.0 50.0 50.0 46.6 38.2 29.6
See Table 87, note to Section A. In 1934-37 the effective tax rate on an addi-
tional dollar of capital gains from capital assets held over 1 but not over 2
years was 80 percent of the ordinary rate at all income levels; from capital
assets held over S but not over 10 years, 40 percent; and from capital assets
held more than 10 years, 30 percent. For capital assets held 1 year or less, it
was 100 percent of the ordinary rate at all income levels.
525Table 89
Effective Rate of Taxandof TaxCreditfor Long Term Net Capital
Gains and Losses, respectively, of Specified Sizes under Present Law
and if Prorated over 3, 5,10,and 20 Years and Taxed in Full at
Ordinary Rates
Married persons without dependents; i.e., one spouse is assumed to possess
the entire income
A GAINS (tax rates, percentages)
ORDINARY NET INCOME BEFORE PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS
(thousands of dollars)
5 10 15 25 50 75 100250





























Tax rate under 1949 law, taking into account the 50 percent exclusion and
the maximum effective rate limitation on long term gains.
526B LOSSES (tax credits, percentages)
ORDINARY NET INCOME BEFORE PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS
(thousands of dollars)
5 10 15 25 50 75 100 250















$25,000 Long Term Net Capital Loss






$50,000 Long Term Net Capital Loss
Presentb 2.0 2.7 3.2 4.0 6.2 6.9 7.6 9.4
If prorated over




bTaxcredit under 1949 law, taking into account the 50 percent exclusion, the
maximum $1,000 offset of capital losses against ordinary income, and the
5 year carryover of losses.
527Table 90
Estimated Net Revenue from Tax Treatment of Capital Gains and
Losses, 1926-1947
Individual and Taxable Fiduciary Income Tax Returns
ESTIMATED NET REVENUE
NET REVENUE ESTIMATED FROM GAINS
FROM CAPITALTAX LIABILITY AND LOSSES
GAINS AND ON OTHER TOTAL TAX AS % OF
LOSSES INCOME LIABILITY TOTAL TAX (millions of dollars) LIABILITY
1926 225 507 732 30.7
1927 297 534 831 35.7
1928 576 588 1,164 49.4
1929 421 581 1,002 42.0
1930 —15 492 477 —3.1
1931 —89 335 246 —36.2
1932 —80 410 330 —24.2
1933 16 358 374 4.3
1934 17 494 511 3.3
1935 72 585 657 11.0
1936 171 1,043 1,214 14.1
1937 41 1,100 1,142 3.6
1938 12 753 766 1.6
1939 4 924 929 0.4
1940 —7 1,504 1,496 —0.5
1941 —86 3,994 3,908 —2.2
1942 68 8,859 8,927 0.8
1943 266 14,324 14,590k 1.8
1944 354 15,993 16,347 2.2
1945 721 16,505 17,226 4.2
1946 850 15,431 16,281 5.2
1947 500 17,749 18,249 2.7
Sources1926-34: Treasury Department, Division of Research and Statistics:
Revenue Revision Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House
ofRepresentatives (77 Cong., 2 sess., Revised,II, 1637, Government Printing
Office,1942); 1935-45:TreasuryDepartment, TechnicalStaff: Ibid. (81
Cong.,2sess., II, 2943, Government Printing Office, 1950);1946-47: figures
for total tax liability from Bureau of Internal Revenue; those for net revenue
from capital gains and losses estimated by us.
Estimated net revenue from capital gains and losses is the difference between
1) total tax liability under the provisions of the particular revenue act appli-
cable to each specified income year and 2) estimated tax liability on other
income if capital gains and losses had been entirely excluded from the tax
computation.
Estimates of net revenue from capital gains and losses for 1926-34 are over-
stated as compared with those for 1935-47 because returns reporting net
deficits were excluded in the earlier period and cruder statistical procedures
were used.
aExcludesadditions to liability under the Current Tax Payment Act of 1943
amounting to $2,555,894,000.
528VI ASSESSED VALUES OF REAL ESTATE
Table 91 summarizes changes in the assessed values of various
groundsites in New York City, 1909-42, andinCleveland, 19 10-42.
Table 91
Percentage Change in Assessed Values of Various Groundsites,
New York City, 1909-1942; Cleveland, 1910-1942
A NEW YORK
Location Block 1909-42 1909-31 1 931-42
6th Ave. 821 —74.6 —48.8 —50.5
5th Ave. 850 —70.8 —40.0 —51.3
14th St. 816 —33.3 —8.3 —27.3
5th Ave. 1380 —28.6 14.3 —37.5
Times Sq. 996 10.0 56.7 —29.8
8th Ave. 754 17.2 118.8 —46.4
6th Ave. 573 20.0 32.0 —9.8
GreeleySq. 810 30.0 42.0 —8.5
Broadway 46 38.9 55.6 —10.7
Greeley Sq. 808 39.7 63.8 —14.7
14th St. 571 50.0 38.9 8.0
5th Ave. 550 50.0 120.0 —31.8
8th Ave. 763 77.1 181.3 —37.0
5th Ave. 1285 81.3 175.0 —34.1
8th Ave. 1033 87.5 216.7 —40.8
GreeleySq. 809 96.8 122.6 —11.6
Times Sq. 995 103.8 162.5 —22.4
TimesSq. 997 116.7 186.7 —24.4
8th Ave. 784 212.5 303.4 —22.5
7th Ave. 786 225.0 291.7 —17.0
6th Ave. 259 227.4 429.8 —38.2
BeekmanPl. 1361 313.3(1913-42)466.7(1913-31)—27.1
Beekman P1. 1361E 406.7(1913-42)566.7(1913-31)—24.0
Sutton P1. 1367 466.7 633.3 —22.7
BCLEVELAND
1910-42 1910-24 1924-42
E. 55th N. Euclid —64.6 32.6 —73.3
Euclid N.E. 65th —50.0 300.0 —87.5
Euclid N.E. 40th —8.1 568.6 —86.3
Cuyahoga County 76.4 325.7 —58.6
Euclid N.E. 3d 100.0 152.5 —20.8
Euclid N.E. 105th 340.0 700.0 —45.0
Sources: New York, land value maps of Surveyors Bureau of New York City
Tax Department.
Cleveland, data supplied by John A. Zangerle, Auditor of Cuyahoga
County.
Negative figures indicate percentage decrease.
529VII BASIC DATA FOR CORPORATIONS, 1928-1947
Tables 92-98 summarize the capital gains and losses reported. on
federal income tax returns filed by corporations for 1928-47. The
statutory provisions with respect to corporate capital gains and
losses and the lack of comparability of the data for various years

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Statutory Net Income and Deficit of All Corporations and of Finan-
cial and Nonfinancial Corporations, and Number of Returns with
Statutory Net Incomes or Deficits, 1928-1947
STAT. NET INCOME OR
DEFICIT ($ mM.) NUMBER OF RETURNS
Returns with Net All Returns with Net All
IncomesDeficitsreturns IncomesDeficitsreturns
All Corporations
1928 10,617.72,391.1 8,226.6 268,783174,828443,611
1929 11,653.92,914.1 8,739.8 269,430186,591456,021




1934 4,275.24,181.0 94.2 145,101324,703469,804
1935 5,164.7 3,468.8 1,696.0 164,231 312,882 477,113
1936 9,478.2 2,152.0 7,326.2 203,161 275,696478,857
1937 9,634.82,280.8 7,354.0 192,028285,810477,838
1938 6,526.02,853.1 3,672.9 169,884301,148471,032
1939 8,826.7 2,092.1 6,734.6 199,479 270,138 469,617
1940 11,203.2 2,283.8 8,919.4 220,977 252,065 473,042
1941 18,111.11,778.616,332.5 264,628204,278468,906
1942 24,052.41,000.723,051.6 269,942172,723442,665
1943 28,718.0 898.727,819.2 283,735136,786420,521





1928 1,971.3 566.2 1,405.1 80,315 48,824129,139
1929 2,197.51,008.8 1,188.7 80,260 53,677133,937
1930 1,064.81,566.7 —501.9 72,102 64,477136,579
1931 570.52,256.8—1,686.3 59,129 75,434134,563
1932 288.02,335.5—2,047.5 26,395 98,725125,120
1933 260.62,273.8—2,013.2 22,369 99,314121,683
1934 452.41,657.2—1,204.8 27,257 98,839126,096
1935 603.3 1,381.6 —778.3 33,231 91,702 124,933
1936 2,219.9 771.5 1,448.4 43,866 71,828 115,694
1937 2,143.8 802.6 1,341.2 43,581 73,498 117,079
1938 1,704.1 815.8 888.3 51,806 88,631 140,437
1939 1,776.5 840.4 936.1 55,646 86,686 142,332
1940 2,030.9 1,162.5 868.4 58,988 83,614 142,602
1941 2,196.6 1,084.0 1,112.7 66,304 77,190 143,494
1942 2,529.5 486.2 2,043.3 68,489 68,393136,882
1943 2,786.7 409.4 2,377.4 74,956 58,699133,655
1944 3,200.2 2,895.4 82,837 51,042133,879
1945 3,756.0 262.1. 3,493.9 90,568 45,005135,573
1946 4,004.5 144,373
1947 3,841.5 151,043
534STAT. NET INCOME OR
DEFICIT ($ mu.) NUMBER OF RETURNS
Returns with Net All Returns with Net All
IncomesDeficitsreturns IncomesDeficitsreturns
Nonfinancial Corporations
1928 8,646.41,825.0 6,821.5 188,468126,004314,472
1929 9,456.41,905.3 7,551.1 189,170132,914322,084
1930 5,364.03,310.9 2,053.1 149,318177,139326,457
1931 3,112.94,714.1—1,601.2 116,769208,372325,141
1932 1,865.15,461.2—3,596.1 56,251270,513326,764
1933 2,725.43,259.5 —534.2 87,417237,742325,159
1934 3,822.82,523.8 1,299.0 117,844225,864343,708
1935 4,561.42,087.2 2,474.3 131,000221,180352,180
1936 7,258.51,380.5 5,877.8 159,295203,868363,163
1937 7,491.01,478.2 6,012.8 148,447212,312360,759
1938 4,821.92,037.3 2,784.6 118,078212,517330,595
1939 7,050.21,251.7 5,798.5 143,835183,452327,285
1940 9,172.31,121.3 8,051.0 161,989168,451330,440
1941 15,914.5 694.615,219.8 198,324127,088325,412
1942 21,522.9 514.621,008.3 201,453104,330305,783
1943 25,931.2 489.325,441.9 208,779 78,087286,866
1944 23,923.5 514.523,409.1 206,067 72,521278,588
1945 18,409.2 764.117,645.1 212,451 73,101285,552
1946 21,188.4 346,779
1947 27,581.2 400,764
Source 1. For differences in the data for various years see Appendix One,
Part II.
Table 94
Net Capital Gains and Losses of All Corporations and of Financial
and Nonfinancial Corporations as Percentages of Statutory Net
Incomes or Deficits, 1928-1945
NET GAIN . NETLOSS
Returns with Net Returns with Net




1930 7.6 3.2 2.5 15.9
1931 4.3 2.0 4.2 22.2
1932 2.2 1.2 5.2 20.4
1933 3.9 2.7 5.7 27.4
1934 2.4 3.3 0.5 6.6
1935 5.8 5.0 0.3 6.4
1936 5.1 4.6 0.3 5.5
1937 2.2 4.0 0.4 5.7
1938 3.2 3.2 0.6 6.5
1939 2.8 3.7 0.6 9.3
1940 2.6 3.2 2.8 31.8
1941 1.6 3.5 3.7 35.4
1942 1.1 4.4 0.9 28.1
1943 1.3 4.4 0.9 35.5
1944 1.9 4.8 0.9 31.0
1945 4.7 5.7 1.0 24.3
535NET GAIN NETLOSS
Returns with Net Returns with Net




1930 25.3 6.2 4.3 34.3
1931 13.3 2.9 9.4 45.8
1932 9.0 2.0 17.4 45.1
1933 25.4 4.0 25.6 44.1
1934 11.3 5.6 1.5 11.5
1935 36.1 9.5 1.1 11.0
1936 17.3 7.8 0.6 11.3
1937 5.9 6.8 1.1 12.4
1938 9.0 6.9 1.3 14.0
1939 10.4 5.9 1.5 15.1
1940 9.1 4.3 7.2 41.9
1941 7.0 4.1 8.1 41.9
1942 3.9 6.1 3.0 38.6
1943 6.4 5.5 3.4 42.2
1944 9.3 6.8 2.3 48.2




1930 4.1 1.8 2.1 7.2
1931 2.6 1.6 3.2 10.9
1932 1.2 0.9 3.3 9.9
1933 1.8 1.7 3.8 15.7
1934 1.4 1.8 0.4 3.4
1935 1.7 2.0 0.2 3.4
1936 1.3 2.8 0.2 2.2
1937 1.2 2.4 0.2 2.0
1938 1.2 1.8 0.4 3.4
1939 0.9 2.2 0.4 5.4
1940 1.2 2.0 1.8 21.3
1941 0.8 2.6 3.1 25.4
1942 0.8 2.8 0.6 18.2
1943 0.8 3.4 0.7 30.0
1944 1.0 3.6 0.7 20.8




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Net Capital Gains and Losses: Financial Corporations by Type,
1939-1947
EXCESS EXCESS
NET NET OF NET NET OF
GAIN LOSSGAIN GAINLOSSGAIN
TYPE OF COMPANY (millions of dollars) (percentages)
1939
Banks&trustcompanies 110.755.055.8 47.435.869.5
Invest, trusts & invest. cos. 12.2 1.011.2 5.2 0.714.0
Other invest. cos. mci.
holding cos. 10.8 4.8 6.0 4.6 3.2 7.5
Security & commodity ex-
change brokers & dealers43.5 6.736.8 18.6 4.345.9
Ins, carriers, agents, etc. 3.9 4.1—0.2 1.7 2.7—0.3




Banks & trust companies 92.297.6—5.4 39.415.4 1.4
Invest. trusts& invest. cos. 12.3122.4 —110.1 5.319.327.6
Other invest. cos. mci.
holding cos. 7.7176.2 —168.5 3.327.842.3
Security & commodity ex-
change brokers & dealers53.1 5.247.9 22.60.8 —12.0
Ins, carriers, agents, etc. 4.666.4 —61.8 2.010.515.5
Real estate & build. lessors53.2119.0 —65.7 22.7 18.816.5
Other 11.246.3 —35.1 4.8 7.3 8.8
Total 234.4633.1 —398.7 100.0100.0100.0
1941
Banks&trustcompanies 66.9131.2 —64.3 33.720.8 14.8
Invest, trusts & invest. cos. 8.998.6' —89.8 4.515.620.7
Other invest. cos. mci.
holdingcos. 12.0148.0—136.0 6.123.431.3
Security & commodity ex-
change brokers &dealers42.3 3.838.5 21.3 0.6—8.9
Ins, carriers, agents, etc. 7.362.4 —55.1 3.7 9.912.7
Real estate & build, lessors49.0137.6 —88.6 24.721.820.4
Other 12.050.8 —38.8 6.0 8.0 8.9
Total 198.5632.5 —434.0 100.0100.0100.0
1942'
Banks & trust companies 14.3125.5 —111.2 11.247.582.1
Invest, trusts & invest. cos. 5.5 1.2 4.2 4.3 0.5—3.1
Other invest. cos. mci.
holding cos. 4.9 4.5 .0.4 3.8 1.7—0.3
Security & commodity ex-
change brokers & dealers33.7 4.529.2 26.3 1.7—21.6
Ins, carriers, agents, etc. 2.7 7.7—5.1 2.1 2.9 3.8
Real estate & build, lessors 58.891.8—32.9 45.834.824.3
Other 8.528.7 —20.1 6.610.914.9
Total 128.5264.0 —135.5 100.0100.0100.0
538EXCESS EXCESS
NET NET OF NET NET OF
GAIN LOSSGAIN GAINLOSSGAIN
TYPE OF COMPANY (millions of dollars) (percentages)
1943*
Banks&trustcompanies 36.2100.0 —64.5 17.937.799.0
Invest, trusts & invest. cos. 18.9 1.617.3 9.4 0.6 —26.7
Other invest. cos. mci.
holding cos. 10.8 9.2 1.6 5.3 3.4—2.4
Security & commodity ex-
change brokers & dealers50.6 9.641.0 25.13.6 —63.0
Ins, carriers, agents, etc. 5.7 9.8—4.1 2.8 3.7 6.3
Real estate & build, lessors 65.2110.7 —45.4 32.341.469.8
Other 14.625.6 —11.0 7.2 9.616.9
Total 202.0267.1—65.1 100.0100.0100.0
1944'
Banks & trust companies 85.071.513.4 26.632.313.8
Invest, trusts & invest. cos. 55.7 0.954.7 17.5 0.456.1
Other invest. cos. mc!.
holding cos. 12.7 5.2 7.5 4.0 2.3 7.7
Security & commodity ex-
change brokers & dealers51.2 1.549.7 16.0 0.751.0
Ins, carriers, agents, etc. 9.2 7.1 2.1 2.9 3.2 2.1
Real estate & build, lessors 88.1103.6 —15.4 27.646.7 —15.8
Other 17.231.8 —14.6 5.414.4---15.0
Total 319.1221.697.6 100.0100.0100.0
1945'
Banks&trustcompanies 234.831.2203.6 35.1 19.140.4
Invest, trusts & invest. cos.122.7 3.2119.5 18.4 1.923.7
Other invest. cos. mci.
holding cos. 28.1 3.924.2 4.2 2.4 4.8
Security & commodity ex-
change brokers & dealers85.4 1.084.4 12.8 0.616.7
Ins, carriers, agents, etc. 34.8 6.328.5 5.2 3.9 5.6
Realestate&build.lessors134.498.236.2 20.160.1 7.2




Invest, trusts & invest. cos.145.0 1.1143.9 16.7 0.919.2
Other invest. cos. mc!.
holding cos. 44.0 3.340.7 5.1 2.8 5.4
Security & commodity ex-
changebrokers&deaiers78.9 2.076.9 9.1 1.710.3
Ins, carriers, agents, etc. 60.1 2.757.4 6.9 2.3 7.7
Real estate & build, lessors309.175.4233.7 35.764.131.2
Other 38.312.525.8 4.410.6 3.5
Total 865.6117.6748.0 100.0100.0100.0
1947'
Banks&trustcompanies 79.238.041.2 13.834.4 8.9
Invest, trusts & invest. cos.60.1 1.059.0 10.5 0.912.7
Other invest. cos. mci.
holding cos. 22.7 5.317.4 3.9 4.8 3.7
Security & commodity cx-
changebrokers&dealers56.6 2.654.0 9.9 2.311.6
Ins, carriers, agents, etc. 23.5 1.921.7 4.1 1.7 4.7
Real estate & build, lessors296.351.5244.8 51.646.652.8
Other 36.010.325.7 6.3 9.3 5.5
Total 574.3110.5463.9 100.0100.0100.0









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Ability to pay and capital gains tax,
83-6
Accrued unrealized gains and losses
excluded from taxableincome,
3 6-8, 45-6
proposal to include in taxable in-
come, 289-95, 304
Accumulated corporate earnings as
source of capital gains,11-2,
221-7; seealso Undistributed
corporate profits
Adams, Charles E., v. Commissioner,
239
Adams, Thomas S., 226
Administrative cost of capital gains
revenues, 18-9, 209-10
Air Reduction Co., Inc., 74
American and Foreign Power Co., 1
American Car and Foundry Co., 74
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., 167
American Tobacco Co., 74
American Rolling Mill Co., 65
American Woolen Co., 74
Arbitrage gainsas component of
profit, 80
Armour and Co., 74
Atlantic Refining Co., 74
Australia, 12, 264-5
Averaging
capital gains and losses by
backward proration, 306-8
carryback and carryforward of
loss against gain, 3 12-3
forward proration, 308-10
optional 5-year periods, 306






Avoidance of taxes; see Tax avoid-
ance
Backward proration of capital gains
and losses
over fixed number of years, 3 06-7
over period held, 307
with use of current income and tax
rates, 307-8
Balaban, Barney, 240
Basic data described, 324-42
INDEX
Basis
for computing gains and losses on
gifts, 300
transfer of, inheritances, 303-4
Basle, 275
Belgium, 13, 102, 270-1
Berle, A. A., 167
Bethlehem Steel Corp., 65, 74
Blough, Roy, 51, 53, 305
Bonds purchased at discount, 247-8;
see also Stocks and bonds
Bondwashing, 259-60
Bonus, stock, 24 1-5




Building and construction, collapsi-
ble corporations in, 235-6
Business, statutory definition of, 24
Burr, S. S., 324
Butters, J. Keith, 108
Byers, (A.M.) Co., 65
Canada, 12, 262-4
Capital, concepts of, 25-34, 48-9
Capital accumulation, effect of capi-
tal gains tax on, 86-9 1
Capital assets
statutory definition, U. S., 20-4
nature of, 48-9
Capital gains
amounts of net, 7-9, 160-1
and compensationforpersonal
services, 23 1-2, 237-41
and compensation for risk, 6 1-2,
67-9
and national income, 174, 175
and profits, 75-81
average by income groups, 124-8,
142-4
conversion of ordinary income to,
174, 212-53, 259-60, 267-8
components of, 67-71
irregularity of, 10-11, 83-6
reinvested corporate profits and,
11-2, 221-7
see also Capital gains and losses
Capital gains tax rates
as deterrent to sales, 16-8, 103-8,
156, 283-4, 287-8, 3 13-7
as incentive to risk-taking, 107-8
changes in absolute vs.relative
level of, 175-9Capital gains tax rates (concl.)
relation to income tax rates, 12-6
seealso Taxtreatment
Capital gains and losses
amounts of net, 112, 119-21, 158
andinterestrates,60-1,93-8,
283-7
and national income, 49-51, 92-3












in economic sense, 47-8, 285
legal definition of, 5, 48-9
nature of, 1-5
parallel tax treatment of, 181-3
real estate as source of, 145-5 1
realized vs. unrealized, 4




effect on property transfersof,
106-7
nature of, 15, 181-3
large vs. small investors, 184-5
relation to capital gains tax, 18 1-3
Capital losses
amounts of net, 189, 194-6
conversion to ordinary losses of,
250-1
Capital tax, Sweden, 272-3
Capitalization of earnings, 56-7
Carryback of capital loss, 3 12-3
Carryforward of capital loss
as averaging device, 312-3
current provision for, 173
effectonfederalrevenuesof,
204-5, 207-8
effect on loss limitation of, 196-7
see also Capital loss carryover
Catastrophic losses, 63
Chamberlain, Neville, 259
Charitable institutions, gifts to, 300-1
Civil War Income Tax Acts, 3 1-33,
35, 227
Classification of data, 341-2, 344-5,
353-6
Cleveland, City of, 1-2, 150






Colorado Fuel and Iron Corp., 65
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.,
74
Commissioner v. Caulkins, 248
Commissioner v. Smith, 238
Commissioner v. Koren, Ltd., 259
Commissioner v. Wanamaker, 233
Compensation for personal services
as component of capital gain,
69-7 1
Compulsory inventorying of capital
assets, 46
Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp.,
74
Consumption as income, 52-3, 87-90
Conversion of ordinary income to
capital gains, 174, 211-53
France, 267-8
Great Britain, 259-60
Copeland, M. A., 51, 92




Corporate reorganizations, tax treat-
ment of, 42-5
Corporation Excise Tax Act, 33, 35
Corporation income tax, 227
Corporations
consolidated returns of, 3 56-7
description of data for, 3 56-60
tax treatment of, 20, 22, 356-60
Countercyclical revenue fluctuations,
205-6
cumulative averaging and, 298-9
taxationofaccruedunrealized
gains and, 290-1
Couzens, Senator James, 110
Coverage of data, differences in re-
turns, 322-3
Cowles, Alfred, 224
Cream of Wheat Corp., 74
Crucible Steel Co. of America, 65
Cudahy Packing Co., 74




Curry, 0. J., 222
Czechoslovakia, 277-8
Danielian, N. R., 167
Dealers
definition of, Sweden, 273
vs. investors, 212-5
Defense Tax, 170, 173








Depreciable property, tax treatment
of, U. S., 21-4, 195-6
Depreciation allowance
Canada, 263-4
conversion of rent to capital gains
through, 249-50
Great Britain, 257, 26 1-2
Disallowed net losses, 190-2, 194
estimates of, 131-2, 358
Discoveries and inventions, 63
Dividends
compared with capital gains, 124,
126
profits received in liquidations as,
237
received and distributed by per-
sonal holding companies, 217-9
rights to future, 245
Donander Co., 21
Double taxation, 52-3, 86-91, 282-3,
286
Doyle v. Mitchell Bros. Co., 34
Driver, L. Robert, 204, 209
Du Pont (E. I.) de Nemours and
Co., 74
Durand, David, 71, 96
Earning power and
ment, 71-5




ordinary income, 14-16, 160, 166,
172-3
short term gains, 159-60, 198
Ehrmanv.Commissioner, 215
Eisner v. Macomber, 35, 36, 38, 41
Entailed and trust estates, 26
Equity, considerations of in capital
gains tax, 3 13-7
Estate taxes as offset to tax avoid-
ance, 299-301
Estee, C. F., 31
Evans,GordonM., 239
Excess Profits Tax, 23
Exemption of capital gains from in-
come tax, 191, 194
Federal Revenues
administrative cost of, 18-9, 209-10
andlossallowancelimitation,
185-8, 204
effect of capital loss allowance on,
207-8
from capital gains and losses, 18-9,
161, 203-6
instability of yield of, 204-6
under low capital gains tax rate,
206-9





Fisher, H. W., 52
Fisher, Irving, 52-3, 87
Flint v. Stone-Tracy Co., 33
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